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ABSTRACT
e Presented is the Infant Stimulation Curriculum

(developed by the Developmentally Delayed Infant Outreach Project) *.
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betweet'birth and 36 months of age.. Published in a card format at a
sixth grade readability level, the curricultm includes introductory

_ cards providing. inforation on the purpose of the curriculum, Kays to .

adapt the.curridUlum to handicapped children, and-how to use the
curriculum to -identify a child's -behavioral level and stimulate
development through eight stages for each of.the following areas;
coordination, locomotion, cognition, receptive language, expressive
language, and socialization. Provided is a chart on which to. record
the child's progress. Each area is covered by 44 to 72 cards, each of
which specifies an observable _behavior and, suggests two or more
activities to.stiaulate the target behavior. Examples of behaviors
are ability to put a-small Can into a larger.,can '(stage 5 of
cognition, ability to pull a 1I2,1 x 30 pe( out of a pegboard (stage
4 of coordi4ation) and ability to' dry own han s ter washing (stage

sOcialization)..(DB)
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To order additional copies of the Infant Stimulation Curriculun, Write

The Nisongpr Center
1580 Cannon Drive
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Why Was the Infant Stimulation Curpcultilm Writtenl

.The most active. period of growthfa. a child4s mind and bod' is the
,

first few- years of; if fe. , The child' gro\tth .dape dts greatly on th'e''

'stimulation and i_raining He gets from .hcs parents and teachers . It
-).: ..

_

k
. ,. .

..., , -,-; _ .-, . . -r.- .
,

;,.;,,-,_ is thereforeAmpOrtant that parents and teachers know what a child
- v

.=,r
,, 'Should be able to,. d t help childo .and how :o elp a c learn. This Curriculum'

.--

o'' :'1 is a guide. for, parents -and teachers to use ,as they help the young

(.. ., --k..- child grow and learn.
,
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'How,a you use the.CurricUlcumZ

The stimulation theit_ arapts and teachers g;iv'el helps him'
/

Card 3

.
.

1

g r o v in s e v e r a l d i f f e r e n t v a y s . -o -r, examp-ke , t g t o- a. .c hi lti he i'iss
I

e

k the child learn to, understand what is meant at Well as learn to talk.

,,.., ...

elping a child learn to wa],i'helps the childlearn how to move abgut.
1;

,-71 f:hgving a child where to look for a toy he dropped helps the child '
_.-

1 -earn hpw to reason. Since there are many di. f.feent ways child+eh
, 4

'g'1'01/,
y-^
theCurriculum-is divided irito-the following areas:

,

.1
. .q. k Coordination, Locomotion, Cognition, Receptive Languape, Expressive

i

.

', :.I

'

,
. ,,

tt-lAnguaga( , and Socialization.
k t *
t.'' 7.

4-- 4

Card 4

INTRODUCTION
/

1

1

I '

I i

These areas desdribe all the different ways childrein grow:

Coordination,.'

CooSai ation Oscrrbes tvith in the lability to see
things; hold things, and' reach for thingS,:.,,

Locomotion '74- , .
I .9

N.,.

-Locomotion describeS a child's growth in the ab4litito move about,
like'rollina ov(er,craVling, and walking. .

Cognition /t

...,

1

Cognition ascrib s * child's growth in intelleCtual abilities'
such' as reasoni and knowing low things vork. k

.

1..

t

I 7 1
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INTRODUCTION

Card 5

Esserti/e Language
-

Receptive Language describes a cAild's growth ,n the ability
to understand what said to him. .1

/

Lzreb5ive
/*

/ (
Expressive Language describes a child's growth in the abilitysto

'mate other people undetatand what he heeds or says.
/P

ocialization
4

-Socialization describes Et:child's growth,in the ability to
us.-&erstand that he is a person-as well as to learn how to take
care of himself.

/

INTRODUCTION

6

'44

Card 6 ,

Eaph_area in the Curriculum has a set of colored cards describing

the progressive stages.of a ohild's growth in that area. Look through
4

the Curriculum and see how each group of colored cards describes one

of these areas.:

After going through the cards, choOse only one group of colored

cards and look at them. r.

There are no.ages written on the cards. Children grow from Stage

1(simple skills) to Stage 8 (more difficult skills) according 'to
41.0*

-,1

6

r
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Card'T

INTRODUCTION

their own tine chart. Each child ,grows at a different rate,-but each,

ibe through *age 1, on to Stage 2, then to Stage 3, and so on through.
. r -

-,..:,,

Stage 8. -----.

Using the Cutriculum .....-- Areas of Coordination, Locomotion, Cognitibn,

Socialization

On, each card in t areas of Coordination, Locomotion, Cognition,

and So.cialization, you see Behavior'as well as Activities.

4-' BehaVior descriVes what a child can do if he is at a certain stage

4 ./ % 4

. .

of growth. T Activities az.. se suggested games or toys or exercises

you can use with the child to help hia learn and grow,

4

INTRODUCTION

fr

To usethe cards in these areas with .a very young child, first choOst

One area like Coordination and find at what stage of growth the child.
,

is functioning. This,is done by reading4Card1 and seeing it the "Child

can already' dp,..what the Behavior describes. Keep going through the

-cards in order until you find a Behavior that the child cannot do.

Now you have found the.dhild'S approximate stage.of growth.

If the child is older and already able to do many things, you do

not hav to.start With Card 1. In this'case, read.the cards in each
".' r-

-,..
.

area to get an'id7a of where the child's stage-of growth tight be.

.

Find' some BefiaciOrs yoa.; are noe- s, ure he c

...
,

.
,

,

,

.

t ;.-4 - .-s.

. Start with Behaviors
4

6.

,

1,-.,15-....S0,1,:".



INTRODUCTION

just before these. 'See if the child can d6 the Behaviors on these

cads. gang, in order, until heis unableit6 do a Iiehavibr.

This is the_child's present stage of growth. .
.

N
Now that you have found the child's present stage of growth and a

. Behavior that the child cannot yet do, read the Activities. describW

below the Behavior. Do the Activities suggested or make up similar 4,-.

activities of.your own. Keep practicing these activities et least once
A .

a day, 'for several days or` weeks, until the child is able to do

the Behavior disted-on the card. Also, work on the Activities

described on the next several. cards' if the,,,,qhfldcannot do the

Behaviors listed on them,

Repeat this procedure for the other threeareas,(Locomotion,

Cognition, Socialization). That means you will' -be working on

fliTRODUCTION_

ery day for each of .these areas, helping. the childseveral, activities

Card 10

7
learn and grow in many ways. /-

Using the Cu -- Areas of Expressive Language

Lanuage.

tive

The Expressive Language and Receptive Lang ape wrels are set up

a"bit d4fferently from the other four areas. Languag learning is a
a

process which should be a part of the total daily life of the child;

there foie language should ber6ombined*with the other foul
/

(

covered in this Curriculum. YoNwould,not work with the child on the

other activities, in complete silenge. You would TALK` AS YOU ARE

DOUG t:he. activities.



INTRODUCTION 1

4

Card 11 .

i --)
The Receptive and Expressive Language cards are divided into stages

1 ,
I , ,

-,'
.,. . . .

.

(din the 'other four areas), and on each card is listed a Behavior.
.

Read throu-gh the Behaviors in each stage-untilyoufina the-stage in

the child 44es net yet 4e all of the

card in each stage, you will find a list o,f Ideas,and Activities

which can easilyAliF done with the child in combination With the
A

activities in the other four areas of the Curriculum and cvbe done.

with the' child throughout the day. When you find the level at which

`the child is now performing, read over the last card in that stage.

If you are not already doing those types of activities with the child,

it is important to begin doing them. (It woUld-also be helpful

-for you to read over the Ideas and Activities cards in any of the

stages before that one)

r

INTRODUCTION

Card 12-

N,

To be able to learn about the World around him', the child needs

to have a great variety of experiences and needs to constantly

hear the words which describe these. experiences -- words for what he

sees, for what he heas, for, what he smells, for what he touchesi
A

for what:he,feels,emotionally (happy, sad, hungry, hurt, etc.). From t
.

)

the day he is born, during all his waking hours,i.t is crucial for the

child to hear language., The child must first have an understandiag_ot
r

'

the wo rld around, him (receptive languagel-before he wi41 be able. to

speak about it (expressive-language). If he hears very little

.anguage .from those around him, then he will learn Very, little and

say_verylittle.. Remember, it takes no;more time to talk to your

"*.
9

-



Card- 13

INTRODUCTION . A

\
.

',1 .

child,when you are around him than it des to be slient--and it is so

very important t tal development:

'TO STIMULATE EVER ASPECT OF THE CHILD'S GROWTH, IT IS IMPORTANT

FOR THE CHILD TO-- PRACTICE ACTIVITIES IN ALL AREAS OF THE CURRICULUM

Some Behaviors and Activities written without the ''special"

child in end. Thete children cdoll be blind, deaf, or physically

handicapped. Ify,lou change the Behaviors and Activities.scmeWhat,
.

these children can still benefit from the curriculum program.

To adapt a'13 h to a child with a handicav, pick out the

1ord(s) which tell

thing he can do.

IUTRODUCTION

Examples:

something Ile cannot dO and change them to some-

9

Card` lk

i

.

Sulition (Card 13) "The child kicks his fqet to make mobiles
hung above, him move." If the child cannot move his legs, replace
"legs" with "arms" or something he.will move in orde to make
something happen. ..-

0
Expressive Language (Card 34) The child names two br three parts
of a.. doll like its arms....when a person points to a. part and
asks, "What is this?" If the child iy Jallnd, change "shown" to
"he,feels" or "touch-es-"-

/Receptive Lan ; ;wage (Card 15) "Whenesomeone sayi "bye -bye" to if

the child he ayes by himself:" ff the child, is deaf,,change
"says" to "say 'andwaves."

. . ,.''.4

To adapt an Act vity to a child with a handicap, think about what

he. can do. Can he h ar or. see? Can he sit up or crawl? Can he under--
.,. .

stand *or, talk? Then k about what he `Cannot do. Must he lie down
)

0
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INTRODUCTION

Card 15

or can he sit up? .Can he move his own hands dr does he elp?

Can he hear you talk or must you use signs or pietureO? Knowing
4

1411 this yo-uc-a-n chan-ge the e ivity to fat the child's-needs and-

1
For example, look at Coordination (Card 15). The Activity is,Ili

"hold 'the child on,,your' lap as you.sit up to a table. Place a small-.

block on the table-so the child can 'reach it. Help him pick A up

by. guiding his hands toward it if it seems he cannot pick,,,:it We."

If the child is blind: Tapthe cube on the table so he can
follow its position by sound.or tape a bell on it and jingle it.

\

If the child is deaf: Use a brightly colored cube so he will
watch it. ,Show him the action you'want him to,do. Sit in front
of him so he can see Asu and look t you when you talk.

'INTRODUCTION ft

Card 16-

0

If the child has cerebral palsy.; Use other objects that 'are easier
to grasp. Help his hand hold thef,aiect. If the ehild is rigid
(spastic), relax muscles by,3azaaging. If he is told loose.; 1
(athetclid), place object i-tmly on the table (tapedY, or on a film

\ board with an 'indente ole the object.
\

,

-6-e ,
\ .,...

,

Ie most cases, children. with handicaps will go through the same.
,

stages' growth 'as any child, but at their own speed. 10handicapped

child can benefit from the'Ou'rriculum, if smailAhanges,aremade to

fit the child's deeds.
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F
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$
0

Some Important Tbinga/'to Remembc

very "important to remember that the ActN'itieS are suggestions
i

,Card 17

for toys and games. The child _should not be forced "to play games or
,

use the toys suggestAd if he, does not ,want to. Generally
'

'idea to do what the child enjoys doing.

PlaYing with a Child should be at a time which is good, for both

you and the child. After the child's, nap may be one good time. The

child should be peaceful, happy, and playful:

When the-child is young hewill enjOy playing only frir few

minutes s_day.,.., Later, as he is able to sit by' himself,you can

play .with him longer.

V

INTRODUCTION

"Ctird 18

.

,kctfirities.can be seen and understood more easily by the child if

they are done slowly. Always talk gently to the child and tell him

what you are &ling while you show him liow to do it.
. ,

°A child also needs t/o be able to do an activity oiler and over

again. Changing one toffy for a similar one and dging the same activity

makes the fun of the activity last longer.
,

,7"
.

.

The child needs to be.encouraged to keq,1trying. Watch the

elild and praise him for what he does. well. ,This will make him feel
--.

,

.

.

gbdd,, about himself. Each: child does, things in his own way and in his

own time. It is.important to have faith in each dhild's ability and
f

nOtata compare him with other c

. .
,

hildren.

4 /



-.. .INTRdDUcTION..
406,:t if yb u are the Child's 'Classroom Teacher?

7
.

li thgt r i_s _S PPI ng .a child.. and his -mot-h-er -for ..t.he f-i-rs-t- t-i-me,

C;Olet .attentiri needs to be directed toward the mother. This way_the

scanchild ,,can get used td the teaeher's voice, the .classroom,

new and -diffe-rentthings he 'ee

and all the

' -',.: -,..-.. /
:- :

When the teacher does talk With the child, she should
..'1.-4

ge4letd the child ,so he does not become afraid or upset.
. , 44 -...,.

t-, . ,

. . .
._

. ,..

While the child plays in the classroom?, 'the teacher can iratch for
.

r ,

the behaviors the child can do. Also, tlie toys and gates he likes
A . y .

. maYf,be' noted. .

be ouiet -*nd
"--

% When a child begins games of his own, the teacher may join him.

The child will show when her is tired of(Lgame" or when a change in

.

INTRODUCTION

his position is needed. The teacher must be flexible. She 'can use the
-,,

-..

child's restlessness, curiosity, and short attention time to. attract
. .

S . ,
him to many new activities in the classroom.

.

.Once the child is comfortable in the classroom, the teacher can
....

.

beg -in to use the Curriculum.

It

4

. 1

r
...Z.
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.

, tWhat ere some of the toys the. Curriculum uses.?t
,

1 .I.-' . - -4., -..J. A---.- -

. A child needs to play.with things/ interesting to him, And just =
,: _ 'N.

/ 0.
7: :. -

about evrything'is of interest to him. Many items in the house
.. -

. :
axa good toys for the chil4 to-play- with. They are andy, as

I

yell-
:-. . . .':

as interesting for the chin.
.. ,

r-

Such items include:

APPENDIX

-1 .

Jewelry boxes
Shoe boxes
Plastic containers
Pots and pans

1

p

Cooking utensils
Shaving cream

'Pencils and crayons
Books and maga0.nes

A

Each stage in the Curriculum in an approximate

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
-Stage 4
Stage 5 .

Stage 6
Sthge 7
Stage 8

0-1 month
1-4 months
14 -8 months

8-12 months
12-18 months
18-21Cmonths
'214 -30' months

30m36 months

. .

Use'this guiaelihe of ages hnd sttges to help estimate where the
.

.

brCard

22

acket.

.

child is funCtioning. Do. not expect the child to do all the behaviors

because he is t#at 4ge. Remembei-, eaeh-child iss unique.

- 1 4_
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Coordination

Card .7 precedes card 43
:.Card 47 follows card 42
Card 59 precedes card 55
Card 73-precedes card 69

Locomotion

Card 63 precedes card 61

Cognition

Card 43 follows card 37
Card 42 precedes card 46
Card 64 precedes card 55
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COORDINATION .

f Card

ti

Behaviar.

The child's'hapds .are sometimes open with fingers-,extended'
instead of always held tigh fisted.

.* *

Activities

r

1) Play with the child's hands. ,

Hold them in your own, pat them,
and run your finger across hisebalm
and fingers.

'1 ,

R) Place the child's blanket'in.his hand. Ha've the child
touch and feel it; or`' .give the child a small soft stuffed
animlal to touch. --

-7-----

;- COOHDIN*ON -

i k,
:

1 STAGE'. 1
i A ,

--, Y
Behavior \

3) n you are washing the hild4s hands', firmly rub the
washcloth over his palms.

4) Hold a finger or small'object out to the child, moving it
' close to his palm:

.1r.

Card

4

1 L
.

The chilals eyes follow a bright red toy
that moves left-to right in front of '

his face. r'Mhe toy is held eight inches above
;the child' nice and is moved very-slowiy..:.

Activities.

1) '.Hold a smil n en light (not a flashlight) about twelvd
-inches above'ithe child's face. Slowly move it from the
left t6 ilght side of.,his face. IP the child's
eyes do not f low it, try again;, moving the light even

* _
more slowly th timee '

. c,
. .

(like2) Shake 'a brightl ccilored, n9is, e-making toy k a rattle)
while-moving-it ,i1..ght,to-1.eft in front of the child's
Face, so* that he 11 folloW it with his eyes..

/
' -',-

.

r



COORDINATIONi.

STAGE i C_

_Behavior.

The child's eyes follow a bright red toy.
The toyis held eight inches above him and
is slowly mqved up from his chest to his
for.ehead,'and back again.

Activities

l,
Hold, a pen light about ;twelve inches above the
child's face. Move 'it slowly from bis face to his'
chedt. If the child's eeyes do not follow the light,
try` again_. This, time move the ligh more slowly than
you did before.,

2. :Whin talking to the child, move your head about slightly
so the child will follow, y',ou with his ,eyes.

r

--':COORDINATION -

STAGE 1

Behavior

The child turns his head to follow a
moving rattle. Hold the rattle eight
inches above him; .shakelit and move
from the df his head to hS
far left Side.,

Actiltities
0

4

.

1. Hold a squeeky toy abbut 8-12 inched-above
the child's- head'. Squeek it, and move it to,'
his left side so he must turn his head to see
it. Do the sameto the right side.

2. While standing ovei,the child and talking to him as he
lies in his,crib, move slowly ffom-his right side to
his left side. He will- wat'dh'You with 'his eyes.

Car Lf

2i

V '



GOOltDIATION

4

or

Th= olald's eyes follow a hright red to 'that
Twigs slowly in ,a eiicle above his head. The
.!toy'is held eight inches .above'the child's head.

Activities

1) When the child is lying on his back, stand out oi his
sight and hold a.rattle above his laCe. -Shake it,gently until he

. looks at it. When you are sure he sees it,' move it slowly in a
circle above his head. .Then'move the rattle in the opposite direction.

2) 'Hold as pene-14ght about' twelve inches above the lace. Move it
id a small circle above his head.

),

3) Hang a mobile or brightly colored object on a crib above the child's
heads Make the mobile move in a circle from time to time.

900AUNATION

STAGE

Behavior

4

Card

The child, turns his bead- to look at people 'and' things in'a'rocm:

1.

Activities'-

,1) Holding the child, walk around
Talk to him as you walk.

a room, so he can look at different things.

0-,

) Hold objectsfrom twelve to thifty-six inches in front or to the side'of
, the child's face so he can see them.

-3) 'Let the child lay on a blanket as you do your chores indifferent 'rooms .

'so he can watch you and look at thingi in'that num. Talk to him as you
work. '

I /

.
1
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COORDINATION

STAGE 2.,

1

BehaviOr

The child holds a small rattle like this. All
his fingers and thumb curl around the rattle.

Activities

CARD g

S.

1. Shake a small rattle in front of the child. Put the
. rattle in his hand. Shake the rattle that is in his hand.

A 2. Let the child hold on to' one of yOur fingers while you holding
Slip your finger into h0.hand so he can grasp it.

( .
tN3. Give the child different textured toys to bold such as &small cloth.

1

are him.

doll, .small fuzzy-a'nimal, or a piece of sponge...

COORDINATION

STAGE 2.

4

.

Behavior

'1 The child looks at a cmal.hth block that ii placed
on a table directly ip front of.)lim

'Activities ..-

1. Sit up to a table and hold he child on your
lap.. Shake a small rattle and put 'it'on the
table directly in, front of the chnd: See if he

- looks at itid Shake it again if he does-not see-..k[j
it. Talk-to the Child about,the rattle as you ,

shake it.

J

2 -While the child is sitting on your lag, hold a '

brightly colored toy in front of him. 'Bring it'dlOse
to his and move it.away agal!n. hp,watches

"
it move.,

3. Hold the child up to ifistank. See if'he watches the-fish move.

.

. t

.' 2,3

-4;

:,

4



COORDINATION

STAGE"- 2.

(.ehavior

The child .reaches for toys that hang .

above his crib. °

Actikities

1. Hang mobiles and bright, colorful
pictures above the child's bed where

- he can see them. Lift the child's
hand and have it touch the mobile.

. Hold a rattle above the child's stomach, .shake it until
he, see it. Move it slowly down to him. Say; "Get the
rattle. Grab it." See if he reaches for it. If he
does, give the rattle ,to him. .Ifshe does not, lift his
hand and putl.the,rattle in his hand s'o he can hold it.

CO-OHD-IN-A-TrrO-N-

:STAGE 2

Behavior

The.child turns his head to follow a slowly
moving Ttennib, ball rolled in front of him.

Activities
.

1. While the child is sitting on you'r
lap, rolltoy cars and/trucks back
and forth in front of him. '',

Card Jj

2. Put a toy on top of a pillow clr blanket:,
Move' the blanket, from left to'right'.in'`"
front of'the child's face so he can watdh
it",move.

t.

2

'
V



COORDINATiON

.,STAGE
;

Behav or

The d holds a small rattle like this.'

Activities

--0 While you ate holding the child, let him

N\.
play-with your fingerS. Have him hold onto
one of your fingers.

Give the child a small rattle to hold and play'with.

card 12-

) Let the child hold small different textured objects
'4h as a cloth doll, fuzzy stuffed-animal, or sponge..
*Fe these objects An the child's hand.

/

COORDINATION

STAGE 2

Behavior .

The child puts a rattle to his mouth: often
putting it in his modth:.

Acti ities

card /

1)' Give the child small - dandled toys tosplay with that are all right
,...,., for, him to' put into his mouth. k .

.
..

2), When giving the child his bottle, plaCe his hands on the bottle.
as'if.he were holding it, ,,Then help him bring, the, bottle to his mouth.

.,,

1 .,

3) Put a futZy or terry cloth mit :the child's hand and rub
the it softly 'on the child's face. K

A':

, .

4) Put jelly, honey: or same good tasting food on hiZ:fingers and-allow'

. him to stick his fingerd in his mouth.

2 ri



COORDINATION

STAGE ,3

Behavior

card ,t

The child reaches for/and touchei a one
that is placed in front of him./

Activities

inci block.

1) Set the child on your Clap up toss table.

Place a small block in front of him that is
within.his resat. See if he reaches for'it.
If'he does not hit it against the table so

, he will look at it. Then help him reach for it,
by extending his arm.

2) Hold a rattle above the chip s chest,and.shake it.
. 0 .

If he reaches for'it,'let him take it. If he .does
not reach for it, extend his arm and help him touch it.

3) Put a rattle or bell on the table, 'po'when the child
touches it, it will make_a noise. ,Help the child
touch it.

COORDINATION'

STAGE 3

Behavior' ..4

.. ..
.

. .

. ,

The child picks up a-One inch block with one
. or both hands. . .

card /6-

Activities

1) Hold the child on your lap as you sit up to
a table. Place a small block on''-the table so_
the child can reach it. 'Help him pick it up
by guidinghis hands toward it if it seems he
canndt pia-it up.

I.
'2) Place other toys like small rattles on the,table

for\tht child-to pick up too, Help him reach for
the'toy and grasp it.

3) While,feeding the,Child, let him reach for and
spick up .his food or the spoon.

n.,G0htlias.MILTec ti lecon.l=



_COORDINATT011

-STAGE 3

4

Behavior--1.

ti
The child, When lying on his back, picks up an object
hehas seen placed on his chest.

Activities.

card` /G,

-:', t .
4 1) While the child is'looking at a rattle, move it rom above the child's

.
head down to his chest: Help him grab it. -

.
-

ShoW the child a bright red one inch block. When the child is looking
at the block, slowly move it toward his chest: Place it on his chest,
and say, "c4t the block."' Help him put'his had op it to pick it up,.

i-'-
..

.

i
..... 3) When playing with the child, tickle his chest. See if he will try

to.grab or hold-your fingers. Or, use your fingers to "walk!' &dm
the child's forehead to hls Chest- , ,. ,..

.1

CoN;DatrITI e

1 STAGE 3

- _.

Card 17

The child, when lying on his back, will pull down- t-Ipur inch toy ring_
that is hanging eight inChes abcrvehim.

.

Activities

_;

1) While the child\ia.lying on his back.s n. the ft6Or, kneel behind,14m -
he cannot see, you. Shake;..4 rattlap Plat he will have to kook

back and up. W.Aen-lie grasps tc.pull on it befcie letting him';
have -it. If helloes not try to .liab it, help the ..childreack:.and--".
grtsp it.

\

\

Dangle a yarn ball or several pieces; of yarn abOvt theChiies
so he can grab it. Also use pieces of brightly colorgd material. Help
the child reach end grasp the object.

,... .

--s4... -,-,

,' : ., ...

i'-

. -..s. -

.



C0011DINATION

STAGE 3

Be 'havior

. -

The child grasps a one inch block fromthe side
with, his fingers spread wide.

4

Activities

1). Give the child a small block to hold and play with.

2) Letthe child play. with small jewelry boxes.

3) Let the child play with soft, small squeeze to so he canexerci,se
the use of his thumb and fingers. Also sponged'and stuffod'animals

. are good iOys.for this.

COORDINATE%

STAGE

a

,

Behavior

The child holds a block in each:hand
for-three or more seconds.

Activities
. '

-

1) While the child is sitting in his infant chair, hold a small block
up for him to take. Then give-him another block to hold in his
other hand. If he drops,,it, give it to him again.

i.2) Let the child hold fwo small objects like a teething.ring and
rattle - one in each hand. If he drops one, pick it up and put
it back in his hand.

Help the child to grasp your index. fingers, one t each hand.'
Move your arms together and apart.in front of him.

2 8.

V



rl
COORDINATION

STAGE 3

Behavior

The child reaches foi' one inch block while holding
one in his other hand.

Activities'

o.
card 2.t.)

1) 'Let the child rake, hi's fingers through sand so he can get the
idea of reaching out with his hands.

2) If the child drops the cube he is holding to pick.another.one
,up, glade the-dropped cube near the child free hand instead
of directly in front of him. Help him pick the cube-up as you
help him hold on to the other cube by gently closing your hand
.around his hand that has thecube in it.

COORpIiATION"-

STAGE

Behavior

k

The child, while S10414, on someonellliihons and bangs a spoon

4

4.

N.

N\ card 21

on a table.

-4.A :Activities
.-N.,

,l) While the child is sitting,on yo't lap, give 'him toys that are

all right for him to hit against a'table. Show him how t &.hit

them against the-table.. Thanhelp hit do it..

Put a spoon in the child's harid and show him how to hit it against

a tin gie pay You .are holding. .-

~o.

".-

t

795



COORDINATION

STAGS 3

Behavior.
.,

,

While _the Child is-sitting_orCsomeope!s.14p, he.reachis-for a toy
-using Qnly one-hand_and-atm: *.:( --- 4,..

21dtfiatieTs i___ - - -,

,, -' e . ::7-

.

_.Use a small toy that -t-easily picked14 by -the chil,:liiith one hand: --
Set the-toy,td the light side of.theChild, lmt_within teach. Have-)

,

the Chili] get it.' Then ,set the toy to the left side of the "child add
have hfm,getit - using just one hadd. (Hold, other-hand gently in '

his lap.)

3

2) Dangle a ring or other object on a string above the child. He will ,

reach for it with both hands. Move. the ring to one side of his so he
will reach for it using just the one hand that is near it. If he
tries to use-bothhands, gently hold hit one arm down and encourage
him to get the rIng.

COOT INATION

' STAGE 3

Behavior

The child picks up a raisin by using all,his.fingers
to sweep the raisin into the palm of his hand.

Activities

2.3

1) Have the child try.to feed-himself dry cereal,
like Captain Crunch,, Wheat Chex,or Kix. Put
just a. few pieces at.a.titie on his food tray.
Let him pick them up with his fingers and eat them.

, 2) LRt the child' play with a chain of.toy keys.



f.

COORDINATION

STAGE 3
.

4 Behavior (

, .
-.' .

.

The 'child pick& up and holds a one inch block
3 by grasping overthe top of the block and

holding'itin the palm of his hand.

Activities

1) Give the child a small block or box to hold
and 'play with. When you give it to him, set
it on the table and let him pick, it up and
play with it.

2) Let the child play with large, plastic pop beads.

3) During his bath, let the child' play with small

plastic. toys that float: Help him to,graip,the

- .objects. .

.

COORDINATION

STAGE 3

Behavior
/

The child lifts a cup or similar shap d object
by grabbing its rim.

Cc!, ci

Activities

1) Let the child play, with kitchen tools like plastic
\bowls, measuring Cups, and lightweight cooking pans
1 while you are fixing a meal. C

' '2). Male or buy a toy tambourine - have the child
grasp it by the rim as shown and show hiM howto

`ft

shake it to make noise.

-j q,

1,

0

0

%;



COORDINATIOU

STAGE 3-

, ,
Behavior ,

1

card 26

The child, whaa'sittini on somione's lap, holds a toy
in onehand and then passes it to his other hand.

Activities et

1) Let,thd child hold and plaivith a four inch ball
or box. He will' need to hold it with both his hands

2) GIVetila---ehild a- small, two Inch 'long car to play with.

He will hold ii-in-one hand and finger it with his other hand.

3)5',' When the child .is holding a toy, try to move his other arm
and hand to touch the toy. Help him to take the toy into

I his other hand. ,

..
'.:

:-;

,

-1'

tf_4) Sit the child up or lay.him on his back to encourage_the child's
.usage of both hands.., Give the child toys that hescan easily'

t' handle.
.

. . ' .

..t '
r.

,

-I

4 :

,./

?.
COORDINATION

a .
STAGE 3

,

t:

Behavior
'

i

The child grabs and pulls a string by wrapping
all his fingers around it.

Activities
. ,

.1) -1q1opa the child a pull toy to play with.
SW; him how it moves, when you pull the'

string:' While the'cfiild Is siding on -the
floor, put.the pull:toy in.frontof him and put
its string in his baud. Thenhavelim pull the
String toward lam so the toy will move. , ``'

J

'Ihread-twci_pr three beads.on,a shoe string and make
a large.--bradelet7for7the -child. 'Let him play with the

card 27

bracelet. -.- : ., .. .

.; , - , -. .

, . .., -...,

. .

. , ..._,

'Tie a.-piece of:Yarn-to A balloon, let the: ;child-hold

the yarn -.taw-- laY-withlthe fia'''ll4n-.
-ee

" ; : `7----4,s11.=_ ;,...:
.- ,. '. -.- ; , A . ,

. -,

.: ,

aZ
,...



COORDINATION

STAGE

Behavior
A:A

child, picks up and.holds a one in block by
grasping,over-the top of the block. this thumb is
on the opposite side of the black that his three
fingers are, on.

A Ivities.

...1)

4

Give the child blocks to play
Give him small blocks as well

teethe child play with small
three inches long.

with.

as large blocks.

toy cars, about

C OORDINATION

-V
STAGE -4

lLhavior.

A child holds'a small rattle with all
'his fingers around one side of the
rattle and his thumb around the other
;side.

. .

Act vities

.1). Give the child a small rattle to play with.
- Place it on a flat surface and let the child

pick it up.. 've,

2)_. Give-the child. ,a: flag-an.a stick to wave.

.3) the child to hold, and feed himielt a
,prettel stick or.piece of stick candy..

..

.Bhcnnage,him ynhoittft as 'shown.'



QORDINATION

STAGE q

Behavior

The chill pulls a 1/2" x 3" peg out bf a pegboard.,
S .

tActivities
\

1) Stick,popsickle sticks or drayonsin clay and play dohs im
Show the child how to pull them out. Then have him_
pull them,out. .1

2) Make or buy a pegboard that has 3/8" by 3" `or larger -pegs:
Put the pegs in the board. Show the child how to pull
them out. If the child does not pull the pegt out after
you have 'shown him how, place his hand on apez and help
him pull it out.

COORDINAT

STAGE q

Card 31
. .

Behavior

the child holds'a half inch round stick by
wrappinehis ring and middle fingers around the
stick and extending his index fingef along the
stick.

Activities

. 1) Give the child toys to play with that have'a stick
handle. He can use tke handle to push and pull the toy.

,

Allow the child to play with objects that have handles,
sach as smell suitcases or drawers.

3) Have the. child beat a toy "drum" (an empty coftee.
can with a plastic lid) with a'stick to make noise.



COORDINATION

STAGE 1/

1'

Behavior

The child picki up 'a one inch block with his Allon6

on one side and index fingers on the adjacent aide.

The rest of his fingers are on't-he side'opposite

the thumb side.

Ito

I

Activities

1) Give the child small and large blocks to play with

2) Let the child play with small ,,tewelry boxes

COORDINATION

STAGE.
. 1 9

Le.

Behavior

V

c a r d 32.

The child-holds a tennis ball with his
thumb and'finger spread apart.

Activities

1). Let the child hold and play with
clean thr6e or four inch long spbnges.

.let him play with them in the water
during his bath. -104

_2Y. Play ball with the child. Use 4i tennis ball,
and roll ii to the child. Help him roll it to you.
Use a soft rubber ball.



, '

COORDINATION

SAGE 4 -

e

Behavior

-The----ctrild-put-a-i--one-incti-ti-btack- in A7 Cup after lie has seen you d'o it.

Activities

1)

4 '
Play a game with the child Oler< hp holds and drops a small ball.
Have him sit over a large bucket and drop:the ball ihto it. If
he will not drop the ball, gentl shake the ball.free from his .

hand. Make sure the bucket is. bilow to catch it.

2) Have the, child sit at a table and drop a pingl)Ong ball into a
coffee can that is on the table;

Show the child how to push_a marble or ping -gong ball through a
hole cut in the plastic lid of an,empty coffee can. Let him do
it. Then take off the lid and show Mtn hOW torelease an object
from his hand directly into the can. Lpt,him do it.

1,

COORDINATION

STAGE

G

The'child holds a spoon with his four
finger tips curled around'the bottom Of
the handle and the thumb on top.

Activities

1) After the child h shed eating,.let-
him. hold the spoon he wi 1 be'usinetater to
feed himself.

2Y Cut up mmai1 pieces of meat stab the child's
fork into.. Let the child hold the foxy himself
and feed'himselE.- Make sure the fork is short
or dull-pronged.

3 (3

t,



The child bangs together toys he is holding

in each hand.

1

Activities

0

I) Give thechild two blocks. You take two blocks, holding one inTetich
hand. Hitthe blocks together.' See if you can get the child to do
what you did. Help hit hit the blocks together by, holding onto his .

hands and gently clapping them together.

2) Have the child hold two spoons, onen each hand, and bang;them
together. Also use other toys that makelinteresting clinking
sounds.

3) Haire the child bang together toy "cymbals" (or two small pan lids)
that will make noise'only when hit together.

COORDINATION

_STAGE

Behavior

Ci>cd

The child holds a small ball with his thumb
opposite his fingers..

Activities

4
1) Give ,the child. toys-he, can, squeeze like empty

plastic shaMpoo_bottles and sponge toys.

2) Let the- child -:handle a small peach, plot, Orr.
some other roundfruit-while he is eating it.

3) Blow-a balloon part way up. Show:the child
how-he'can grab-ii with his "hand: 'Let-him play



'COORDINATION'

STAGE L4\ .

'Behavior

The child picks up a taisin Using-all.hii
fingers and thumb.

Activities

1) Cut wide slot In the plastic ,lid of.a can.
`t. Let he child pick up pennies or buttons and

put t em through,the:slot, Empty the can and
let him do it aga0.

2) ,Le.the child finger feed himself raisins and
"cereal flakes.

3) Also give the child.small squeeze toys to play with.

COORDINATION

____STAGEA

Behavior
. '

The child picks up a string pinching it between.
the side of his index' finger.

Activities

1) Have the child finger feed himself
greenbeans.or carrot strips.

card 4/7

2) Tie a 'string to a toy. Place the toy, in front

. 'of the child and imre'him pick up the Atring and
pull the toy(: toward. him. .



COORAINATIOW

STAGE q

Behavior

The child pokes at things using his index finger.

Activities

1) Spread a small smotint of shaving cream on a table. ,Poke at the

shaving cream using your index finger, Help the child poke at

the shaving cream with his index finger.

2) Draw pictures in sand using your index finger. Have the child

draw with his finger in the sand, too.

3). Also let the child play with play doh, punching it with,

his finger after you show him how.

. COORDINATION

STAGE 4 °

'BehaVior.

card it/

The child pushes a 2" x 5", wboden toy cta,r. None of its wheels lift

off the table.

Activities

. I). Encourage the child to push a train or other small action-type

toys across, the floor: < "

. . ,

2) Let the child push a small box,\Stica as a small show box, across the

.floor or table.



;.;

COORDINATION

STAGE 41
a

BehaviOr

The child can hold a bottle and drbp small objects into
the Wide mouth of the bottle.

Activities

k -

"1) Play a-game where the child must hold his hand in a paper
circle on the floor while he puts toys or blocks into) he
circle with his other hand.

CARD 42.

2), Have the child play musical instruments like a drum or xylophone
by using one hand to hold the instrument and the other hand to
play the instrument with: ft

3) Have the child hold a stick vertically with one hand and shave
him put rings on it using his other hand.

4

-"COORDINATION

STAGE 5-4'

Behavior--

. The child un ps.a small tootsie

Activities

1) Stick pieces of s otchtape.2on a table (leave a tab on them)

and.have the child 11 them up off the table:

-2) Potira small toy iOax paper and help the child unwrap it to
)sie what's inside.

Cr 17

3) Stick pieces of tape to a stick (leave a tab). Have=the child
pull the tape off with one hand while holding the stick With
his' other hand.



tootOINATI0N..

-stAciz

Behav or

is- The, child reacts to a
turn his head and, s

t.

Card

,
, .

f 'sheet oi-gapei, 1$1/21' x 51/2", put 'on his face._ He

increaged'Movemett he will stop all movement.'

v.

,1. tiel.-4.-.,7tihe -child's :Washcloth abbve his "faCe. Gently drag, it over his face.-

.

. Play peek-a7boo with the child using a Meenek placed upon his face.

COORDINATION

STAGE Jr

Behav-rgr

-

.

S.

card -2-3

II

,The child can roll a-ball (the size
-of a 'basketball) forward:after-an
,adult shows him how.

. . .

Activities

t
1) Help the child learn to/roll a ball. Sit_ on the floor behind the

Chin, frith him 'sitting between. your legs. Place.his hands around
the balls° when he pushes.. forward the ball will roil. forward.
Say,"-Pugh the hall' and help him pu-sh forward. Use a ball that

ao, is brightly colored or -one that Makes noise, when it is moved.

. .

z.y Have the child sit on the floor and -play with large twelve to
--fifteen inch triickS that he-,can`push forwaid,. Show him -how to push

_

7 41-



Card 44t

COORDINATION-

3E

4,

Behavior

The child puts things in and takes things Out of big containers.

Activities ' '
,

.. . -
. . .

. .

1) Have the child drop small toys-into a p1irat1c bowl. Then.he can
dump the toys out and begin again. \

2) Help thei child drop wooden pegs into a coffee Can. Or let him
drop othtr objeCts-that---make a clinking-sound. \ .

3) Have the child'helpgou clean up around hilt7i5r chest, by having
him drop his toys int44ht-chest.

COORDINATION

-"STAGE

Behavior

0

The child will mark on apiece of paper with acrayon
after seeing-you draw on it.

Activities

Pt

1) Draw pictures in sand usinga half inch round stick.' ,Help the
child hold-a stick and mark in the sand too. Point out to lam
theairks he is making in thesana.

\ 2

card A/A-

Show the child haw to make big,.long marks using a crayon. Help
. ' him-hold'the crayon so -he can makebarks and scribble.

s_- 3) Sitting,on i table, trelP tk e child'holda large paint brush, making
long strokes-on_a piece of paper-. 'Use water on colored_ 'paper
or _a partable-blackboafd,

11



.

'otookoNAT,IoN

--sucts"

Behavior

e c s ac s one inch biii-Cks two high

after an adult shows-him how.

-t

Activities

Use .toys that are light in'weight so the child can pick
them up,with the thumb -and fingers.' Show the child how
to stack spbnges. .Help him stack sponges.

/) Place large blocks in a pile in front of the chircl. Build a tower
with two or three. Do not knock it down. Ask the child to make
one too. Hand'him blocks one at a time blind with.

CcorauNfiTioN
STAGE

Behavior

-fg

Tys\child picks up a raisin
index finger and_thumb'

-rig the-tip of his .

1) Let -the child pick up small objects like paper

small.acrewsi.=and-buttons,andArop,them-
inio_large jars_br-dans:-

2) Have the:child finger teed himself dry cereal,
small marshmallows, or raisins.,

, .

. 4



Opt DINATI9N-

IT4qg

Betuivior

0-,

,

The_cliild_dnmcia_a_small_obe4Tsuch_as_a
r,4,

. card _

raisin from a'Small bottle after an adult

= shows him how.'

. ,

a Activities

4

1)- Have the child watch as you pti a raisin (or object that will
make a noise -such as a screw) int6.a small - bottle. Show him
how to dump it out.

2) Play witha small piece of pipe, having the child watch as you,
_ .

roil a marble or other small otilject through it.- Let him look
through it, Have him put the marble in it. Roll the marble half
way through. See if the Child wifl push his side down to make,
it roll out. 0

t

COORDINATION

STAGE'S'

1

Card

The child holds thr e blocks,,e11 at once.

The blocks are one inch cubes.

Activities

II When the child is holding two Small objects (a itaCking.ring and
a two inch car) offer him a third-thing that can easily beheld like
a_small ball on it. Help him graspit.-

2) If the dhild'has'trouble holding three Objects at once, show him
how he can use his chest to. help hOld them:, Give child tyo small
dolls,(6-10 inches then give him a third doll to hpld.

Q

A



.

polutinaTiou

STAGE 46-

Behavior.

7
1:

,;The gild picks up & string pinching
it between his thumb an& the tip of
his index finger.

AdtiVitres-

Give the child winding toys to play with.
Help the child wind them up -if he needs help.

..2). Have the child help you pick up.-paper clips
and ,rubber bands that you .accidentally drop
on the floor.

3) PlaCe a small to per band around the end it `of the child's
thumb .and inxle ger. Have him stretch the bind. .

-4) Pinch clay between your indeX finger and ,thumb. Help. the,
child do the same".

COORDINATION

STAGE

. Behavior

card- 5 2

The. child picki up a raisin using his
thumb and index finger only.

/-
o

1) Have the child play, with play' dough or :sand
'Show the child 'how -to. pinch. it and ---.
have him pinch its. Help him pincb- it by
pinching his thubb and" ind-ex finger together.--

. -

GiVe the ,child_ cereal flakes_ .and ,raisins to.-eat.
Let im -pick them- up ub7ii-ig fin&rs

-3) Have the-child picK4 small beads and -drOp them
-in a pavan. ".,

a_

__
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%T.00BIGNATION

'STAGE -5"
.4

1

Behavior

1

a

Caid$

4:!

The child can'put at-least five pegs £' x 3/4") in a Regboard.

Activities '

1) Have the_child stick popsickle kinks through the small top of a-
. shaMpoa.kottle, or have him stick them in clay and pull them out again.

2) Show the child how to mtt 3/8" x 3" or 'larger pegs in a pegboard.
Encourage him to do the'Same.' Help the child put them in by guiding
his hand. %

COORDIUATION

STAGE 6

,

I. f

The child turns thin pages of'abook two to three-Tages'at a time.

,Activities

card

4

;.
1. Let the.childlook through-a famtily photo album, the kind that has

thick pages. -Help him turn the pasges as you look through the album
together_ and talk about. -the people .in .the pictures.: You-can also
maketanalbum by pasting pictures on cardboard.

- .

NAke,i book by pasting-pictures to 8" x 10" poster board.' Put tvO:)
holes in:pne side of,eachpage.. Tie the piges,together by puttitt
a string-through the holes and tying. "Let the 'child turn the pages
and talk about th'e pictures. ,Puellasking:taperalongthe,riOt
edge of the OgeS.giVing the child-.' surface. togras1)

3) Give the.child"children's,hookewillch"have thick -pages to look
t rough, 0 P 1.11m turn. the pages one by ,one,

0

a.



j,
;4 '

COORDINATION

STAGE 4

14--Behavior-

The child turns doorknob.

Activities

1)

2)

shim the child how to twirl a flag attached to a stick.
Play some marching music, and both of you twirl your flags.

Show the child how to.use a screw type bottle, like a ketchup
bottle. Help him screw the lid on and off.

3) When entering or leaving rooms, let the child open
Help him reach the doorknob by letting him stand on
stool or lifting him up. Helphim turn the knob to
door.

the door.

a small
open the

Card -5:4/

4) Help the child turn the knob on a music box when the'thusic stops.

COORDINATION

t

Behavior

card 5-

the child maket a train of .three blocks
when. shown how.

Activities

1) Have the child help you line IT books or boxes
side by side. He can also help you put. shoes in
a clotet side by side. Show him how "to place these

thing's side by side.

2) Show the child how to make a train of large blocks. See if
child can set the blocks side by side.in a straight line.

I

47

the



COORDINATION

s:6

-Behavior ,

The child draws a fine dawn a page when he sees someone else do it:

Activities
. f

A
1) When the child is playing with finger paints; see if he Onmake

lines with his index finger that go up and down the paper:,,

f

.

2) Make a tenci,J. (template) out of a 8" x 10" piece of cardboird.
Cut a 1" wide space from-tile top of the,stencil to the bottaM.
Firit, place he stencil over of sandpaper that is hung
on the wall, Have the child I 1 the sandpapei by running his
index finger awn the cut part of the stencil. Then place the
stencil over a piece of sandpaper that is on the.table. And,
have the child do the same. Next, put the stencil over a piece
of paper,that is hung on the wail and have the child draw

.

.a line down. the paper within the cut out space on the stencil.
I. 4Then ,have the child do the same when the stencil is.placed on a - ,-:

4,piece of paper otthe table..'.Finally, have the'child'draW a
straight-line down a piece of paper using a large crayon'that is,
hung on the wall,:without using the stencil. Then have hiM draw
a line on a piece ot paper that is on the table.

\ .

,5

-COPRDINATION

,AT a 6
ehavior

.

Yr

card-57

The child builds a tower using 3-
one inch blocks.

Activities

1. Use 5"' X $" *spChges_to build towers. Help. the child atack
the sponges. ,

-

Shaw the child how to- build a tower. of large 'blocks.. Make a
sAlle-of.seeing'hOwbigh.the tower tan; get before it falls down or
yOu'knock-it down.

1.4

, ...eF_Mh rn,
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COORDINATION

STAGE'G'

`Behavior`---

2

The child tries to fold a paper, one end:
'over'the other side, when shown how, but
his fold is not neat.

Activities

1) Let the child help you turn the pages of a newspaper
and,then fold-it up.

( 2) Have the child'help you fold washclothes in half. Show him how
it is done, Then help him fold some.

. COORDINATION '-

STAGE '7,

Behavior

_The -child: :draws*--lins straight across, a paper When'thown how.

Activities

1). Have the child make lines across his'paper using his index finger
when. he is fingers painting.

--2)- The -child -can paint wi t. . =war r 'paints using's large brush or sponge.li
Have him make long straps ac ssthe.paper with his brush (or he

.'can,fingerparnt on sandpape )
'/ -..

3) Make a stenCit-(template) out of ca*dbbard, cutting a 1" wide-slot
across it. Use it the same as the stencil, from A previous card,

.

activity 24 only hfive the stencil line,across the page instead of
down

4 C)
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COORDINATION.

STAGE '7

Behavior

o

Thechild can stand and throw a tennis ball overhanded (forward).

Ce,
.

Activities

1) Play tar-get games with the child. Draw the face of a clown. on -a
large piece of cardboard that can be stood up. Have the child stand
about three feet away and try to throw bean bags at the clown's mouth.
Gradually raise the height of the clown's face by .hanging it at
first one foot above the floor then to feet as the child begins
to throw better.

2) Blow up balloons and have the child hit them overhanded as you
throw them up in the air.

+7

3y S''-'hoop with al bell attached to it that hangs down in the
middle of it. Have the child throw a bear; bag overhanded through
the hoop hittinthe bell. When the chin hits the bell_ it will ring.

COORDINATION

STAGE 7

Behavior

The child builds a tower using six to seven one inch blocks.-

c.

A

card 6.2

Activities

1) Let the child stack brick-shaped sponges. Use about a dOsen sponges
because he will be able to stack more sponges, than blocks...

2) Have ttte child build towers of cans that \do not have rims or lioxes.
Make sure there are no sharp edges on the, cans.



1:3

COORDINATION
;

STAGE '7 'f,

4

BehaVior

t.

The chili.6reads' at least three large
three-inch baads on ,'along shag -string.

Activit

4) :ve the child put a straw through a h" hole
unched .in the middle of three-inch cardboard
irclestr

2) .how thtChild how to string beads or buttons
sing a shoe,string. Have the child pick the
eadup in one hand and the string in the other
and. Then take the child's hands and help.him
tring the beads. As you do this describe each step
o the child.

not a lon paper straw on one_end. Help the child
string b ds,on the straw. ,a1.101 cut about II" all the

end of the straw the, next few times he strings beads -
so that each timer the child has less straw to hold.

GOORDIOATIOi%

STAGE '7

card (-4

Behavior

The child turns thin, pages of a book one at a time.:
. ,

Activities -

1) Let the child put plates or napkins on the table befcire mealtiMe.
,

:, 4.:i

2) )fake,a picture book, out"cf poster board. Look through the book
with the Child and ciaveliiii, turn the pages. Help fhim if he- needs.it.

el. . . _

;,Let the, child play with an old deck of playing cards...

.

A). Let, the Child sit ,at a table and look throUgh a magazine.with you.
.Let him-help" turn the Rages.. -



. COORDINATION

STA 7>
t:

.

XBehavior

/Thelbild drawi circular scribbles on paper or a blackboaid.

Activities

1) Give the child newspaper and pencil or crayon-to draw with.
Help the child scribble. 14rite or draw lines, circles, etc.,
yourself while the child is-drawing.

2) Draw pictures in sand using a stick. 'Have the child make marks
in the sand, too, using a stick. Make circles, lines and scribbles.

3) Let the child play with chalk on a chalkboard. ShoW him how to
scribble with 'the Chalk and to make circles and lines.

4) Make a circle stencil out of cardboard. Identify the shape for
the child and help him follow with a pencil.' Show him the circle
he has drawn.

COORDINATION,

STAGE g-

Behavior

The child uses three one -inch 'blocks to
makeI bridge,when shown how.

Activities

card

1) Have the child, stack rectangular:boxes to make' ..'
a bridge. Show him. how to make a*idge.

'2) 4,et the child stack larger blocks and then make
' bridges using these blocks after you show him how.
Point out the space to him, *Push.a small object, like
a pencil, through the gap. (

.
.

. -

Bake a "bridge"; "house",or "tunnel"' out .of shoeboxes,
using the lidsto make a .structure, with, an.openspace at

' each end.' .,;
.*,

.



card (c

:COORDINATION'

STAGE

Behavtor-

The child can string fourone-inch bead& in two minutes usinga
shoe siring:

Activities

1) Use a larger paper punch to punch large holes in 11/2" pieces of
cardboard. Have the child string a shoe string-through the holes.
Then punch holes in 1" pieces of cardboard and have the child 'string
these. Help the- child.

2) Have the child string large macaroni noodles and assorted sizes of
beads and buttons with large hales.

4

card

COORDINATION

STAGE

Behavior

The child can place 10 pegs.. (1/4" x 2") pegs All,a pegboard:

Activities

1) Find a used coffee can audits plastiC lid. Cut a wide hole
in the lid": Show the child how 3/8" x 3" pegs cab be pushed
through the hole. Let hiM'fill.ue the can, then dump out the pegs.

2) Let the child push'popsickle sticks into'clay so thavthey
stand' up j.n a circle or line.

53

r ,



COORDINATION

STAGE4.

Behavior

0

4

The child foldsa 9",X 11" piede.of papet
-neatly when shown how.

Activities

,1) Let the child help you fold paper napkins or towels
to place on the dinner table.

2) Show the child how to fold a piece of'.,,paper in half.

Show him WI* to .put the corners together.todo.so.
Then let him try. Papei that has its two halves
colored different colors can also help the child know
that he has folded too far.

31iLet the child help you fold the laundry-. Have him
practice on. the washclothes.

COGRDINAtlioN

STAGE g 7t

A

Behavior°,

o

The child can build a tower of 9-10 blocks. Biocks are onesinch..

Activities

,

-1) -Have the child-build a,tower-using several small jewelry boxes-.

I

2) Play a game with the child seeing how high he can build a tower
'before,it falls down. -, lr



0

`COORDINATION

STIAGE.g

BabVior

The child holds a crayon or pencil with his-fingers instead of
with his-fist.

Activities

,1)"-- Give the child a crayon and paper to draw pictures. Shpw him
how to hold the ,crayon to draw. .Help him hgld it properly.'

2) Have the child draw pictures in the sand Using a stick and
holding it like-a pencil. Gently hold his hand in the proper.
position and help him mark in the sand.

STAGE S

.

Let the child paint with a small paintbrush or draw with. pieces
of chalk. Show him how to hold the brush with his fingers.

Behavior

The child can close his hand into a
fist leaing his thumb-out. Then he
can move his thumb about when shown how.

.

Activities .

ard

1) Have the child make his thumb print in clay.

2)' Play thumbgames with the child like "Where is Tall Man.q
Or, draw a face on the child's thumb to make.a thumb puppet.

.

3) Have the- child'push a marble with his thumb throUgh i small hotle
cut in the plastic lid'of a coffee can.

. .

.1
1,, 4

ft
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Behavior

The child can draw across when
he sees someone else alt. .(It
need not be crossed perfectly
through the middle.)

Activities

1) Spread shaving cream on a table or in a,sand box. Have the child
make crosses in it using his-index finger after you have shown
him how.

When the child is painting with water colors or crayons have hit
draw crosses for you. show him how, if needed.

3) Use austencil same as Card 57, Activity 2, only the stencil should
be -ofta cross rather than a straight

A

4'

1

.1

(.1

4



The .child lifts hi'ibhead up when_ he' lies
his Stomach.

i.

1) Lay the child on his stomach. Shake a bright colored toy in front of
his face and 'raise it. Talk to him, getting him to raise his head.

) Lay the chil.d on his stomach on youi lap. Hold him .so that, hia head
is slightly lower than the rest of his body, but just-for a second.
The child will lift his head when you do this..

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

i .

Behavior- -
. _, .

.

The child rolls over psartway_whinhe is on his back and ilis.hgad
is turned to one side. .'11' . , , _

,
a

1

ft "-

.9"

. : 1

Carcii 2

, .

1) Turn the child's head to the right. Gently Oushhis left shoulder
.. towards his right side. As 'tile child btgins to learn how to roll,

decrease.the amount of pdsh., .. ,
,,- '' a

.

:-.!,
, .--

2). Do.the sae to his left Side, placing a brightly_colored toy'on his
left Side. so he will -want to toll ,over to look at it.

;. ---",-

3) Leave. the child propped an _his side With a sturdy pilloW 'behind ,his_ . ,
placeback! Ple some.colorfulltay" s Within reach for him to look at., .:

...- _ . - - . 4,, '7.

Y 9
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-'LOCOMOTION

tTAGE

Behavior

1.

Thg child straightens his leg when someone pushes the bottom of his foot.

c Activities

1) While the child lies on his back, move his legs in a bicycling motion,
stopping to push his knee toward his chest, causing him,to straighten
his legs.

2) Place the child close to the bottom of the crib so when he stretches
his legs out, he will push on the crib.

10001-10TION

STAGE 2,

Behavior

Card

While lying on his stomach, the child pushes up his
head and chest on *his forearms-.

Activities

1) When the chil lies on the flobr, get down onthe floor insfiont off
him and talk tn.him. fee if he will raise his head to look at you-

..

Place his armswith elbows bent in front of him to help him suRpoft
his weight.

2) If the child does not prop himself upon his elbows, then put him in'
this position. Placea small, rolled owel under his chest. This
will take some of the weight off the child's arms., Play with the
child and talk to him while he is lying like.thi4.

4+



I.O.COHOTrON

STAGE

Behavior

o

t t ft

The chillail:Ea-2 hrs balance with-out filling when someone gently pushis
-him to one side at his shoulder: The child is lying' on his stomach and,

resting on hisforearms,

- Activities

1) While the child is lying on his stomach and is resting on his forearms,
gently push him at the shoulders from side to side. If the child does
not catch himself, gently bold his forearis down and push again.

2). Also, gently push the child forward and backward at his shoulder.
This help him learn how to balance himself.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 2..

Behavior

When lying on his back the,child's chin touches'hii chest when he looks at
someone standing at hteLfeet. .

..

, .

Activities

-i,..

1) Have the child at you as you stand at e foot of the crib. Put :

'.
the child--on his back and place your i ngers in the palm of his

.
., hands. Then gently raise his hands unti elbows are bent. Do

.not raise his head off the r.iat. He will look at you as you talk and
senile toliim. ,

.

.

. .

2) Hold the child around his lower chest while he ile4cing"you and
sitting on your lap. Gently move,him slightly backwards, encouraging .

him to hold hinItad upright. bolnot move him so far that his head,
falls haCkward.

.

4.

rn

1



-LOCOMOTION

;STAGE-'

!,4

Behavior

Actitities 6
I

. -
7 .. _ ,

1) Place
.

the child on his back. Hold his 'right wrist and cup the left leg

A
at the thigh, bending At-his-hip and knee.zStretch the child's right
arm upward and csA from-his head and begin rolling him toward his tight
side and over onto his stomach. Do it'again using his left leg.7 7 s

2) Place a favorite toy on.his right- side, slightly above, his eye level.,
to encourage him to roll over .Help him roll over to get the toy. t.

Ilp: ihe same with his left side. .

. - .

'r

LO COMMON

STAGE 3/

.Behavior

-7.

r.
.;

'While the child is being held under his arms with
his- feet touchitig the floor he -wilt bounce up and down.

Activities
- _

S
..

1) . Sing a- song and bounce the cliild,--holding hit- fitinly- -4.
. around his middle and shoulders,- letting his fiet .

touch the. floor (preferably.a carpeted flOor). He
. will enjoy this kind of -dancing,

2) Had the child around "his. cbest and place -hid feet on a

chard,surfage. &s.,he. straightens hiS_ legs,_ a/low_hitritti.talce. a`s
.

-- 'much weight as he can hold on his. feet. -.DO not be concerned if
he-- rises- u on -his toes and curls; -them: .-1111,14-: is "a!naturi/- reflex

This. can also be -done while youltisitting arid holding the child.
.The- Child's feet will.- touCh' Your ighi._ .. __. .., .._ , . .7, . - ' '"-* C ) -.

. -



tocomOTIO4

STAGE -2

lehavior .
The child lies on hArstomach and lifts
his head and chest.. His arms are straightened
and support his weight:

Activities

. . ,-

-1) -Place the-child's chest on-a small rolled-to*el while .he is lying on

,

his stomach. Dangle a toy in frodt of him. Then roll him forward onto
his arm ringing his weigti%forward over his hands as.you keep his
elbows straight. Gradually d crease your support at his elbows so he
will be supporting his body weight,on his hands.

. ,
2) Hold the child at his '",stomach and hips. Lower hiM down toward a table

so he straightens out his arms'and supports his body's weight onhis
hands,

.4 -...

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 2. .

Cacci 1(..

iiEFOlor

The child caehold his balance without falling when someone gently pushes
him to one side at his shoulders. The child is laying on his stomach and
his arms are straightened holding his chest and head up.

Activities

1). While the, child is lying on hit stomach and has his head and chest
AT and supported 4y.....hp outstretched arms, gently,puth him at the
shoulderp from side to side. If the child does ndt'clitch himself,
gently hold his hands down and push'again. -

2) "Also, gentry, push, him forward and backward at his shoulders. This
:heltis him learn how to balance himself.

r,



I

LOCOMOTION

STAGE :3

, Behavior
. I

. .
. 1 . \

The child can sit supported on/your lap_or in a sturdy chalx10,r7ong
minute. . /

Activities

1) Prop the child up in a corner with pillows around'all sides to he is
sitting up. Place a few bright toys in front of him. Let him sit.at
least a minute, each time have him sit for longer time period.

,

2) Sit on the floor with your legt spread apart, knees bent. Place the
child,between your legs resting against your chest and legs. Dangle
objectt in front of him. Gradually lower your knees so he is just
resting against your chest.

. .

LOCOMOTION

. STAGE. 3

1

Behavior

t

Cat d 12-

Thechild can roll from side to side while on hit back.

Activities

1) Place child on his side. Gently push his shoulder and hip so he'll
roll over'his beat. Continue to push on his back and hip so he'll
roll over-to the other side. -Let him rest-there and play with a toy.

Place child on his side. Hold a favorite musical toy in frOnt of, him,
then move it in back of him. Make Wplay to encourage him tot roll
over on his back. Gently push him if he doeSn't. Then more the toy
to his side and encourage him to roll on to his side. Help him if
necessary. let him play with the toy.

62



LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3

Behavior
4

4
_

When the child is being -held in a sitting position and is rocked from side
to side-fheLwi41-4!eld hisheadsteady:

L
Activities

ti

Sit the child on your lap with his back against your chest. Hug him
with one of your arms around his chest. Rock him gently from side to
side holding his head steady with your free hand. Decrease the support
you give his head as he becomes able to hold his head' steady.

2) Place the child over a large rolled towel ns if he were riding a horse.
Hold the child and rock the rolled towel gently fromside to side.

LOCOMOTION
-

STAGE 3

Behavior

The child rolls from his' stomach to his back.

3

Activities

If A

f): Piece the child on his stomach wig' his weight on his forearms. Then
fold his right arm under his-chest, and he will almost immediately
begin toroll'oVer onto his right side.* Lift the child slightly at
the left hip .or shoulder to help him roll the rest of the warp his back.

t r
Put the child in the same position; but this, time hold a toy above him

~- or, ring a bell to get his attention,.. Move the toy to his other side.
He will' follow the toy with his eyes and head and naturally roll over.,

Mold A toy above the child's eye level so he`will raise his head and
put weight on his forearms. Then slotly bring the toy over the Child'sput

and across hts back: The child will follow the,toy wjth his
eyes and roll over.:,'.

I.



LdcomonoN

STAGE 3.

Behavior

1'

\. .
. .

. When the child is.lying on-hisThack ancWsomeOne
,

s,.

_pulls His arm's: forward until. he fs in,a. sitting
position, he witl hold his head,steady, Re, wi41 .

not, let his head :fall forward or baawSrd.',:
, ,

Activiaes

1) Hold onto the .chi crs hands while he is sitting.up., Slowly 4owerhim
to'thefloor while.you are hold-ritig unto his hands. Support hiS head

. .
at-first, then decrease support each time.

2) 'While the child is sitting facing you and you are supporting his' back
by holding him at hiswaistTpushyour forehead against his as you,talk
to him. This helps him, strengthen flis.neck muscles.

0
LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3

.

Card lC

Behavior

The child sits with his hands supporting his upper body weight for one
minute. His head is forWardiand his back is rounded.

Activities
.. ..-

1) Put ,the child in a sitting position with his hands supporting his
upper body weight On his legs. Put pillows around him fof support.
Dangle a toy at his eye_level to keep his head up.

2) Prop the child up in a sitting pOSition between you legs with is back
against your chest. kDang1e a toy in front of him but slightly above
his eye level so he'will keep his head up and hands on his legs to
support -himself:

Aelialla '11114srar.}6.0. eiggiea>irallidAlealIklaYADSaaill112CAMICL.SNAVaal.i.reilialllerlr..1.18.2LaUiCkal,11.1.46.:M../msh............



4 '
Thohiisi....14111.410v.p.'forward a fooxormoke_ybilLlyilii_okhiA_Aromach,,

. .1;.*

I

II) ace a rattle toy the child likes. just within reach of his
':while he is -lying on his stomach. Encourage hit to get the
s'hak'e

hands
toy and

2) Place' a toy the 'child likes slightly out of his reach while he is
lying,on his stomach. Have him reach for thetOy. Help him get the
toy by ,pushing him toward it. Push on the bottom of 1 foot at a time.,

73

3) While the child is Lying on the floor on his stomach, get d
front of him. Encourage him totmOve.toward you. ,

4) Put the child at the bottom part of the crib so his feet rest against
the end of the crib. Place a'toy at the top part of the crib The

. child will be,able to push his feet against the crib and move forward
toward the toy. -,.

in

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3

:

Behavior

The child supports himself on only one arm while

sitting. This frees the other hand to play With

toys.

Activities

1) While the child is sitting, place one of his hands on a toy with lAeeis

and slowly run it bald and fOrth to give him the experience of being

slightly *off balance

2) 'Hold a bellin front* of the child atktiis shoulder Level while he is

;:,..s-itting up. Ring the 401. This will encourage the child to raise

one hand to reach for feand help Mtn develop better balance. If. the

`.ohild hesitates, put the,chiles arm out in front of_him and on the

floor so he can support' himself.

,Place toys abodt6 inches in front of the child-lwbile:he is sitting

by himself, Help him get the 'toy by placing ouehand down,- for balance

then-help-him-reacb-with the other'hand;'-



LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3

Behavior

I

, r

The child sits, without the support of his arms touching the floororelsewhere
for thirty secondS or mare. His back may be sounded.

Activities

4) Have the child sit' as long as he can without another person's support,
and lodk at mobiles that are hung at his eye level. After he does
that, support himlat his hips so he,can have both hands free to play
with top while sitting.

2) When the child is on his back, take hold of his hands and gently pull
him forward"so he Can sit up. Let go of his hands when he becomes
steady. Play agame of "I!m.holding you - not holding you" for
periods of 5 seconds to a minute alternating actions.

When the child i$ sitting, play records and help.the child clap his
hands to the beat of the music. First hold his'hands in yours and
clap them, then Let go So he will do it himself:.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3

Behavior

When the child is lying on his stomach?
.he.pushmone knee forward beside his body
while moving forWatd.

Activities

1) Place your hand .at the child's thigh while he is on his stomach.-
Aelp him bring his knee out to One. side 'so he can get a better push
off.in'trying to crawl toward a toy placed in front of him. Then
do the same to his other leg.

I e

2) Place your hand on the,sole of the child's foot that is drawil up cl se .

'to his hip., This gives him something to push against, making it e sier
for him to crawl foiward,, Do the same with the other fOot.



LOCOMOTION

STAGE .3

Behavior

The child stands for one minute or more'while holding onto something.

Activities

Card Z1

1) Help the child stand by holding onto his s. Gradually increase h
standing time from 10 to 20 to 30 to-60 sec ds. -

21 Place a low chair near the child and leave a favorite toy on the chair'
so the child can see it. Lean the child up against the chair so he can
play with the,toy.

3) Let the child lean againsta locked screen door or low window so he can
look outside.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior
. .

The child can balance himself without falling for one minute when he is on
"all fours." That is,-his stomach is lifted and his weight is on his hands_
and knees.-- ,,,,

Activities

1) Place the Child on "all fours" 1. hands and-knees supporting him at the
waist. Encourage him to fool. up,at a dangling toy above his head. Let
him.stay in this position aelong as. he helps support his weight.

-2) Strengthen the child's arms4bOlolding him at his waist and lifting his
legs slightly off the flooriso most of his body weight is supported by
his arms.

I

G7
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,liCOMpTibN

STAGE 41.
I

(Seha4ior

The child sits on the floor without stir t for more than_tenm_inutea,___He____L_.
holis.his head up and hissback is straight.

Activities,?:"

1)--H-h-Y'e the child sit on an hrm chair with his feet flat on the-floor.
Plade him at a low table which is at his elbow height. Giye him toys
to play with while he is sitting this way.

1

2) Place toys to the back and to the side of the child while he is
sitting unsupported on the floor so he will have to turn to reach them.

3)'? While the child is sitting, have him raise his head and straighten his
back. Dangle a toy or hand a mobile in front of him but slightly
above his eye level.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE q

C6icl 2.4

Behavior

The child can balance hiMself without felling.wheniomeone gently pushes
him to one side at his shoulder.', He is sitting without support.

Activities.

.-1) 'Place the child on the floor, eating up. Rock him lightly from side
to side but far enough so he needs to put his hand out, to break his fall.
place hIs.hatid oti 'the firit few times to give him, the idea. ' : J

21 Sit thechgd on the flopi, PuSh him lightly from side .to :side or forward.
and backward so he can get the feellhg of,being off balance.

z

) Put a toy far enough to the'child's side thdt 'he must become unbalanced
to reach it. Encouragehim to reach for

?,



; tocomoTTag-

'Behavior

The child, when sitting, can move onto his stomach.

e

Activities

1) While the chi ittin'g up,: show h'ini a'favorite.tby then place it
behind him 2-3-feet. Help him to lie down to get it by turning his
shoulders. to the side s4 his.armi are on the Hook' facing backward.
Gently-push his hip in the same direction'so his body will turn over
and lie flat on the floor. Let him have the toy once he is lying down.

.

LOCOMOTION'

STAGt...q

Behavior

The child, when lying on his stomach, can sit up bhimself.
.

Clid

i
I

41.

Activities

O-When the child is on his hands, and knees, wire his right knee slightly
' fdrigare. Thls will shift most-of his weight to'his right hip. Push backward
gently'on his- left 4oulder.. Ills right leg will ,then fold under him,
and he will be in a sitring,position.

2) ',While kheeiing in back of a child'lying on his.stomach, place your hands

A -firmly on
hig, then push against his feet with your knees to hplp himla

*rise up into q-knee pcthition.
. .. ,

. . .,
.

3) When the child is lying on his stomach, hold a toy 'he writs about two
feet above his head so he will try to situp togee it.'

h

r



L9GoMOTION'

STAGE if

. , Behavior

'The-child4.--when-lying-on-his-bAtk,--can-sib up-b3 himself.
,

-

Activities

- 1) Lay:the child on his back and hold him at his hips with one hand.
Take the child'S right shoulder and gently roll himrontOhis-leit
elbow. When he is on his left 'elbow, then begin to bring to sitting.
lie'should use his free arm to push himself into the sitting position.

, -

2) Have the child do the same thing but use his left arm and right elbow.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior

'

4

ci is

The child can move at least ten feet by crawliAg,on'his_handS and k ees with
his stomach not touching thefloor.

C Ativities .
/

. --.,..-
.

,-

11 Move the child from sitting to "all four6." Encourage him; to crawl
across the room after toys. If the child putS too much weig is
legs and can not crawl. Help him shift his weight to his arms. Move.
one of his hands forward then his knee on the same side. Then do the
same for his other side so lie gets'aleeling for the crawrn motion.

Help the child get into. the crawling position by. holding a toy in front
of the child and at hiseye level 'while he is sitting. He will reach
forward'to get the toy. As he is reaching, move backwards so the child
will need to put weight forward on his hands. Then put the toy queolloot
in front of him so he will crawl forward. Gradvally inc'rease this_ ,

distance so the child will have to crawl farther to get the toy,
/ 6 .

3) Let' him Practice crawling on different.kinds,of surfaces._For exaMple,
chiplet .the dhi traOl_on a big bed, on a hard floOr, or up a ramp.ry.



LOCOMOTION

STAGE 4 .

Behavior

The child pulls to a kne tand

Activities

1) Side=Sit the child o Iffei.40Y-Sidi-by a coliee_table.'-Put a toy on
top of the table. He'p the child get thetoy by helping him pull himself
to a knee staid. Place .fiis hands on the table and push up under his
bottom on his right side so he is resting his bottom on his heels. Assist
im into a knee st d, if necessary, by another push, up On his bottom.

2) Put toss slightly out of reach on a couch that the child is sitting by.
Encourage the ch Ad to get the toys.

Sit in front o the child with your knees up to your chest and a)toy on
top of your k es. Call the child over and help him to climb u your
knees until is kteeling and can get the toy.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 4

Crct 3;.

Behavior

- While sitting,'the child will hold
Z.

odto the side of the c ib and pull himself
up to stand.

Activities
4

1). /Place toys slightly out of reach on a -low sturdy viable. Place the
child on his knees as he holds onto the table with his hands. He
shodld pull up to standing. If the childiS haviing a hard time, moire,
him from knee stand to half kneeling (on one knee with the other foot flat
on the floor). Gently lift the child'at his hipi, helping him pull to

2) Put each of the childls'iegs on one aide of a large rolled owel so tfiat"
fie -is sitting on the taWel.' Let the child hold onto your fingers.
Encourage him to pull up to stand. Gradually, make the rolled towel
smaller so that at last, he is sitting on'the-/floor and pulls himself up.

'0 1

'1

ir
l=

1



LOCOMOTION .

STAGE Li

Behavior ,

The child_takeamtwo or _three _side steps while_ bola g onto,f-Urnitore.

a,"

Activities.

1) Stand th child up against a coffee table r sturdy box.. Help him
learn to t ke side steps by= moving his right 1e 3 -4 inches out to,
his right s'de. Then .move his right arm to the right and help him
shift -his we'ght to his right side. Then move 4: left leg and arm
to follow.

2) Have the child stand and hold onto something which moves on wheels, ,

like a wagon or orthopedic walker. Move it slowly so that the. child, will
.step sideways to move and keep his balance.

3) Place toys just out of reach at a low table or sofa. Encourage the
child to hold onto the furniture and move sideways to get the toys by
pushing hiis feet with your feet so he will walk.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 9
_ P.1

Behavior

When the child leans forward while sitting, hecan sit himself back,up..,

Activities

.A.) Sit the child over-a lirie rolled towel. Move him, forward and back
_

so.,-he. has to Use his back and stomach muscles to stay sitting up.
Also move him from, side to side.

2) Sit the child on a stool six inches above thefloor, his feet on the
floor. Have him reach, stretch, and .urn to get toys held above him
andalmost out orreach. Also put toys on the floor at his feet so .

he has to bend over and reach down to pick them up.

3) ,Seat the, child in a chair so his feet touch the nook at a table that .

is
_

at the child's elbow height. Have him reach for toys on the table`
withoutltim leaning on the table.

v;,.1,

72
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-10bOWITION_

t..06? ,

t

Behavior

0- a

The-child walics ten or -more steps- with- both- his -hands held hy-,en adult..
.

-

Activities

1) Stand the child with his hands on the seatofa_low chair. Have the
Child push the Chair forward so he is walking. If he is unableto step
forward, hold him at his hips, gently_and slowly shift'his weiert,Rto
one leg (freeing the other leg to take a ,step). Then gently push him
and the (chair forward. :

2) ,Allow the child to hold onto both your; hands at his shoulder level.
. Have him walk forward a step, then increasingly more steps.

LOCOMOTION

-,*GE 4

Bihavior

s

4

1

The child walks ten*, mote steps while one hand is held.byan Adult.

*v\
Adeivihes

c-

, o. .

Have the chi 1`d push things,:such as small chairs or large boxes,
while he is walking.

2) The 'child.can walk fat-ward with hands free if you support,him ae his
hips. 'If you do hold both his hands to help him walk, be pure that his
hands ai at his shoulder level.and not above his head. As you are
helping hi alk by holdipg'ontc5Ibth his hands; gradually and briefly
let go so",he is not,iware.of the loss of_ support.

Hold, the chlAes hands while botch, oflyou hold onto a washcloth when the
child fa-wal'ing. Encauragg,him to waliCafolindtheroom while both of
you hol tigh-ly onto. the washcloth. Gradually give himless support
by hold ng the wadhcloth

.

-



UXIDTION _

AGST

Behavior

/

-7

r

The child stands without holding onto anything for five seconds or more.

Activities
',..'

.,-

.

-.
,

,

1) To develop standin bplance, hold the child at his hips to give him
support to stand. While he is standing, have him hold a toy with both
his hands. Keep him i4erested in the toy and gradually decrease your
support at his hips.

1. .

-4
,

.

2) While the child is standing,"holding onto furniture, push his hips
gently from side to side 'so he becomes slightly off balance and must
try to keep hit balance.

.-

.

. 3) While the child is, standing holding onto one of your hands, gently
,begin to bounce your hand up and down. Make a game of it and do ft'
until you can momentarily remove your hind. He will then learn how to
balance. ',. .

. 1

4: 4-.

',.

..,..

LocpNoTION

STAGE I

Behavior

The child sten 'for one minute or more without holding on to anything.

Acts' ties

1) Have the child-stand ill front of a full length mirror to keep his
'interest and attention. Or 'stand the child in front of a mirror at his
shoulder level so he must remain standing in order to see himself, Play
imitation games that require the child to use 'both his hands, 410 as
touching his ears.

2) .Walk' with the child, holding one of his hands, toward something he

wants to see, such,as a fish tank or bitd 4ge; 'Stop, allow' him to
gain his balance, and drop hit hand. Stay beside him while he stands
.looking at, the fish Or .bird.



LOCOMOTION

STAGE -J-1

Behavior

-Card 37

The Child afte'down on the llbor after standing without holding on to
anything.

Activities

1) If the child wants to sit down while heis standing, lead him over to
the couch or other piece of furniture and have him hold on to it while
you help him sit down.

2) While the child is walking and you are holding onto his hand, have him
step over small toys on the floor so the child can begin to develop
his balance.

- 3) Stand with the child. Place a book to be read on the floor. You sit
down and tell the child to sit. Help him bend over to touch the floor
with his hands so he can balance to sit down.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 4

he child climbs into an over stuffed chaired or onto.a sofa from the floor.,

Activities

1) Stand the child next a sofa. Place a favorite toy at the back of
. the couch. Help'th child get on to the &ota by gently pushing.up one

' foot. Keep pushing is feet or hips Until the child is on the sofa.

Sit in a big stu chair to one side and invite the child to gee on
your lap. Assist him by being a handle.he can use t9 pull himself up.

40



LOCOMOTION

STAGE 5

gehavi6r

Card -'

--The-child-walks-at-least-five-stegg4 When-he-first-
,

begins walking, he will probably we& with his arms
raised and his feet spread wide.,

./

Activities

1) Have the child walk'to a person about two feet in front of
him. Gradually increase.the distance each time the child

' tries to walk to the person. Have several family members
sit in a circle and get the child to walk ta-them by calling his name.'

. 2) While facing the child, have him 'hold onto 'a stick with both his hands.

Hold onto the same stick. SloWly walk backwards so the child can walk -

forward. Gradually release your hold on the stick and continue to walk

backwards. The child will probably continueto walk toward you.

3)Have the child walk with and withbut shoes on.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE. -....5 ,

Behavior

Card

The childicrawls up two or more. -steps that are three to six inches high.

Activities

Place aramp in fr6nt of the Child, and you stand at the end of it.
Have him crawl up'(the ramp to get to you..

2) Place toy on the 2nd or 3rd 'st.415' of a carpeted%tairway. Help the child

go get,it/Nplace both the child'is hands on the step above-the step he

is kneeling on. ,Move his haddsto the next step and place one of his.

knees on the next step up. Support him as he pulls- the other leg up.

Then help him come down the stairs. He will slide down on his stomach

feet first.or crawl down bacWards.

, .

Place a couch cushion on top; of another couch cushion. Place a third

cushioh beside'the first two.i.flelp the: child crawl up On the onehen

up onto.thdctwo-stacked.

-3)



-LOCOMOTION'

STAGE

%Behavior

From sitting on the floor, the child stands up without 'wilding onto
anything.

Activities

1) Let the child stand up balancing on,many different sized and shaped
'objects, boxes, stools, low.tables, benches, etc.

2) Place the child on one knee with his other knee beht. Encourage 6-,

him to stand up. Help him to stand by usi g your hand and pushing
upward on his bottom.

3) When the child is in a crawling position, hold a favorite object over
his head. Encourage him.to rise to get it. If needed, help him by
pushing 1 foot forward to place his knee up. Tell him to balance on his
arms in order to get up. Give him the toy once he is standing.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior

_a

-r

%a.

Without holding onto anything, the child can stoop down
to pick up a toy and then stand back up without falling.

Activities

0

1) While the child'is standing near a low
table, put a toy, oh the floor. Have the child hold
onto the table with one hand and stoop to pick up'the toy.

2) Have the child help you put his toys away. Walk around the room with;
the child holding your hand and gather up the toys. Have the child'
pick up some of his toys and then put them aciay.

l
1/4, .

1



-Card 1-3

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior

The child climb-s-down -from -an adultehairor= sofa:

Activities 'f

1. Place the child on an adult chair. Place a lower benth or stool next

to it. Sit on the-floor and tell the, child to come to you by, climbing

down using the stool ,as a prop. s

2. Place the child on a broaseated adult chair. Show him a favorite,

toy and place it on the floor. Tell; him to get it. If needed, help

him by placing him on his stomach apd telling him to push,against the
'sides of the chair until his legs hang over and can touch the floor.
Let,him have the toy when he's down.

. LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Card 4f

Behavior

The child walks twenty steps without holding onto anything. His arms are

at his side and his feet are no longer spread wide.

Activities

1) Give the child a push-toy'like a duck,at the end of a stick and show

him how to push it. Yob might also givelim a wagon'or doll carriage to

push.
\ ,

2) Roll a large beach ball a short distance. Have the child walk to the

-ball and bring it back to you. S
.

9

if.
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LOCOMOTION

STAGE S-

'Behavior
/

'While-holding the .child's hand, he esnyalk up four steps both feet to
step.

Activities

1) A play set with low steps, ralling,-and a small slide are very good
things for the child to practice stepping on: ..

2) Use a cement block or sturdy box'.that is four to six inches high and
help the child step up and stand on the block. Then swing the child
down making it a game. tethim step up again and repeat the,game.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 3'.

Behavior

The child' walks backwards at least five'steps.

Activities

Cc.rd

,

1) Give the'child a don:Carriage to push forWard and purl bacwards.
Also give the child pull-toys like a toy attached to a string and show
him how to pull it.

2) Stand in. front of the child, h4ve him hold ontd.one side of a hoop ayou
hold 'onto the other side of the hoop. Walk toward him gently pushing
the hoop so the child will walk backWards. °

4

79
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,LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior

The child can seat.himseIf (directly) on a,Chair that is appropriate for

Activities
.)

1) -Placea",chair behind the child as he stands by the table. Stand by
him and hold onto his hands slowly easing him into the chair. If he is
tight press gently against,his knees with the chair to make
them beiid;so he can sit. ,

2) Place a 14* chair with arms next to a table. Walkthe child over to the
table andiface art materials on thetable. Tell the child he can
"dabble" c4hen he sits down. Let him use the table as a.support.

Card i14'

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 5

Behavior

Cciici

S

The child walks down 4steps with'One hand held, placing bOth feei.on each
step.

Activities

,

i). Place a broad 3-0 inch high blbck od...the floor. Help the child climb
up, then step down. Hold his hand tco,suppOrt him as he,steps'off or
leavea shoulder high object within reach fi; him to hold onto.

, \ ,.
.

2) Make an obstacle course with old tires, h6xes,\block's, netting, etc.
in acarpetted area. Include low steps am\iaMps located near taller
objects or handrails for support. Play follow the leader and slowly
-go through the course, \

\.. ,

\
.

1,

.6



-PCGMOTION

STAGE 4

Behavfdi-
'

'When standing without support, the child kicks a ball'forwrd,

Activities

1) Have the child stand. Stand beside hird;',holding him around his waist)r
Have the child lift one foot as if he'were- going to kick a ball: Shoff''

.him how tocick hlg foot. Place a ball in front of the child's foot.
Then have him kick the ball as you are holding him.

f

2) Sit the child in a cha&in which his feet touch the floor. Put a
ball bn,front of one of his feet. Show him how he can kick the ball
With his foot4

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 6

Behavior ,

°Cdrcl

The child'using his feet scoots a scooter bike (without pedals)fors4ard five
feet.

° Activities
:.-

, .
. . .

1) Place the child on a 1=2 foot'high bolster:Istraddlint the center at
one'end. .Show him how to scoot along On the bolster so he can get,to

.:,-.

the- other end. / .;.

. , -,,,

2) Place the child on a scooter bike. Stand in back-of him and push him
.

gently forward'and backward. Then pl'act your hands on his,feet and
.

show him how to scoot the bike fivards. '



'ONOTION

,TAGI:

"Behavior

the child. jumps in place lifting both, feet
when his hands are held.

Activities

1) Face the-child and put youy hands \around
the child's waist. 'Haire the childbend his
knees as you push dowry Then as you say
"jump", -lift the child:larp and then let him
down as if the child were jumping by hims'el'f.
Jump with the child aoL.theochild can imitate
you.

with the music: Use slow 'songs-at first
then faster.

time

laaGMOTION!

STAGE 7,

Behavior

0

Activities

runs en y ee wi ou fall

Card S. 2

0
1) Play_tall with the child, so that he can throw the ball

and run' after it.. As he runs-,.he will, enjoy both being
'chased and chasing you.

2). If othercehildren are around, make .a game Qut of "ready,
set, go!" and run with tht,childreri to ;a7 plate across'

, the roonfor'lawn.
b.

0

76;



IDCOLITON

1-3Rel:dor

The thild

. ,

AativitiA

4.1-r
, .

.. , .

in place (without help) with his 2 feet together,

"1) Play a slow ng and pretend to be aluelping frog with the child. Show
him how to ump by holding him by his waist, bend his knees '-and jump
him up. and .dOwn, Jump slowly together as frogs, bunnies, etc,.

- 2) Cut out footprints of the child's feet. Tape them carefully 'on the floor. .

Have the child stand an them. Help him to jump up so he landi on the
footprints. -Hold his waiStifif he needs help.

LocomoTioil

I

'

Behavior

1

I

<,

The child: walks up 3 steps. alone, both feet to ,one step.
... ,

. ,
- .

-:

.Activities
..,

.3.1* . ' ; ' - . 4 , ...

415 ChOOse a wide staircase with ow steps and a railing. Walk beside the
child acting g-as a iodel as h holdi on to the.railing. Help him climb
up by placing one of ,the ch 1111 In the'uppe step, so he has to

. . , .

""Igill.bring ethiS weight. equal with eet. .

A < ,
2) Make colored

.
foo*inis of the child's feet., Tape

1. stairs to guide the child here to place his feet.,

IF

".
a

nOrft..

t e rints on the
1-2 Steps,; then

.

0

.min=- ,+.,rq =7771_
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L000110TION
.^

0

1

s

1.0r.
-The child jumps down off a two or three inch high block without falling.

;Activities
. _

riant on top of a 1-2 inch high.solid block and jump off. Then have
.the child stand on top of the block. Hold his hands and have him jump
off. Then have him jump witliout holding your hand.

Place boxes, 2-3 inches high in a line with a big pillow at the end..
Show the child how to walk on oxes,to the end. Stand at the end
and encourage the child to j p o the pillow at .the end of the walk.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE 7

Behavior

The child pedals a tricycle forward 5 feet.
,

-Activities 0

15 Allow the child toesit on a tricycle. Push.dt,backwards ana'fOrwards
mhi4 his feet are dangling in the.air or on ,the-flobr., -

2) Place the child's feet on the pedals '(tie sure the tricycle is nof too.
large for him), Slewly pish the bike forward until he is used to the
pedals going around Hold his feet on the peclal .and push slqwly.

........
-- ',4:,. -.Z.

...,- - , .. ., ...
, ... ;:..'"." . 1. ...: :. ;

. . ' :',`,,. , , ,ilt 8 1

..



LOCOMOTION

Card

-Behavior .

.The child can walk 20 steio on an uneven surface Iuch as a lawn without
falling.

Activities

1) Place 5-6 kinds of carpet surface in a line (shag, indoor-outdoor, etc.).
Play follow 'the leader and walk -along the path. Hold the child's hand
at first if needed.

2) Let the child play outside walking on many,kinds of surfaces (cement,
-'asph#1t, grass, etc.). -Play bah on one type of surface. Throw the
ball.for him to go get and to bring back to you. Play, other umes on
the differe4 surfaces.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE

Behavior

Vie child walks down 3 steps alone; both feet to one' step.

Acti

1) Ma e steps from j.vide hat\Ipbxes or boards with a platform at .the

and on the other.pideof the steps frog the .

child. Callsfilm to come to you. Once he
c116bsto the platforth, hOld his hand(s) to help him come- down. Then.
let him try it by himself with bd help.

A

4

s-s
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k
0

LOCOMOTION

4.

!'
ls-

)
_ .

Behavior

4.

V

Card .511
-

The child can walk from an even surface onto an uneven surface Without falling.
Jr A

Activities '

1) Place a rug, mat or
.

tile section over the floor or rug of the claisroom
(use different surface then already thqte). String arope across the
room passing over the diff rent surfaces. Place the rope level With tile
child's Waist. Spend at. e rope end and call the child t come to you
while holding tice rope. .Later a large ring cit object strun n to the
rope can be carried4aprosSthe-room via he straight line of th. rope.

. .
. . . . A

, 1 ..,
2) Play outside over surfaces'that "areuneven, liketcement, grass, gravel,

etc. Let the child pull or Vish.a wagbn over the uneven surfaces. * --

.

3) Play ball with the child outside. 'Throw the Vallfrom 1 surface .to
another so the child must cross ovel to a different.aurface.

/
.

. .

..-- .- (4,

4

:

STAGE

Behavior
/ .. .;;/

The child walks with a.heel-to-toe, gait pats ern (norm0 walking pattern,-,,
. one fobt-,in' on er)

,

t of theoth. ... 1' .
-. -,

a

.1"

C` 1
* $.

. f /

1

-Activities
,

,

1) Haste the child walk barhefO4t in :and, FilL a long flat trodgh with
sand. Stand the child i2:one end and place a fayrorite toY-af the

-

Ir

.e"

other. Tell the` child -i4; go get. the toy. -- ,

- ..,
.-

Cut shapes' of feet :/of two different Colorsof_paperi(tike red .--"---..,,t__

and blue). Use one color' for the left.foot and'the-other-color for the ,- ,.
s,-

.'---right foot,:':Pqt;them-dbwil,0*?the floor so thy-lOok.like fbOekitfts'-- -:===--'" ..., - t ' ' . ,
(one in-freng-Of..thefOther) and Close enough togethex:fsojhe-child:.-_, -:-..:,-
-can walk frokdfie,tO another'. slake it a-game telling-the child to 15r-etenr--

the fOotprints are stones in a pond and to try to stay on thelrso he won't
falloff and get Wet. i

.
. . .4

. .

4
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- ,

r 0
LOCO I ON3,

TAM jrr

Ar

The child not WPHaring shoes- tiptoes thr steps without falling.

Activities

. 1) Show the child hoot to walk on his tiptoes. Hold him up at the T..;aist.

so he must take a few staps'on-.144s toes.

,.
) .Make up actions toa short song that includes walking on tiptoes

:affew step's. with the child.

LOCOMOTION

_ .

r

ti

Dthavior

The child walks up 4.ramp that is abut a 30° angle to the grotmd-
.

,
,

_Activities _ te
.

'

0
. 4*'

,
.-.

-Place a smooth wide (13;' wide and 4' on the floor for the
. ,

.
..

chIld to walk on.. Raise it slightly by placing one end on,a 6 -inch 4_,...z

y . high block. Help the child walk.up the ramp. Support him at first. (if

necps,sary): Slowly slant the board more each time until an angle of 30°
is 'created.. _

.
.

,1
-, .

/

Play with the child, outside near i sloped _grassy area. Walk with the. .

child up the slope and, roll down. Or throw a ball.up the .slope and

tell-th.cpd to
..

4 _

4r,

4

'
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or

Card

, STAGE g

Behavior

They child-walks with.a reciprocal arm swing- -right arm swings forward as
the-left leg '1

Activities

a

advances, etc.

1) Place a jangle bragelet on. tote child's right arm and left leg. .Have .hl
shake one qt-atihne0While sitting, then both together. Tell h#1 to
walk slowly and ja4gie'Soth bracelets at the same Am. .Help _him by
guiding his movements whilstanding behind him.

._ -

2) Color tnaech the left 'shoe with the right mitten, then use a_different
color match with the right shoe and left mitten. Have the. child.tduch
the colors together while 'sitting. Then"hisle him walk on theLeftfoot and Swing the right hand out, then the Opposite sides.- 'Help
him coordinate his movement's' guiding him from behind.



c
Cara

_STAGE g
_-

. . Behavior

.

.

The child broad jumps across four inches or more without falling.

. ,

' -A ctivities'
.

.

. .

I) Draw two brightly colored lines on.the floor four inches apart. Show
the chikl how to jump across them: Help him try to jump ',from one line

to the other. . .. -

2) Place colored carpet samples on the floor with four to five inches
between them. Pretend.therei water everywhere but on the carpets
Help the. child jump,from one arpet to another witlpitigetting into the
water._ Let him do it alon . Then make the.distance between the carpets
larger.

LOCOMOTION

STAGE
r

Behavior

,.The child balarces on one foot without falling
for two seconds.

Activities' ..,:- _: :

. . .

1): --Hold .the child's' hands.and'have him li his foot.

'As lie -is holding-his foot up, gently let. go of lone.

of his' hands.
:4 :. ,e;

-

rN J I7.r

a

%to

2) Playing' marching .songs and have, the. child imitate

your high, stepping " marching." liold the child's

hand if_heabat ''416t of trouble balancing when

taking high' steps. .

.
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EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE:.,

Card 1

STAGTV-P ---7=17e;V-74nalictrilm-pq

The child should be encouraged to voealize (cry_ and make sounds).
This permits him to develop the vocal and respiratory coordination for
breath cc 0..21 necessary for speech to develop.

IA

Cryin , and cooing are forms of expression for a baby,
indic,ating his, diicomfort , anger; or pleasure. He tends to make noises
when he is kappy and contented, especially when he is being ,nurse.4 or
at feedin'gtimes. It is therefore important that mealtimes should be.
tinies enjoyment;- for at this tne, the child has a very close
emotional link_ With his mother . Often, after he has been fed efnc.3.
happy and close to his mother, and having used his lips and tongue
in feeding, a baby'starts playIngwith sounds -- a_- preparation for

.speech..

.e

EXPRESSIVE .LANGUAGE ;

e

STAGE 2 -- -Naas, and Activikiei
.

T1

<

O

Whenever you talk' to the child, watch for a .smile or
Imitate and laugh with him to encourage his vocal\sounds.

'At .this time, the child is self- stimulating and attemnts to make
sounds, in. his ,vocal 'play? jf he is interrupted by an adult, he may
stop So iDerthit the -creild time to /Flay alone and experi-
ment with sounds in ad41.tion'to talking to hiir when around him.; . ` -

and
,
praise him for any sounds he makes.

Card 1

coo from him..
Cudd\e

*al

' 4 r

k,

ausmot17- 1,

tb

.

.



XPRESSIVE-LANGUAGE

Carryi ngon A- conirrsatiort- -v1.-t-11 tte-child is 'todesigned to
encourage his speech soundmakinl. Thi6 provides him with nett attention
a d'interee nd brings you anti-him closertogether_and begins language
d velopmen

t
i .

. 4".

Whet yolk are diapering, bathing or holding the child, or 'just
w tching.him lie in his crib,look,ing around, if he makes a sound like.
a coo or a gurgle, respond.to him by stroking his stomach, moving
y ur had close enough and smiling so' you are sure he sees you, and

peating the sound he makes.4,',:te may then coo some more,,,and'have a
onversation" going. This mgY'last only g very short while. It is

easy to repeat and ,'can 'be ,done at odd moments any time.'
,

When the child smiles and _laughs, smile and laugh with him.

Tickle the child's chin, cheek, or tummy. -Try to get him-to

1 gh. When he does, smile` and laugh; tod.

.Roll and' bdunce the child to encourage hi.m to make sounds and
imitate those sounds when he does-make them.

Talk.to the child, laugh with im and encourage his vocal sounds
by cuddling and praising him 'for the sounds he makes. ,Repeat his
sounds,back to him.. As you rtake.vocp4 sounds. to him, face him so
that he}can See your expressions and_movements

et, ,*

EXPRESSIYELANGUAGE'

STAGE -- Ideas' and Activiiiss

Let_the child-teel%your mouth and thyoat when sounds are made
and tthen_.._havehi m--fetr-hia_ own mouth and throat,, so he can get the
"feel'.' `of Sound., Also, ,do this in front of, a mirror. , .

e

.Aiyou..approach'the child,.:mAke sounds that he` can.make.7- If
he repeats these sounds, encourage him by repeating the sounds again,
patting tir, or picking ,him

Ir .

e

4

No



Card 1

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 4 -- Ideas and Activities

-By now, the child should be making a number of sounds that are
used in our language. Most of his language learning is not the result
of direct teaching of words, but comes about because you have constantly
been using words in sentences when you are with him.

You can take advantage of his desire to imitate what he sees and
hears. Hold him face-to-face and makb such sounds as: pa, ma, fa, da,
bi, which are sounds he has been making randomly on his own. These
are the easiest for him to make, and he will soon begin to imitate you..
When he does, laugh' and 'smile and ,glvt him a squeeze and let hi'm know
you think it is fun. ,Keep tire "conversation" going,

*.

The difference between this, activity and the earlier "converaation"
activity mentioned in STAGE,3 is that now you are selecting from is
speech sounds and'are getting him to imitate you. Before, he was
making any sound and you were imitating him.

'

Rethember, this isn't all thereis to language learning. This-
activity.simply e rages the expression of sound. He learns most,
about language f om be ng surrounded by it at home. he will show'
what language he knows by the way he- sponds to your words., HiA,
flhidden"vocab .ry r veals itself in actions long before he., pealts,

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 4 Ideas and Activities.

Card 't

If you-are playing with, the Child and he makes a new sound, make.
him aware he has done so by showing him that you are pleased. Repeat,
the sound several times and then ask him to do it 4ith

r

Make funny sounds such as a tongue click or a cough,and, encourage
the child to repeat the sound,. Praise him when he does.

#,4

. ... ,
. .

When the ,child says ' "dada'' "mama"), say, "Where's dada (or
mama) ?" Xnen ansipier by, saying, "Dada is holding Johnny,' Or whateTer

__is .appropriate at the time. ,
,..

r

71.
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EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE .
..

0

Tt2 5-==-TTFFF-kild Apt5.Vit5ep

., 0,,
You may hear the, child:..be4m to___ talk_ osto__hiisel.f...a,b..e_xf-t:,-yh-at he- i-s-,---doing. He may'. use single wOrds:., Talking ..tO' hitsell'..e213t;.of.:the,

ways, a child develops langut.and increae.es.-hi.s understanding arg:1' . """*., 1 .control o.f behaviot. ., . . .. ... . ..... .... . .. . . .. ,

During the daily .routine, and play, .use..simple'andiriettninz'fiil. .,
words and encourage the Chi.id.-' to 'repeat thezn..*- IntrOuee: ri,I.,und.s.Tad.' : -.
words as you work with the,%child such as "eat , v. "spoon.; ',drink , . 4

.,

"cup," "milk )1"all done." Use .wordswith, the' child' s ..t,0;:t: :. ba1:1,.; : . ..book, baby -do ,a etc .. Alio, up.e,.word's with .famillar obje't:t.d.in',.the .child's surroundings-z' dhOtir,, t'.abl,'door. Remember, to'. eli.C,,u'i.a.'gethe, '..
,child to repeat these simple words after you, but do not' expeot ',the..,,,.:.:..3* ,:.child' to be able to say the word 'perfectly. Prai-aehim rist any.-..atte.,:,Rt '; ..to say the word. -

After the child is able: to repeat .4e names of e'ye..ren
objects in his surroundings , .'ask- him IN..hat this.?"; whi.1,c!one of the objects. Repeat, this activity with many objeet.'n,
knows around him If he does not iimediately respond .wi.1,14:'the
name for the object, you say it and lio.ve him repeat you.' ','then ask.

!',,What is thiS?"

4. ,

When you and the child. are leaving the..house, are,going bye-bye." Have,,hivi repeat "bkp,.bye." .After iae triev ip,y ,

say, "Good talking! Yes, we ate gointg. "bye-bye" and th'en Wme
. .

EiPESrSIVE LANGUAGE sb,

.. - . . ,
Find pi-ctures..of_fhings.tfikveh:i.'34-3.tiet7..1.46rAs.''.,t9-r. have tit 3.4q:i: ..

at the pietures 'name iii-,e thing, be 4: s . 1.6iirx...."-a;t-, i rave him -i-wp.est kh1.-...asking . , -'.. .-. ..name, by asking .41141;, ';"What.'..4.s .that.?.1' , ... :.:..* : --:- . ,,,

., .

.. . Whenever, the :child..*94141e.orlie.S.rliii,::s4.y..thke:iford.;:te.t. 7..crilit. he
vants and 11eAte him repeat ii. ,Atter.. he trie.S.:to sAyCthe wii"rd, give:-.

. . , . ,..., .-.hitwhat he 'yant'ed . - ... 1 ,, ..4.,
. . , '14 .',.. ,

,' .. _,- ..A.... '::-..: - z-,:4 sf)4,.. ,,%,:,.,.. , ..:-..--,'.':',
. Whenever the' el4;..4.u4:,,qF lie: y'Otcljljai ii..._hp:t corn :e' if.cei:a.; 701.1'
say, the correct word °Ur.' loi.i'd so he,;cai-Chi-.all-licy/.-.1,t -phouIlt pr,OPerly ,
sOtind.' ' ,... .. ...

..:.
.. .,-

.
.

. . ...-
. I .

' ; l ;'
e.

,

to



. Card 1
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.
EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

_STAGE e..5--an,41--.A.-r-t-i-v.i.--t-i-e-s

4

Soo

t.

During this period, the chid should-make great strides in
Language development. Your behavior is very important as he explores
his world and uses his new-found language to express himself and to as
.for things.. You should encourage him, talk to him a good deal, give

reasons for what you do and what you .ask him to do, and most
important of all, listen 'to 'him.

-The 'child may now-know the navies, of thing's such as important
people (mommy, daddy, JohAny), or objetts (bottle, cup, spoon), but
'naming an object is quite different from using,a word that describes
the object (big; round red, f0a;y). De,scribing is far moredifficult
arld shouldn't be expected of a child at this level. Even though you've
used these words and he may understand'them,he doesn't use them
himself. Actions and the thoughts connected to them come ahead of
words., Involve him in lots of actions that make use of size, shape,
color,- ,texture,; function;4and the words ,will come.

While in the car, taking a walk,. and so on, help the ciiird nate
the things he sees.

. Look through, magazines and .books. As .the child poipts to Objects,'
naee them. Then you point to the picture and ask the'childto name ft.

Card 2

s.; -EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

010
STAGE 6 -- Ideas and Activities

.

Have the :child do different, things with this favorite stuffed-animal
of doll--make it sit,' make it stands make it walk, 'make it sleep. Carry

.

6 on a' conversation with the animal or doll as you play with it and the
child,,,, aid encourage the child to do the same. After he has e gaged

0
in,a variety of actions with this toy, find other toys or obj is. thlt can be used in,severaX ways. Theogoal is vocabulary de lopnent3

0 11.4. idea is thatwords.for things are learned through actions with
4

things; ,

. .

The child is surrounded by many sounds some of ;which have become
.quite familiar. Make a game o,utof imita ing common .Sounds. When a jet
goes; overhead, sayo,"Listgn, it Ives zoom. Let's try and zoom.,7. When
a' truck goes by, imitate its sound. Chirp.like a bird; meow' like a.

- ,

eat. .

, °
a

he beSt times to dO this are when the chifd ;has just beard the
real hing% Make the sounids ourself; then sk him to make .it and.,

,11wheri he. does, even if it does 't' sound very 6166e; smile or laugh and
''repeat,the 'sound.. c :

.

{t 'rt ' 4
'.:

1.7

94
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EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE'

Lave the child,use words- you have heard -hdm- say to-get vlht -

he-wants'and encourage him to combine two words-together. For example,
if "milk" is a word he can say and he wants more milk, then ask, him to
say "more milk" before you give it to him. 'When he is finished with
his meal, haye him say "all ddne.":'

,

,

Say "belle tb familiar People and have the child say "hello',
too. Also, when someone comes into the 'house., encourage the child

4

Card 3

to wave and say 'hi."
-

A

c/EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7 -- Ideas and Activities

The child is beginningjo understand more, and more the meaning of
words'and the reasons for languag and therefore.enjoys using they
meaningfullyandehsjoyshearing stories which are in relAtiom to
himself. Emotional eipression is extreme in noise and activity. He
its becoming explicit in. his u e of words, such as "no,".Whi'dh have,
gained meaninglXor him. He hduld. be encouraged td describe_ what
he needs 'and to put together simple sentences' which are meaningful,
rather than imitating or repeating someone else. The content of the.
sentendes must obviously be within theeXpertenee'of the child in,
order to 'prevent, him from becoming frusta-dteclAwhen he oes not =der-
stand or cannot communicate clearYy.

,.,.
. ,

. , li-.

it-With the 'child in, front of a,mirror and bay the childcyt doll.,
goint ,to a body part on the child as'you name it. ep have hiM touch
this part on himself and name it. Then have him fi;ed,the samelhody, part
on, they doll and name it. Continue this procedure having the guild name
the simple body parts.. ° Help himC with a name when/everte,noppd it. .

; -- ". ., ;

.

. -.Have the ctidld'h set be table and help him namethe 'things
on t'.11e table. ,--- ,

, e
,

7ti. .-

. .

tsmrt nracqloasos..r..-mt -



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7 2fIdeassand Activit-ies
r-'

Card 2 .

. I

Have the nam-clothing items whilehe c'S dre sing.
,

Make it a frequent fun activity to ask the child,_"What is that ?"
whether you are taking a'walk, riding in the car, eating a meal,
watching TV, etc. If he doesn't know, tell him and have him repeat
what it,ds. .

Encourage'the correct use of "ifl'or'"me" when the child requests
or-asks,for'something,.such as'"I'ifant it" or "for me?"

kt

Play games with the chifdwhich require an "-I do" or "you do"
response., For example, give the child a doll and keep a,ball to Your-
-self. Ask the child, Who has 'the ball?" 'and he Should say, "you. do."
Then ask him,, '1Who has the' doll?" and he can say.,,"I A."

As the child has learned to make his wants known by saying two,
word phrasei ("want milk"), begin to encourage himIto use'three words
in a simple sentenct, such as "I want milk", "Throw me' ball," "Pick
me up," etc.

4

EXPRESSIVE 1,ANGUAGE.

STAGE 7 -- Ideas and Activities" 0

Card---i-

t I

4;4
4.% V

Frequently count objects the Child comes in, contact with during
the day. Count the spoons, the forks, the knives, the plates, the
glasses as' you put them on the tal5ie with the child helping. rount

.

, his, fingers and toes, eyes, nose, ears, arms, legs, etc. when ,you
bathe and dress him. Count hiscars, his doll6,. Sing. songs with numbe rs
in,them, such as "Ten Little Indians" and "One, Two Buckle My Shbe."
At first, Just say one humbei: at.a time and have him repeat it .Say,
f"one,"and'the child. says, "one6il Say, "two;,"'then the child s Ys,,
"two." 4 b

\Whelk the child is playing with his toys, join him fo a while and
carry', on a conversation witt14,the toys. For eXample, arhile playing 'with
do,ll, say such things aS,I "Are yoti, hungry, dolly? Would -you like I

something Ito eat? OK, 1111 tet you something, Would you like some-.
soup Or a. sandwich? OK, I'll get you some souy," ,etc. .EncoUrage.the.
child to ,join you'in your-conersatiOn, Ask him ,to ask the dolly if:
she' 'like some milk or if she's:sleepy and want's tqi take a.nap, eiq.



..-

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7 -- Ideas and Activities

. Card 4

lay. naming games with the child when there are a group of
e-.-arOund-hiM. HaVe hil go around -to each person and ask,

''What is ylaurname?" Then have each person ask the child, "What
is your name?" attax_te asks .them. Justms!etiTst names-

. . 1-

St'e if he ca -0-0.- .. ..._. 4.

with-you or what he saw when he was out for a alk with-you-c---Verbal- .

-_,---.eput-IRY-V-113-ientli1if-si---iizn-di and s-peezh_ire.--.t .-ire.::::.;_-_-__Lat.7.:-..:--_---- 777i
he always remains in one room oi. goes out for the same walk,every
day, hig experiences of daily life will be very limited. ,

-E-XPRES-S-IVE LANGUAGE
(

STAGE 8 -- Ideas and Activities

In order to develon_good speech, the child needs goo d adult models
which he can imitate. If the adult model used baby talk, the child
develops speech patterns with similar sounds and does not then develop
good speech patterns. On the other hand, the adult who speaks to 11
child in complex sentences and long paragraphs only jonfuses tde

:, child,, because he cannot hear, understand, and respond as rapidly as
the adult. The child needs to hear short'sentences and phrases so
that he can respond to them directlY.and,yeiblelly.

Card 1

Ad.ult-s-Iinst also avoid finishing sentencessfor,children; This
habit lessens the child's speech practice and /earning of speech, If
a child's speech is constantly corrected, he maybegin to develop -

emotional reactions, stuttering or .hesitant speech instead of smooth
flowing speech. To help avoid this, the adu4t must speak in short,
understandable sentences; he must use words knoWn_by the child or
else explain their meaning. The 'Child can develop speech without
becoming frustrated, -

9 7



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE'B -- Ideas and Activities

1

Card 2

iHave the child practice counting on -his fingers by holaing.them-
before you or looking in a mirrsre and counting. When presenting candy
or toys to him, have him repeat after you how many art given to him.
When- -he d6 thi-satteees-e-fully, -Neat
nuiberp that-you say -Vet-Ween one_ grid tPn _WhichLare not in order

"4-7," Lir "5-1," etc.°

at. t 0

In the mann.er of an Intian-,---frutter yourhaffdover youftb 11 and
ask the child to do the same. Once he can do it, have him do i softly,
then loudly, then softly,- then loudly. At first, you do it wi h him
and say,"soft" before you make your voice soft and "loud" befre you
make your voice loud.

Read children's rhymes often-to the child and repeat t em frequently
during the day, so the child has an opportunity to hear th m often.
Leave out a couple words as you say it and encourage the nild to say
the missing word at the appropriate time in the rhyme. G adually
leave =tut more and-more words until the child may be reputing it
all. Example: "Jack and Jill went up the (child fills n "hill"),
to fetch a pail of ("water"), Jatk-fell down and broke is ("crown"),,
'and Jill came tumbling ( "after, ").

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 8 -- Ideas and Activities

Put objects like a book, a pUpi a spoon, a d,a toothbrush in-a
-box. Let the child reach in anit Vick:one out. Abk him, ,"What do you
dofwith this?" Show him and t41. hii.if he is of sure.

I.!
. .

. . ./"/

et.
/ .1

Play chilldrenis records frequently during th (day. Sing along
with the songs,. Make it'at a fun time so the'chi d will want to sing
'along, too.

As you look through'pictilre books of -simple bieO-tr,-describe to
-elle child what the use or that object iSland the ask the child-what
it isIglksed for.

ir
Take,ob4ects suth as a ball, boot[iW spo

lay them before the child. Ask the 4fild, "Show
outof?" "Show me,what you brUs_st'yolir.teeh wit

'yead?" "Show:me what you eat with?7 Help the
in pointing to,the correbt object Och time, an
after he*knows.theml. , _

-Card* -.3

1%

n and toothbrush and
me what you can drink
I" "how, mg What you
ild where necessary
then Chang ithe objects



4 w
Card 4

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE
.

,STAGE 8 !:'Ideas and Activities
4A.

.t? % t'
Jump, walk, and rUn_with

them14:12=P--y----T or "Let's' run," then run.. 'Ask the child Yhat you are doing as you do
it. Have him say the.word, praise htm, an say, "Yes, I an jumping.

Play with -a perrormdif erent actions such as
r-

walking, sitting, eating, sleeping.,, Ask the child wh-ct the acIly is
doing as, you play, with it? Then let him play With the dolly and ask

-----==yauviTatthe dCfryrT7"db1-11-e.----

As you read story book's to the child,.have'him look at the pictures
Ap you read, and ask him what is happeniAg in the pictures.

Show the child 'one object and have him name it. Then s'Aow'him
more than one of the same objects'and help him say the plural --
"shoe," "shoed."-

Show the child pictures *of groups ofjthings. Say the plural and
have him repeat the word.

EXPRE SIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 8 -- Ideas and Acti ities

/

Card 5

During his POnver ations during the-day, when he uses a zingular
where it should lot.e.,a uralsimply repeat what he said only vou say
the wordcorrectly; t is way, he can hear how it should sound. For .

example: The child ays, "I have ten finger_.'" You then repeat,'"YeS,
you do have ten,fin ers."%

When 'meeting ev people; have the child tell them his whole s
name when hd-is a ed his name.

/
/

H4him help y name tags on some of his things. Ask him who
Write out the child's firdt and last name and show it to him.

these things b long to:, Have,him act like he is 'reading his name.
-.... .

7

4
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SOCIALIZATION

STAGE 1
)

Behavior

The child stops cry ng when he is picked up.

Aottwittes,

cYar

1) When.the c cries, pick him up. As,yo hold him, talk to
aed-ti-c k1 -ge-htly stroke

s o ftly_ t o _ the_ _ erLy 'i are bolding ni ter
-o-r-po-s-17 on -h im -s ciThe can-see

yous face as you sing to him.

,

SOCIyZATION

-StAGE L.-

1

\

Card 2

Behavior
t

The child looks, at the face of the person holding him. He looks
at the person's eyes, mouth, an, hair.

Activities

1) Hold the child on your 'lap so he ,faces you Talk or'sing to
him with your face 8-10 incheS away from his. Gently rock
him side to side as you talk or-sing to him.

21, Wh4le the child is-lying face up in his/crib, bring your face
i...7

,.. close to the child's face and touch noe-es, kiss his cheek, or 4

otherwise touch the child. Repeat this.trequently, talking
softly to him as--ou do it. a

11/4.-1 /

3) Take the child's hand and touch your face with,it. Talk to
him while you do this naming the parts of your face as his hind
touches them.,

An1

10f)



130CIALIZATON

STAGE 2

Behavior 1'

Card 3,

.

The child looks at an unfamiliarfeatur.----e et;out a petson.
---et----mot-h-e-r-'"-s- -n-ecklet-e or- tett erte liat.

,. \ , .

Abtivities
'

7174
1) Change your appearance. Put something on the child will. -

easily notice such as a big bat or large danglinglarrings.

e looks

Take his hand and_4-ouch- can; _

2) Put on a bright colo7.ed piece of jewelry. While 7ou are
holding the child;let.him play with or touch the jewelry.

SOCIALIZiTIO

STAGEZ

Behavior

P

Card 41.

Th *child poles around wide-eyed when he id in a striinge place.
is inte esteein looking at the different oblects around him.

C

Ac i ities

:

)

`2 )

rake the child on vark-s- Hold or sit 'him up so he can see
it'\around him. Talk to him about the surroundings.

Prop therchild mp with pillows when he is tin a new room so he
can watch, what' is happening.



° SOCIALIZATION
. ,

STAGE Z

Behavior

(

The child witches his hands as he moves them.

Activities

Card .5.-

r,

p.
IT Place funny mittens on the child's hands. Help him c1ap-js

)tart.da a

Put jingle bells on the chili's wrists. snake or move his
hamAs_so thp- bells _-A.T.LLI rinE ad-he can see them.

3) Gently hold one of the thild's hands in front of his face.
Rub it, pat it, tickle it, and play with his -fingers. Then:

' repeat with his pther hand.

SOCIALIZATION

STAGE 2

Behavior

Card

The child sees himself in the mirror. He moves his head, body,
arms, or touches the mirror.

1

°Activities

Pz
1)* Place an oblong mirror against the iusi of the crib when

the chilkislying.in it. 'Turn the child oward the Mirror.
Cncourage him to look at the mirror by ringing a bell behind
'It. Move his hands and legs so he can ,see himself moving in
the Mirror: .._ .

2) Sit in frolit of,a large mirror with the child on your lap.
While he is .looking in t,he mirror, move his body parts so he
can see thsem move. Talk to the 'child as you move him saying
such things as 'You're waving your hand" or "You're kicking
your leg".

2 !

r



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE
_ .

Behavior.

,

t Card 7'

The child allows'strangere to hold him without getting upset.

Activities_

1) It is easiest for a child to meet strangers when a familiar
WIMP"! 111.41111' PAIVIAIIIM44101111k5 41014111101111111-44W14-0111191$1111111:1516111.11,..

stran-ge-r -Twhp7i-s-hcrlding-a-tetrartte---tai- -of- the chiIds .

Gradually mnli;----0tsiithei;ami.y fro-

to sit in a seat across, the room a nd finally are able to leave_
tli-0,-radm2kitisa

2) Sit the chit by a stranger and allow the child to touch th'e
person. Have the stranger give one of the child's favorite
toys to him and then have the stranger play with the child:.

1 I

SOCIALIZATI,ON

--:' -STAGE- 3

Behavior

1,

,

Card ',E11

The child laughs when &washcloth is thrown on his head and hangs,
fr

over his eyes.

Activities t.

1) Place your hands lightly over the child's eyes and then take
,s-thei away at you say "Boo!"

2). Play peek-a-boo with the child. Cover the child's. flic with
light cloth and then take., it off suing "Boor'

,"5:M.74TrAlrf.

103
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SOCIALIZATION Card q

STAGE 3

. Behavior

The child cries 'fusses, moves about or re,aches out in order to'
get, someone is.--atterition. i,

Activities / r
i

/-7-11 As you hold, play, and talk to, the child, watch for a smile
or- a -c-oo-. Imitate the child to encourage his vocal sounds.
'As ths child bsigins, to smile and coo back to you, cuddle,

sAd_p `aiseE.him _Be pes,.-t
a e azt-)ayl.flrit I him, talk to him and encourage any re-

sponse he gives you..'.
,2) As the child coos , cries, or moves some rfart, of his body,

reward him by holding him,r talking to him or giving him a
toy he likes. Allow the chile to make sounds or move around
for 5-15 seconds before res ng to his needs

4

SOCIALIZATION

STAGE

Behavior

A

Card /0

- AN'e The child smiles or babbles at himself in a mirror.
Activities 7

1,
1) Lie next to the child while he's lying on his stomach in front'

of mirror keeping youx head at his lye level. Tap' on the
m'irr r to draw hi attention. Smile.fat the child in the mir-
ror While he i looking in the mirror, take his hand and have
him touch your ace and his face. Let him play in front of ithe

- mirror,

2) Sit in front of the mirror with th- .child on your .1a.pi. Play
simple game's sucsh as patty-cake and ve the child watch him-
self in the mitTor. Also, sing songs, ake 'funny faces, and

. make tunnycsounds

104
,



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE 3

Behavior
1

The child puts his hand, thumb, or toe in his mouth:

I Card /1

Activities

1) Put some jelly o the child's thumb and place his thumb in
his mouth. Let him uck the jelly off his thumb. Repeat.'
several times, each time giving the child less help in get-
ting his thumb to his mouth.

---AndOLa-game with tie ch s ng= t f a foot -t touch -his -nose
or cheek (a child is every flexible at this age). Brush his
feet acm461 his mouth,-tap his mouth with his/feet, tap his
mouth with his hands. Sing a song while you play with him
and move him in rhythm to the song.

i

SOCIALIZATION

STAOi 3

Behavior

Card /2

The child stretches his arms up toward a person wa0-says,randshows
he is going to pick the child up.

Activities

1) Everytime you are going to pick the.child up, say "UP", and
'help the child, raise his arms.

Place a toy above the child, slightly out of his reach. Have
him raise, his; arms to get it. When he touches the toy by,.
.raising his arias, allow him to have it and play with it.:

)



'
SOCIALIZA

STAGE...3

Behavior

Card. 43.

The child plays with his hands or feet.

Idtivities

. 1) Play patty-cake, finger and toe games With the child-to help
hi bE tSuie ui6re= aw aF e b 1a "uds an .

together-and

ti 21 Put_bri..ghtLy. -colored_shoesor_ booties on :othe 0,15,1do_rtie
footwear,which will lingle,when he plays with his

. feet.

SOCIALISATION

STAGE 3

Behavior

The child feeds himself a cracker.
; .

Activities

4
Card /4-

1) Give, the'child pieces of food which .he can easily .grasp. Use
such fodds as'baby toast, animal crackers, cooked' carrots,
,french tries, or miniature marshmallows: Help the child fiqger
feed himself .by putting,:the foOd in his hand and guiding hi4
hand` to his mouth. , ,

, .

. . 0,
2) Repeat the above, activity in front of a mirror. Help the chfld

grasp the food and put it. to his "month as he watches himself
,

in the mirror: . -

$ .

c.3) Let/ he child hold.-And suck.on an ice ube if he doesn.'t mind

9,er cad. ,- /

I

10
6



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE 3

Behavior

-Card i5

The child plays by himself for five minutes without fussing,to
get your attention.

Activitieg

flavirite_toyand play with him-3-5.-minute .

Thenifinkaway and, leave4the toy for the chilALjioplaYAcith,by
himself-

t.11

asgetsky toy,
a rat,tae, a reflector, bells, a spool that will spin, a narrow
dontainer he can put his finger in, or a dangling ribbon.
Hang this on his'crib within reach. Take his, hand and show him
how all these things work. Then let`film play by himself.

ti

SOCIALIZATION

4,

STAGE /t

Behavior

The child makes simple. sounds [like "ba," "da,"
to gash someone's attention.

Activities

Card /6

"bep")

.1) When the child makes sounds or noises-, look at him,, talk to him,
go over to him and play, with him.

2) When' a child says a%sound, look at the Child, imitate the
sound, and smile. Praise him for repeating the sound
if/he says it.

4

107' -
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SOCIALIZATION

STAGE-1

.Behavior

O

Card 7

The child smiles and reaches fdr daddy or morality, 4r another adult
the child is familiar with.
,

Acttvfties.

pkick,him up. Smile and sing to the child while rocking him_la
, e

cAr

intothethild's -rdom-vhile the phi'ld is awake,
look at him, wave to him, talk to him, go over and pat Aim,
play with him a minute.

4e.

SOCIALIZATION

STAGE

Behavior

Card /J

The child will repeat something which he did before and others
laughed at

r: Activities

YA

1) Take a toy and play with the child. As(the child playw,i.th
-, the toy, smile, laugh, and clap yotir hands atosomethi g he.did.,

Aak him to do -it again, and'readt the aame way.

and

4

2); Roll, a hall or toy .car crown an incline orArop it from a table,
Say ''whoopp" and laugh. Repeat .this action, and .allow- the child
to do it himself. Belp_himAf necessary. iSay `'z wivdops", and
laugh when he Uoes..it. -

i , ,

No

t ;^

t2exit



soquiLizATIoy

STAGE

., Behavior

Caid //
--"

Id drinics from a cup (2 =2 1/2 inches wide plastic clup) that
a being held by an adult.

(.*

. -

_

1) Give the child an emi4y,plastip cup, (2 1/2"., wide) with which
. to' play/. Guide his--hand to hold it,.roll it, touch it. Put.

small -objects in the cup and shake them to make a rattle,
noise.

2) Fill cup'1/2 full with thick ,juice or milk shake.. Show child ,

hOw ydu drink from.it. Then hold it to his lips and help him
take a drink. ,Practice with other fluids inthe cup. 3

SOdIALIZATION

STAGE

...

: 414,

*

..Eehavior 7

C

Card '2.c

-

The child kisses or hugs his mother after she has kissed and hugged .

him.
,J

Activities

1) When you wake the child in the morning"; at.various times during
"the.day, and when you put him to bed in the evening, kiss and
hug him and tell him you love him.

' , . .. .

'1.-........4-

Stand in front of a mirror holding the..2ohild.. Hug the child
and kiss him. Let him see iteih the mirrar".\\ Have him kiss and
hug you.

. .

.

.

.
s

3) Kiss the child' and then say, ,'Give me a,kiss.", Gently press his'
lips against your'chpek. Respond by'hugging him.

-

.109
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SOCIALIZATION

STAGE

Behavior

The chtld tties to help while being .dressed. He putts, his arm out
ready for his coat, or-lifts his arms for chig T-shirt to be pulled
on, or holds his foot-up to have his ,shoe or sock p4t ot.,_

Activities
vet

1) -Put a loosely fitting_T-shirt on the child's favorite doll.
Have-:the. cerld lift the doll's arms up so you can.take,off
'the,slirt as yptlsay,.- "Lift tire doll's arms up s:o I ca take
the shirt off."

2) W.hen-you" are dressing the. child, shov
4
him each piece o loth-

,

Aug and tell him which part of -hi's body it goes on. Then ask
him to help you dress him'telling him whit he needs ris;do to
help as yalf dress hin 4"40.d up your arms," "Hold up your
foot."). -

SOCIALIZATION
.

Behavior

C.

. .
A Card: 22

1 I- o
n

.' The child'waves at himself eagerly when he sees himself *waving in'
a mirror. 0

Activities

1) Place a long mirror in the"child's playpen so he can readily .

'see himself. Put a doll in front of t mirror facing the
child. Help the child wave at the doll- Whilehe is saving,
remove the 6611 so'h can see himself. hen help him to wave
at himself (enthusiastically!) '

.
-..

, .. ,
. i

Sit.in front of a mirror with the child on your 1ap facing the
mirror. Have him siave at you in the mirror,. 'then wave, back to
him. Have him.Weve at himself. Sing a song and wive in time
to the song.

4.' 1

I

1 1 0
o

C

Yi

.



%.SOC±44iiAlION

STAGi3r,

Behavior

I

Card.

The child can drink from a light plastic cup (2-2 1/2" wide) with-
out spilling Sny liquid when it is half full. ... ,

' . ,

Activities

1) During water play or sand play, give the child shall metal
cups with and without handles to use foi p-Ouring.
small pitchers to use, too. Show' him how to pour f'ro'm these.

2) Help the child hold his own drinking cup when it is empty.
Use a plastic cup -- not paper or glass. Then fill it 1/4
full and help him to hold it and to drink from it.:-

SOCIALIZATION

S-T-Aa-E---

C)

AV.

Behavior

C4r 24

The child will play next to but not actually with other childTen,
his age.-46o.are in the same room as heis.

.

Activities 0 04
N

:...--_,--------
..

1) Take the child to a park or-beach where otheii:children might ':
be. Alvays'bring toys, along, but let the child explore the , :4'-,=--

area apdosee the Ter children.

2) Sit the child next.to other children and play records or tng
songs together.- -

;0

0



'socitairz4TioN,

.STAGE 5 7

;Behavior ..-.

.

Card 237 ,

The child uss# a spoon to feed himself.' H= may spill a little.

Gi've the child various sized spoons --iteaspoons, tablespoons,
ladles.1- cups, plastic bowls to playlwith in a basin of
2-water.ior sand. Show him how to spoon the water or sapid into

cps and bowls and then let him do it by himself.

2) Givethe child a= spoon to ,usle with a h ndle about 3/8 to 1/2
incgeis vide or wrap-masking tape aroun the spoon handle to
make-it easier to grasp. Heap him fee himself. As he
drOws his hand to his mouth, suppdrt hi elbow. At first,
use thick, creamy, or chunky foods such as mashed Rotatoes,
stew, and pudding while he is first le rning,to feed himself.

SOCIALIZ TION
.01

STAGE Si

Behavior

Card 2c.

The child does simple errands. For example, he will get a pair of
shbes clr a ball that is in the room near him when asked to do so.

Activities

...
: 1), Be sure the child knows/ the names of several fatiliar objects

before you ask hit to bring them to you. .Put them somevbere
in the room within the child's view. First ask the child to
give you something near him and within his reach. Then have
him get things from across the room., Show him what you mean

' it he fails to give you what you asked for.
., .

2) the child, pG2i4 this, to Daddy" and give him an object.
Have daddy motion the child to hit :from 6.`cross the room.

- Praise him for-doing whdt you.asked.
,

..,

t

-":"; .7. . vs. . '.7.-7Tr"'.



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE,

Beh

f

The child 'makes faces front of a mirror.

es

1) ang a small "light racelet of a material ch as Y'arn on one
f the childs ears. iave him look at himse f in a mirror.

2) it*next to the chi d; with your face at his eye level In front
0T. a mirror. 'Make e aggqrated facial exPres ions and fixrany
f ces. Encourage hii to.imitate you or make funny faces of
h s own.

4

SOCIAL ZATIONI qaTd -

44%

STAGE G

{-\

Behavior

4

The child ."uses a spoon to eat from a boil, cup, or a plate. ie.
does so without spilling the food.

0,4

1

Activities .
:I11

"1) Pretend with-the childto,i feed his dolls. Both of-You.hold a
d.011 1,ik.,f4 baby in your arms. Sit next to the child so he
can easily see and copy you .as you hold the spoon, scoop up
the pietend food, and .feed the "baby ". Help the child to feed
his, baby where necessary,

, 'is
.

21, During mealtime, givNtOCh
.

ld 4-spoon to use that has 'a hart-
. .

i., .dle that is easily graiPlea. Give,him'a plate with edges and
......-

a.bowl which fasteds,eo!the table. Help him-use-his spoon
.1. 1properly. by guiding, h1 hand, to scoop up the food, but let him

-do most of it by hiMselif. Allow him to eat with the family
,so he can watch them 0)!(1 see- how they eat.:

-,:
.% 4 4 , , ;i1 4 '''

4,4 41



SOCIALIZATION Card 2S

STAGE 0

The child eats food from the table, kitchen counter, etc. but does
not eat trash.

Activities

1) Feed the child at the table. Tell him "No, that food is not
to eat" when he reaches for food from the 'wastebasket or the
floor. Don't- punish him for eating such food,:butdohelp

ihim take it and throw it in the wastebasket again epeating, ,

"This food is not to eat.

2) Let the child do little things t6 help with fixing dinne like
bringing his bib, napkin, or cdp to the table'. Let him w ch. '

you fix food and talk to him about what'you are doing. Afte
dinner, let him watch you clear off the table and scrape off
the dishes.again talking to hi,m about what you are doing.
Have him 'help you clean up by throwing away the napkins or
pushing in ti.e chairs. Help him wash'his own plastic dishes.

SOCIALIZATION'

STAGE

Behavior

-414.

Z! 7L

C ard 2 -

The child assts for something he wants by .pointing to it, touching
it, or namin itg*ether than Sust.taking or grabbing it).

,
. , ,1 ,

(-
'''s----Activrties

4.1) If the chi d grabs-foodhe wants at the table), step 'him and
reciuire.hi to "ask" for it (X;y pointing, touching, or naming.
it). After he "asks" for its praise him by saying,. "I liked
the way you asked for the' , .

2) Encourage th child.tb asg for anything he,wants by asking hi=
to say-the object's Aamelbefore giving it to him. In, the be-
iiinning, accept gesturgs or simple sounds if the child is unable
to say the word. PrakOe him for asking and not just taking.-
, ,

-.3
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544,201,,,ry

'14CIALIZATION

STAGE (0

Behavior

.Cird 30

.Y The child can take off his shoes and socks.. His shoes are already
-untied-And looiened. .

Activities

.1) Put socks sand shoes on a big doll and help the child take
them off and put-them on again.

When taking off the child's shoes, pull the shoe part of the
way over his heel and then help the child pull it off the rest
of the way. Do the same with his sock. Then let him do it.,
After the ,child can do this leasily, show him how to take his
shoe .off when it is- on his foot but loosened. Then help .dim
take his s ck off by helping him take hold'of it at the top
and pulli g it down over his heel. Explain to him what he is
doing as e is doing it.

SOCIALIZAT4ON

,- -STAGE 6: ,\

Behavior

-Card 3/

The Child rubs.his hands together pretending he,is washing his
.-hands. .

,

Activities

4

1) In a play-kitchen with-a Sink:pretend with the child as'he
'cooks, eats dinner and,-does the dishes. At certain times,
pretend to wash, your hand6 and have the child do the'same.

2) Make it a lie:bit foi everyone ti wash their hands before meals.
Talk to the child while you are helping him' wash his. Allow'
him to do as much of the washing by himself as possible.

. . . , . '0
1. t. .!

;J t.
c,o

11



.::". 66diAiIZATION ... Card 32..."

1- .

.
.. . I

::

'.'",gTAGE-0 . --.

-....::
1 ,

Behavior
;

- D.

The child puts toys away wheh asked.

Att-tVi-ttea
. - .

.

1) After you and the child have fin4ahed playing with a toy, show.
the chilewhere the toy goes and have him'put it away. (*Pet

out another toy and then'when he has finished playing with it,
again show the child where it goes and have him put it ayay.

2) Make cleaning up fun by singing a song as you work. Be'sure/
to praise the child for his etforts,however small, but en-
courage h'im to put more toys away each trEN

lOCIALIZATION

/ STAdt

Behavior

Card 33 )

fa.

The child c awl on ,the floor pretending he is an animal like a
cat or a 'd

4.

1) Ask t echild what a kitty says. Tell him if he,doesnAt answer. -\

Craw with the child on the floor aCting and makAng,sounds_like
a ca

. 2) Whi looking through picture books with the shiM and ,you find
a p qure of an animal, describe the animal ta the child -- its
nam where itaives 4kind, ot skin it has,-unUsual features.,,

,_
.

The pretend you are that animal, shoving the child how it
...

- mo ea what sounds it Makes and then have the child prettud''
. .

$
,

.. wi h you. _ , .-.. .,



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE (9

Behavior

Card.-

The child helps dress or und7 st; himielf,,euch as pulling off his
jacket if it is Unfastened r him.

Activities

Give the child a.-- oll to play with that has easily removed
clothing. Hel him dress; and undress the doll. Talk to
him about wh re doi-ng as yoi do' it and as he does' it.

0-

Give the e' ild ticles of adult clOthing tro play with. He
will en ,144 putting on that are too big 'for him, and
he will lei rn to remove clothing that .is not too tight fit-
ting. When' necessary., help him to put on and take off the
clothing

TAke enough- time while dressing or.undressing the child to
allow m to help you at his own pace. Each time, provide
less help pan you did before.

SOCIALIZATION

Behavi o

The child acts as though' he is reaaing a newspaper, magdz.ing, or
book.

Activities .

1) * Give the child old magazines 'to Play with. /Help_nim to turn
l'tne pages and hold it up.
/

, -, .

.
''''_,, / ,,,....;

. . .

2) When a member. of the family is reading, 'seat -hie child next
to him and encourage him i6 pretend that he'isreading, too.
The person .Who is reit:ding, uld talk with theHhild about,
what is being read,} .

.4.

11 7

or

,r1.1=MM,7r,e147Mtl,a47,-,74m
C I
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SOCIALIZATION

STAGE

Behavior
a

Card 37

t

The child knows his;;;"7-EIRund his homeor classroom. For example,
he can get 'something /out, of the refrigerator if' it is Itithin his.
_reach,.or_can_ get toys-that,he _wants to .play With-, or .he -cange
avdrink of water by himself.

' Activities
.t't

r

, 1) When the child asks for something thit is found in'the refrigera-
. tor, place it within his reach and allow hiN to gett himself.

Help him if necessary.

2) Always keep toys in a specific, easily reached area so the
child is ale to get the toys.by himself and play with thei
throughout the day without needing assistance.

'

.3) At home or in the classroom,Nbe sure the faucet is not difficult
to turn on'and off and that the chilli can easily reach the sink
with' a bench. Give hiM his own cups and show him how to get his
own drink°of water. Then let him do it, helping only, when

-necessary.

a

SOCIALIZATION

_

Behavior

"(child pretends he is making.a telephone call.

Activities
/'

1) Pae.a play telephone or anything. that resembles A telephone.
Pretend you are tal nicto the child on a telep dne. Bncburage
the child to taI sick to you.

Card _3:

.e;

2) Allow the child to talk anthe phone when relative and friends
_call.



SOCIALIZATION

STAGE

Behavior

Card 39

The child "asks". (he may gesture) to go to the toilet where he may

be helped. 1.

=

Activities
s-

J 1) If, the child has,to go to the bathroom say, "Say potty." In

the beginning,accept simple sounds if the child is unable to
say the word. Praise him for letting you know he needs to go

potty. "I'm glad you told me you had to go potty." =

"2) Use one 'specific bathroom,, if possible; each time the child `"'s

taken. This way he will more easily learn whereit is and be,.

able to take you there, or point to it when he wants to use it.,

Keep the trocedure. the same. FOr a 'reward, let the child
flgsh the toilet if he goes.

SOCIALIZATION

ST-AGE 7

Behavior

Card Lio

The child uses a fork for eating solid food without .0-1 food falling/

off the fork.

Activities

1) Pretend with the child to feed his do12s. Both of you hold, a

doll like a baby in youtarms. Sit next to the child so he can
easily see and copy you as you hold the fork. Stab a pieces of

pretend food and feed the "baby". Help the child to feed his

baby vhere necessary'.

2) Wrap masking tape around the fork handle to make the handle
larger and easier to grasp. dive him chunky' foods that are

ealy stabbed Such as cheese'cuhe.s, potato slices, small 'ten-

der meat piece ow him how to stab ilia chunks. Help_him

if tecassary:'. e

s '
A

a.



SOCIALIZATiOB

STAGE $'

Behavior

Card .40

The child gets your attention in .order to show you or tell-you,
something he can do, has &one, or has found.

Activities
1) Throughoutlethe day, ask ttit.pild questions about what he 414

doing and allow him lots of time to tell you'. Also, when
is upset and is trying to tellyou why, be patient, 'concerned
and understanding.

2) At mealtime, pr whenever the family is together, ask the ,7hild
what he did that day. Give him pleanty of time to tell his,
story and be sure to listen to what he Says.

3) When-the child tails to you or in, some other way lets you
know'he wants you to come to him, go to him as.soon,is possi-
ble to find out What he wants to tell you or show you.,

SOCIALIZATION

STAGE,

/--%BehaviOi.

The child dries his own hands after.,they-aFe washed.

Activities

1) While you anethechild wash youltaRsis before mealti;e, dry,
your hands first, so the child can see ow to dry his hands,
.Let him take the towel to use to'dry his hands. If necessary,
help him dry his own hands; Pralsehim by sayiag,\ "I, like the
way you dry your hands.7.

_

2) Always keep a towel at the sink within the child'sreach for
him to use to dry his hands. If -4e child cannot, reach the
sink, get him a step stool an& keep it'by the sink.

Leave a basin filled with'vater in which the child can play.
Place a towel by the basin so he can dry bis hands when he
is finished.

4')
0

Vr. 4. raa:"It:ve. 4"



sTAGi'Y

SOCAtIZATION

Behavior

The child pla s with the, same type of toy alike locks, cars, dolls)
Is another ildtitting beside him,, but he does not play with he

Card 43

Activities

1) ,Place many'blocks'out on the floor. 'Invite t e child to come
and play with them., ance he is playing, invi e another-child
to- play with "the blocks, tooa, Let him play n 4r the-child, '

but not too cles-e. Encourage each to play'hi on game.

'2) Try to buy pairs of toys that when one child plays with toy,
'.then there is a similartoy for another child who wants to
play with the ,same thing. Encouragethem to play near each
other,by placing the toys on the same table over the same area.

SOCIALIZATION

STAGE g

Behavior

,Caid

-

The, child takes turns irhen playing with a toy with another child.

Activities
°

1) Sit across from the child on the floor. Before you roll a ball
to the child say, "It is my turn to roll ',the ball." Before
he rolls.it back say, "Now it is your turn'to roll the ball,"
Continue this and praise him by saying, 'Llike the way you are
sharing, the ball with me:"

2) Repeat the abovr activity with the,child rolling the ball to
another child who already knows how to. take turns. Praise
both children for sharing the ball an,d taking turns.

. .

3) When two children want the same toy, tell them that toys are to
share. Set a/timeiefor fire minutei. Give the toy to. one of
the children and explain /0 both that when the bell rings the
child With'.the toy is t "give it"Or "share It" with the other
'Ohiad.'_.fii.aisethe after he giVei the. toy to the other

_

-6213.14 ke_thedway you.share.



v-

41,,,POGNI4ION'

STAGE

Behavior

The child feels o- ects with his fingers.

A c t-i-vi

O

t

0,

Card I

1) Make a "touching" board out of differenterrals like velvet,
aluminUm, foil; pieces of carpet and burlap.. Place the board so i

the child- can reach it. Scratch the,materials. Place the
child's hand "on the materials so he call feel theetoo..

,'

21 G ve the child a toy such aS**.a small stuffed animal to .lay.
with. 'Place the .animal in the child's hand-and rub it against
other parts of his body so he can-,feel.it.

.
.

3) Dress the child,in
.

clothing with4differenttextures (furry10
smooth, scratchy_, on the outside). Touch his hans-to the cloth=.
ing. ,,,.,, At'.

COGNITION

STAGE-4

liehav4..or

Ci&d 2

The child lobks at people's faces tion by section. He will look
at their eyes, mouth an,d hair.

Activities

ti

1) 'Play peek-a-boo with the child.'

2) Hold the child and talk softly to him. Also smile and blink
.

your eyes while he is watching you.
. .

.
.

. .

3). Take t
,

he .child's hand and touch different parts of your -face
with it. Tell him' what he is touching as you move his hand
to different parts of your face. .

/ .

.

o

14,

.



o

.CLOOUTICH

STAGE'

Caed.' 3
- :7)

,. .

.

-Behavfor

The ..child explores the contents of A room 'by looking at the
(. 1

,

Te6fIe-t-vials, and" windoits:IE: it .

.
.

Activities

1) 'Place the child's, crib, playpen, are infant.geat.ko that
the child vill have different views of'a room.

2) 'Take the child with you as )94611 move around doing, house
work or when you visit neighbors. Hold him sit him in'
an,infant seat, so the child- can see. what is around' him.

,

s

Card

$ehavior --,

The child looks at_tWo toys T,rhich are hanging 18 inches apart at"
least 8 inches--above-hit. He looks first,at'one,sthen at the other.

i

Activities

1) Hang p.-bright toy within -fie child's sight so he can see it
while he's lying on his back on your lap.- Then dan'gle another
.ioy within the child's reach so: he can see, .it, .Leave both
toys hanging "for' him to watch. '

4

2) Place child on his back in a playpen. Hang 2 bright rattiee,
from a string 8 inches over his heard, 18 inches apart, shake
1 toy.unti1 he looks at it, then shake the other.toy.

e

:123
7 ".

4.



cVlrit..1.14011 .

.

-
STAGE Z.

Cart. 6

4
Behavior

The `child Watches mother Move about the r'oord: When mother leaves.
the room, the child will continue to look in that direction. The
child waits about-two minutes for her to come back before resumin

-play.

Activities .44

l): Play Peek-a-boo with the child by holding a towel in front of ,'".
yoehr-face. .and hiding behind it. Talkto-the child while you
are hiding. Say, "Where's mommy?"

.

2) ,Leave the room foroene or two minutes at a time. Talk to the
child while you're out of the room so the child still knows
that 'you are near.

STAGE Z

Card

a

Behavior .

.

. .

iThe child may have his arms and -kict his legs or may stop wiggling
while watching-tOys putinto mo-tion which are hanging from the tcb
of his crib.' .-

.- . .

Activities
.

Offer a new to to the child and pla-C.e it by. his side within
view. Make it move so the-child will watch

2) AttaCh bells to a string hung over the crfb. Shake them for a
second. Stdp. Shake thei several times.

, ,.

. .

3) Hang. Brightly Colored balloons over the,child's crib. Bloi on
_ .. them. so that they-will move.

4) Hang a inugical froit theT-6"p of the child's crib. Once
day: while he is awake, :wind it .up' and ldt play.

Ca. , '124



.VOGNITION

SAGE Z

'Behavior a

.

The child looks at one toy, then another, then several more toys
all- of which were just hung above the child. Thew he will look

back to the fi-Fit boy -he lociked at .

Cord 7

Activities

1) 'Attach several colored balloons across the chin.' s crib. Move
'the balloons one _at a time so the chi -la will look, at _each bk.,

2). Place toys near the child's. hand. Place the child's hand on
each toy so he will look at it.

3) Slace toys on the' rungs of the child's crib so the child can
look at them while he is' ly1.-ng on his stomach.

.COGNITION

Behavior

4.1

4

Card

'The child while lying on hislack will turn' his head fkom side to,
side if he sees you turn your

Z

he,:d from left to right.
.

Activities
, 0

. : . ''' 4

,1) _Hold_ ,the child's cheeks, in your hands. Gently move his head
from let to right as YoL

k, A,Bye Baby."
liove YbUrs while singing ,a slow

:soothing song such as "R .

'
" /

2)
V

Get the child's attention by holding, your finger it front :Of
your face,. .Hold a squeaky toy in frOnt of 'you 'both. Move toy
to the right, squeak it, and look at Ikt., ,Hove it then to the

.T1 ceuter, then:to the left "(squelk-it)t Always mo'Ve-,Your head
with the, object .

0



A.,

.S.TAGE

, Behavior
Ole

.7-

-

The Child, fingers one hand With the other.

1)-- Hold both -the
hand with his oath -er stand.

4 -
_ .

HardLs...itrOlte his !one
..,,

-
_ . . _-

one
..

---...1-"---:---) --Tie a ptrikkg:.-,o-fI.ip.,zu- iirounA one Lot -the chi.ld't handsl._, ..... .-_:; .. .

O'

3) ld bot.h 1s. hinds J.n .yo.ur h4nds and clap his handt
-together:- to tbe-' rhythm of a-. song."

COGNITION

SAGE ---3

Behavior

V

.Card /0

. The chi.ld pulls

Activities-
°

. -
off ''a washcloth covering his 'face.

Help the child h_old his hands :over- his face-. Help him pus_h''- _
your hinds away, playing peek=a-boo.

2) Play piek-a-bo6 by covering your face with a
Ehcourage the child to pull off the sheet to
Cover the child
off the child's
put the ehild'e
off.

piece of a ,sheet.\-
see your face:

o . . . .,.
's face_ with a washcloth. Pull the washcloth.,
'face. Next time you put the Washclicth on,,.- ',,
-hands on- the washcloth and help him vull."0:`-'-' ----'-''



COGNITION

ST- GE 3

4

I

Veil a vior

. The child Will:pull a, string to shake a hanging, noise making,
object --such--asa-- rattle-,- -box- -wi-th -a- -few----beans--,- -ot- -bell.

Activities

1) Attach a heavy piece of yarn to a hanging bell. Then attach
the other end of tVe yarn to the-child's hand. When he moves
his hand, it Makesithe bell ring: ,

Attach a string to the child's' rattle :nd hang it above him
so the string is within his reach. -Pull-'4t0e string to shake
the rattle.? Help the child pull the string to shake the
rattle. ,

Card I'

r

:

-

COGtiITION-

' STAGE .3
4

() \-

Behavior

The child crumples or rattles paper

Activities

1) Give the child iC,large clean piece of Wax er, Eauminum
\ , foil, or constru,Ction paper to play with

--,

2) After washing the child, wring out the washcloth. Then give
\it to-the child to hold and play with.

\-

Card /2

e plays with it.

3) Let.the-Child play With-a small sponge
_

.12

r

. -



-,,,

The child kicks his feet to make mobiles hung above him move.

Activities

COGNITION

STAGE
. /

Behavior-

Card 1.3

0

1). Attach bells- to the end of the crib. .Lay.the child so his
feet ,touch the end of the crib. When he kicks his peet, the
bells will ring. ,

2) Hang a mobile over the child's feet while he's lying on his
badk in i.crib.. Make it out of.brightly colored paper ox:.
materials. Make'sure the paper or material moves When the
child,kicks his feet in bed.

3)

COGNITION

STAGE 3

w

Attach a jingle bell to.a balloon and Attach it to the child's
foot: When the child moves his foot, then, the bell will jin-
gle.

N.

ti

Card Pi

Behavior, "4

. ,

V'
r-a .

The child turns and looks at the floor when he drops a spoon
toy on the floor.

Activities

i .,

1.).-Let the-child-Play With toys When he is sitting at,,etable on
Someone's lap.' Give him a toy that is big, like arstuffed
animal, so it will fall off the table. Alloy itAO fall off.
After a.minute, pick it up and give it badk to him.

- . I ..

Put a rattle inthe,child's hand. Let him pray with it. When
'he drops it, pick it.up and put it back' in geS..hand,

,4

31 4iay with toys- placed on the highchair Vhile the child is- sit-
. l,1 . .

ting in it. Purposely drop a toy_and.h.aie the.child look for.
it on the floor.

91;



-1 COGNITION

:STAGE 3.

Behavior 4

The child will at an object 1Yf he sees someone -else pat,it.

Activities

1) Play with some o.f the toys found in the room and .encourage
the child to do the same things you do, like patting, push
ing, dropping, or picking up the toys.

Lightly pat the mattress next to the child's head until he
looks at yourhand. Hold his hand and help him pat th'e mat
tress. Do the same With 'the othdr hand. -

COGNITION

ST-AGE 3

Behavior

qt

a/

~NM

When a rattle is hung within, one foot in front of the child's face,
he will hit at it with his hand.

Activities

1) While the child is lying an his back in his crib, dangle the-
child's rattle on a string within reach of his hands. Jingle
it and let him play! with it.

2) Attach a string with jingling objetts.on
.dhild's highchaii. 4r car seat. :Show-him
gle. Let him play with these.

* S

it to the front of the
how to Wake '"



cputuxir Card',/7
Y.

STAGE a

Beha ion

The child
the floor

'toy._

Activities

1) Help the child p4t a toy under.a shcet.- With his hafld sti1 4e-N
on the toy, say, "Give me the toy."

2)' Hold a bell in your hand and put a handkerchief over your hand
and the bell. Ring the bell and askthe child where the bell.
is. See if the child will raise the handkerchief. If he dues
not, raise the handkerchief yourself SQ he can see the bell

V
f.

sitting on the flgordrops a toy. His hand feels over
and finda the toy even though he does not look,at the

*

and your hand under it.

'COGNITION

Behavior

r

Card /S

,The child, With one hand, pats a toy he is holding in his other
hand.

.

Activities
_

_

1) Give the child one small toy to play .with at A time. She'v hi.
. how to feel it With both hands and let -him play With it until
he gets tired of it. Then give him another _thatthat is small

-enough for him to hold in-one hand.

2) Show the child a drum. HiNte.him beat it with one hand. Then
have him beat it with-his other hand. Then,have him beat it
with both hands.



-cOGNITIuti

-STAGE 3

Ceitd lc/

\S):Behavior
.

The chilA'vill clap his hands together if,he,sees,someone else,
clap theirs.

Activities

-l) 'Hang a bright balloon in front of the child while he's sitting
up. Show him how to grab it with 2 hands. Help him grab it.

.1

2) -Clap your hands together aid play patty -cake by Yyours
,him clap his hands and play patty-cake with you.

3) Sing a song while clapping your hands.. Help the child clap
his hands as yew contiii to sing.

r`

COGNITION

STAGE--a

Behavior

0

The child

Activities

turns toys
,-

in his handd

.,

Gai'd 20'

Help .

to look at them.;

t - e

.1). Let the child play with household items: pots','_spoons, cups,.
t _ ___,

"hairbruihed, lids, used bOxes.,sPOOfi o e:stripg,
'"small pie tins, and-small empty plastic VotfldAk Help the'
child turnthe objects and tell the child, about them,, like
naAe the'M and tell him Whathey are used for as he looks at
and feels them. ,

t.,:
. , i: ,

Make a texture ballfromdifferent types of materials like
cordory, velvet,, silk, cotto4,aa'burlap.. Help,tlie child, feel'

.

'it And turn it in(his hands.-!

When--dressing the child let 11141 hold One.sock while you put ;the
Other zoCk on. 'Then let himhloid hia,shae while you put th:
other. shoe .on. 'TAlk-AO,A1-M 1$0w4 his 'shoes and .socks and isant
_to,different parts such as the:toe and heal-, :

.-.



STAGE

Behavior

,

The cErld rubs toys again st his crib to make noise.
. ,./......1/

. -

Activities

1) Give the child objects like a drum stick or a long rattle tp
play with, while he is in his crib. Show him how they make
noise when rubbed against the crib bars.

2). Let the child play with pie tins and bang spoons on them to
'make noise. Show the child how to do this apd help him hit ,

the spoons against the pie tins.

3) Hang strings of jingle bells from the crib side. Show ch4ld
how to hit them with his hands so they make neape., Give him

COGNITION

STAGE .3

a stick to hit theb with, too.

.

Behavior

Card 22

. .

The child will see mother, enter the room and sit behind him.
He goes on playing but turns aronnd.tO see her two orthree times,
even though she is quiet and has made np noise to get,himto look
at her. I,--

4.,

"AatiVitieS

1) Place the child in his highchair .or crib facing away from an
'adult who.is working quietly. If he does riot turn, around to
look, call to him -and Wave "hi' occasionally.

2) Play a hide and seek.,game with the child. Stand in front -of
the child, ,then move_quietly behind the child. Encourage the
child to find you.

1



IGGNITION-,
[,,,,,,..- .

,-, t .- ,', \,61A0, a,
. r , t, ,,, . ,-,, ,Behavior ......1_, , %- ., -

c

The child can recognize a toy even though he can see only a part
of it The rest of the toy is hidden behind something like a.-.,
sheet or-book. ,,, .

.

-Activities

l) Show the child a toy, then while he is watchiag, partially
hide it under a blahket. .Tell him tofind it he_has_
trouble 'finding it, shoi, him where it is.

2) Place a favorite toy of the Cbiidia half hidden behind a
box. Ask him to find the toy. Show him the toy if he can't s.

Ilnd it. Hide the-toy again. This time let even less of the
toy show.

,-

COGNITION Card ..Z4

.STAGE

Behaviors

The child will open and close
pirson"dO the same.

.1v

Activities

.r

his fisted hand if he sees another

_ , . _-_ : --. -
1) Give the child a small toy to hold,_likeabiock, a smaIlball.

or a small car. Have him give you the toy. Then' give it,bac-
to him.-, Repeat this several times.

. ,

2) Wave' at the child. Have the child wave .at you. Then wave at
,

--.--, the 'Child again,. 'Vse different ways to wave. -, . .

, .
: .

.
. .

3Put a penny in-yoUr,hand, Open and close your hand to show "the'
'.,penny to the Child. Then put a penny in:thP,child'a...band. have

hit-op-eh and clime his hand'ai you opehCah& close yours.
cr

. .v V _ v
k , v , . V:'' 0

V t
vv



COANITION Card 25

The child plays with a toy, then starts playing with a different
toy. When he is finished playing with that toy, he can go to the
place where the original toy is .3.titkout_saarching_for_it.

Activities
z,

1) While the child.iS playing with a favorite toy, give him a
second toy. After'a short time, take that toy away. Help the
child find the first toy. '

2) Leave 2 toys out for the childto play ,with After he plays
with one toy and starts to play with the second toy, hide the
second toy under atowel. Tell child to findthe first tby
(name it). Help him find it. if necessary.

, .

COGNITION Card 2%,

STAGE-1- --"'
6

behavior

The child pulls a string toward him in order to get a toy tied. on
the end of the string. ,

, -

Activities

1) Allow the child to play with pull type toys, especially music
-or action toy. Show him how to take ahold of the string and
pull the toy toward him. i)

2), Hold the, child on your lap as you sit at a table. Place a toy
with a string attached to*It on the table,. Put the string in
the child's hand and'.help him pulrbOn the string to move the toy.

3) Place a. toy, like_a music toy or busy boxlzbver the; 'child's crib.
Let the child-turn the knobs.and pull the cords.

134



-,COGNITicut

,STAGE

Behavior

.card 27 .

The child puts a person's hand on a musical, windup toy to show
the person that he wants the toy to play music.

Activities

1) Wind up a musical toy. for the child while he is watching. If
ie hands you the toy again wind it again for him.' If he
oesn't, help him hand,it to you so You can-play it again.

2) As the child watches you, pinch your thumb and index finger to-
gether and teen spread them apart. Whet-you stop doing this, .

the' child' will push on your thumb or finger to get you to
. start again. Do it again if he does. If he doesn't, show him

how to make you start pinching your rimers again.

-3) Ring a dinner bell when the child is watching you. If theN.-
child puts his hand on your hand-to show you that he wants you
to ring it again, then ring it again, If he doesn't do it,
shay him how to make you start ringing the bell 'again.

COGNITION *
0

t

STAGE 4

Behavior

--e

Card 2i

The child moves his head to different positions while looking at
a toy.

Activities

1) When giTing the child a toy, sometimes hand it to him upside
down rather than alwayS handing it to him right side up. ,

,

-
,

) ,Let the child look at many different.kinds of objects. For
example, when you -are outside, let the Chila look at and feel
things like rocks, twigs, pine cones,,grass, and leaves. -

.--. , ..
..J.

. ,

crib,Rang Savorite toy6 On stringe above the.child'S crib, so he
Can see objects frOi different view points.



COGNITION
.

AnAGE

BehaVior

-The child looks undera tissue to find the toy which he saw hid-
cden the're.

Card Z9

.1) Hide a toy inside a clean plastic bag while the .child is
'watching.. Encourave the child to open the bag and get the

While both of you sit ono the floor facing each other, shake
a small toy until his eyes are on it. Move it along the
floor slowly .until it is behind a clear plastic square. ,

See if he moves the square to get it. 'If he does not move
it to get the toy, show him where it was. Do several- times.

3) Cover a,toy that is in front of the child with a finemesh
cloth-or netting-po the child can partially see the toy
through the material. Ask the chi d here the toy is and to
get it. Help him if he doesn't f'nd t.

4) While bathing the child in_bubble bat sinX toys and help
the child find them.

COGNITION

-STAGE 4

Behavior

Card jo

The child hides and finds a toy under a rug or piece of cloth.

Activities
4,,:.

1) Coyer.a toy with a piece of cloth. Tell the cllild to find
the toy. Help-him-if necessary. Give'the cfb-th to the child.
Have him cover -the.tby with the cloth. Then ask him, "Where

A) / .is your toy?"
. .

2) - Let the child play' with Plastic bowls so he can Put small
toys in them and-take them out again. Then turn the bow/

' over, 's.co'child can place bowl.over.the toy, then take it off
the toy.



*!..CON-ITION

'Behajd_or

4s

C.

. .

The ch J.d pusheiii and moves thizigs (toy's) *that are in" front of
_ -11: -toy, he wants so he can g i to that toy,

Activities-

t

. .

1) Build' a ',trawling obstacle course for the child. Use simple
things like a Short tunnel, boxes of different:sizes , a mat- .

tress', a ramp, and so, forth. Have the child follow you
through the obstaca4 _course : Talk to the -child saying "kat Is
EO:Under ," as you go under sokething; "over" as you go Jiver
things, and "around" as you go around. things.

2) Place a favorite toy two feet awey froi the child. Plebe .

something like an 'empty box or car between him and the toy.
Show hit how the box can be _moves out of the way. Then tell
-him to get the toy add help him move the boX1
s'

COGNITION

Behavior
. -

The child is seated on a sofa so he is unable :to see behind him.

:
As someone walks from left, to. right behind him, he turns his head
first ,,tovard-)the left and then to the right to listen fbr the

2 person walking behind him. ' i . .
. .

Activities

. -1) Seat the child on the floor. Dangle a bright object that has
. a Tingle bell attached to it in front of hiM, Swing ;he ob-

Ject around in back of him and to the other side, Tell/him to,
Mdk for it' While yoU shake 'it so 'h-e-caii hiar the bell ring.

thit several times in -one directionrthen'svitch directions._

2- 'Sit .in -front of the child- "shoir him a .model train. Start it
'loving and move it- behind your back and around your other side.
,Ask tile child, "Where is the -train?" "o this

:the
ties , .

avItchille.dLrections occasionally. then move :the train around
the,,,child,and stop it- hehind 42i.m. Ask .hip-vhe;Oe the. train

d.offs2r4 t :know, show him- where-it js. \T)o-4-gain

r et .

-

.1.
-

.
-



COGNITION

STAGE 1.t

Behavior:

Card 36 °

1

The child will open, and close his mouth when he sees someone open
and, cloAre..155.r-libut.1.2.

4

31

1 ) Sit':the child on yodr lap, facing you. Put your forehead
against his and say "boo." Take your head.away and do it
again. Soon he will imitate. moving his head toward yours:
and saying, "oh" when you play this gamer

2) Stand in frodt of a mirror with the child. *Stick out your
.topgue while the child 'is watching. Say, "Can you do this?"
Stick your tongue out again. Encourage the chi1d to stick
his tongue out while he watches himsel'f in the mirror.

COGNITION

STAGE q

Behavior

Card 34

After the child has seen and heard someone cough, he Will make
a coughing sound too; or he will imitate a kissing sound made
with the .lips after- seeing- someone do

Activities
P.

. .

1). When you kisl the child," smack your lips loudly. HaVelhith
then kiss,yOu and smack'his lips together loudly.-

` ,2) Say-five long vowel sounds like a, e, i, o, and u, with the
child facing you. Have him to.say them after you one at

-time.
.

-

Play with the child imitating an animals actions and sounds.
-See if the child can then imitate these sarie Actions and
sounds. 0

0



,CGGNITION

STAGE-

Behavior

:Card 35

The child While sitting in a baby swing,-highchair,or stroll
looks at:hie'foot from different directions. , He-may look at his
foot through the leg hole. Or he may look at it by leaning over
thft_e_40.

Activities

I.) Give the child fkblled up paper to look through. Tell him to,
look at you', at objects, and at this feet. Also use toilet
tiseueor Varier tOVel- rolls .

2) Place jingle, bells on the child's shoes. Sit him in a -chair
or stroller or baby swing,-then;shake. his feet. Tell him to.-
look,at hi-s_feet. Hold and 'shake, his feet in different posi-
tions.4 Have him look for his feet each time.

of

COGNITION

STAGE

Behavior

t

Card

While taking a bath, the child will let a bar of soap slip out of
his hands again and again.

Activities.

1) Build towers of block:s. Show the child how to knock them-dovn.
them up several times so hd can knock them down.

2) The child likes...to drip toys from his highchair. Tie a string
to theioxp and to the chair. When he drops the toys, then he
can pull them back again using the string.

.

Hanea balloon_ within.reach of'the- child and show lim hov to-
hit it.' Let the hild play at batting the balloon around..

,



COGHITIOB

STAGE

Behavior

1

The child puts a small can into-a larger can.

Activities

1) Let tile.child -play with measuring cups which fit,inside each
other.

2) Give-the child,a small juice can or larger juice can'and a
coffee can-to:play-with: Makebure-that there are ncisharp-4
edges on the cans.. Sow the child hoy the cans fit inside
one another.

3) Let the child play with a cup and small blocks,'shov him how
to place the blocks inside the cup.

COGNITION

STAGE 5

Behavior

Card 43.

The child will swing a toy on the end of a
string taking ahold of the string at its
end if he has seen-someone else swing the toy.

'Activities de,

. ,

1) Hit i ball with your hand,-or hit a large. beach
bill with a stick. See if the child can do the
same. Help him IT he can't.

Attach a bell to a string. =Hang g-it from ahook so
it will slang back and forth When you hit it. =Hit
the bell so it,will ring and make the string swing.
Have the child- hit it the .simerway-you did

--ce"

0



;COOLiTircpii

'.STAGE

Behaviors

The child slides toyi down an incline.

1) Build an incline by stacking a few .boO4 on top of'qtvtdh other.-
Place one1, end of a board on the books.akd'the other end on the
floor. Show the child' hpw a toy truck riala dawn the,incline
and how it can be pushed up the ,incline.

Show the child how a- ball rolls down an incline: Have the
child roll it, down the incline.

3) Ifyou have a small'slide: show the child how he can sit at
the-bottom of the slide and roll a ball up the slide, then
catch it as it rolls down.

COGNITION

STAGE .5"

e

Behavior

Card .3(/

.

-The child hits different objecti with a stick to make different
-

sounds.

Activities

1), Give the child two or three-emptylearis of diffeTent
Turn them upside don tor hi; to hit with-a stick.). Be dilte
edges of cans will` not cut his fingers. Show the child hox
-tó hit the cans with a stick and make different sounds.

Let the child play with a play, xylophone. "Show` him hoXit,c;-
C. xylophode:' .-
-

.

-Set up different e ctn._ fsii. tael s41.1.d 41): _lath a
. ( -Can; box, pan stick,

.1 .

A



COGNITION

SAGE 5 o

G l,

1,-,------'--- "Behavior

The chilAi'drops things held in his -hand and watchea'-them fail.
,""

Activities si

I

() 1) Play a game with the child. Have him drop a bean -bag intp
an °empty bucket .

2)- Let the child hold; small ball and then drop it, letting it
bounce.' Have him get the ball and do it again.

3) Let the Child play with, cups in a tub of water. He can scoop
water up in:cup and then Vetch it as , he pours it out.

4 ) The child can -have a lot of fun scooping up shovels full of
sand and\ dumping them in a' sand box.

COGNITION

STAGE

r

Card 4/

;
'

"."

0

The child searches for an object at the place where it was last.
_put. If i toy is hidden in a person's hand and then put under

: a box, ...the ahid will look uhder'the box for the :toy.

/ ,
. - , ,

.
Activities . r

. .
. , .

.. .

-° Wrap th.e child's toi in-a piece of brown paper while the
is watching. Say, ."Get the toy out of the paper."

'2'). '.Put 'a -65 under on'e of 2 boxes while t e phi is watching.
. ,

Then ask the child where the toy is. Have him get,it.
. .

3:1 While the child _ is watching, p1-ace- a favorite toy in a- pie,
-:tin. --Cover the pan with A toirel,. Dump the .object out on .4-11:6

,--- floor, -keeping the tdwel over, the toy. -Show him the empty'.
--, , - .0.-

pan and seewhere'he looks. for his-toy. Help him to find the
..1.....:..-_____ ., _,toy_ ,zo _again.,

'-- -
. .

.

es'



4OGNITpN

STAGE

Behavior;
- 1

The child touches his
- head.

AD:tayi i-s
0

head when he sees someone else touch-their

1)' Sit in front of a mirror with the child. pat your cheek.
Now help the child pat his/--

2) Blow a kiss to the child. Help him blow a kiss to you.

3) Touch your nose and say "nose." Ask the child where his
nose is. Say, "Here is my nose." and point to your nose
as the child poidts to his Help him point to his nose if
he can't do it.:

COGNITION

STAGE .5

Behavior

Card 4,:r

(

The, child who is standing on a piece of material which he wants to
pick up will move off the material so' he can pick, it up.

Activities

1) Have the Child stand on an old towel.' Give -14i one endorthe.
-toxel to hold; Help_himmoye,-his-feet off fire. material ad It-

.

can'lack it up.

2). Have child sit on b.,small flat pillow. Then ask him to give
you the pillow. If he can't, help him to move off the pillow
so he can give it to you.

4.



00.00ION

STAGE

:13 thavl or

The child scribbles lath pencil or crayon on paper.,

Activities

1) Show the child how a crayon or., magic\marker can mark on paper
spread out on the table. Let him mark on the piper.

Let-the child smear finger paimi,on paper after you show him
how, it is done.

5 Give the child a small chalk board and chalk to play with.,
Show him how he can'use the chalk to mark on the board.'

COGNITION'S

STAGE-6-

Behavior

A

1,

Card 4/6

111

The child removes and replaces two inch,
circles in a formboard.

Activities

1) Take a jar with a wide mouth and cut CiTCIS out.of
which will easily fit into the jar. Show the child

, the circles into the jar, then have him tryit.

f,

2) Cut circles frop construction paper of oiR color,
of the circles on.a piece of cardboard. Have the
.the remaining circles on' top of the -ones -that are
the cardboard, but show him how to do it firSt.-

cardboard
how to put

Paste some
child put
pasted

'3 Also cut", circles a little smaller than a jar lid. Help the
child. fit, the circles.into the. jar lid.



i_tcva .r.d__hils-- 1a t.o P.1411-4

The child will use a stick to push a .

toy away, or he will use a stick to pull W
Activities 3;1

10,0

c

1) Show the child a tor-lie likes and
place it out of his reach on a flat
pillowonatable.Plade the'
so he can only one corner. Show
him he can pull the pillow toward him and get the toy.

2) 'Lay three strings on a table. Attach a toy to one of the
strings. Have the child pull the strings toward him. When .

he, pulls the string with the toy attached say, "See, you got
the toy." Repeat this game several times:

tl

COGNITION

STAGE .6-

. Card, 4/i

Behavior

--
The child willput a bracelet on his arm if he has seen someone
put a bracelet on thiir wrist.,

Activities

'I) Put Some dUsting poWder'oh your body. Help the ,child put some
pov&mft his.' Then let him try to do: it himsetif:,

2) Sit in frontof a mirror with-thechild andtry on jewlery,
hats and dress up 'cicthing. Have two of everything so you
can help' the child put the same thingt on that you are put-
ting on.

,.;



'COGNITION

-STAGE

Behavior

.Card 4g

k

The child begins to pretend: For example, child, while playing,,
will pretend to go to sleep. He will lie down, thirty seconds.
Then, he will begin playing_ with his toys again.

Activities

S A

1) Pretend that you are going to sleep. Say, "I'm going to bed."C
t

Lay down, close your eyes, and snore as if you were asleep.
.See if the child will-pretend too.

2) While the child is playing,with dolls, tell him it is time for
the doll to go to bed. Let the child put the doll to bed.

COGNITION

Behavior ,

Card

4,1

The child pretends to drink from an empty glass makig sipping
sounds.

Activities
I'r i

t
1) Pretend th t you and-the child are at a tea ,party and drink

from a toy 'cup.-. Give the childa cup to drink"from too. Talk
to the child as if you were at a tea party and pretend to.drink
from your up.

2) 'Play prete d games with the child. For example, have the
child feed a doll baby, put the baby to bed, and change its-

W fle the'dhild is doing tliese things, 'talk about
whatjle is doing such as, "Now it is time for,the baby to go
go bed."

k

3) Pretend that you-are eating-different -foods. For example,
pretend to. eat carrots, making a chomping sound: .Tell the
ohiid to pretend with you.



r

OgITtog,

6

Behavior

Card 'SY

While watchingmother sweep the floor, the child will try-to
imitate the sweeping action, with his brOom.

Activities

1) Give the child a small' broom so that he can sweep the floor.
Shpy him_hov_to_hold\the broom_and:.the_motion

ing,

2) Give the-child a clean dust rag while you are dusting. Let
the child help you dust after you levie shown him how.

COGNITION

STAGE (0

Behavior

%No

Card .5-Z

If a ball rolls under a sofa, which is in the middle, of a room,
the child Fill go behind the sofa to get the ball instead of
reaching or looking under it where the ball entered.
, N

Activities-

1) Cut the ends out of a shoe box. HaVe the child push a "y car
through one end and find, the toy at the' other end.

2) Use the same shoe 'box as i:the first activity but this time
drape the ends with material and have the child push the car
through and find'it at the, other end.

,..3) While playing ball, purposely roll a ball under-a chair or
table. Have the ili14,fria and get theball by taking the
child behind the chair, or table and showing him the ball is
On the other aide-.



COGNITION

AGE:,-.C,

Behavior,.

-The-Child will 'find an object such as. a marble, whichhas.been
hidden under _three covers. Put a pillow an toP.of'a
which is on top of a sheet. Put a marble in your hand=-and then
put-your7fisted-han-d-t4rstTynder-the-p-111-ow, them-unc-the
btanket, and finally under' the sheet, each time bringing out
your closed' hand leaving the marble under the sheet And show
your open hang. Then the child will push aside. the hand to look
under the pillow, then the blanket, and then the sheetWhere he
will find the marble.

Activities

1) Place a penny in one of your hands while the child is watch-
ing. Then put' it in the other hand while the child is -

ar ing. Close both hands and ask himto find the hand that has
the penny.

2 While the child is watching, put.an object inside a small
box.. Then hide' the box under one of two bowls. Have'the child
.find the object.

3) -Put a marble in a cup. While the child is watching, slide the
cup into each of 3 separate boxes, one 'at a time. Leave the
marble in the last,box,.bringing out an empty, cup. Have the
child find the marble.

COGNITION
...

ST -AGE

B h vior

,

he chIld correctly places all tini-
nche squares in a formboard.

Activities

11) TAke the Vol, off a square box. Cut squares which will easily
fit flat into the box top dut of construction paper. Show
the child how to fit the squares into the box top.

2) Cut 3 inch squares from construction paper. Paste,_some on a
piece of cardboard. Have the child place the remaining squares,
on top of the ones on the cardboaYr4. Show him hOw the corners

Omust match.

3) Let the child play with a.2-14 piece formbOard with circle and
siluare shapes. Show him how to fit the' pieces in a puzzie.
Help him, do the puzzle,

1

Card 5,t/



COGNITION

000z g

Behavior ,

* 4 **

When p. person whi0ers in the child!cs ear, the' child will continue
the game by.puttiOghis ear against the person's mouth so'they will
continue_ why speri-ng

Activities

1) Lift up the child's:shirt and blow on his stomach. Do this
several times and then stop. If the child wants you to eon-
Inue, shOw him how to lift..up his shirt and that You will
doit again.

2) Make soft sounds in the child's ear. Encourage the child to
whisper'by putting your ear close to the child's mouth. Re-
peat action until child understands his whispering leads to
your whispering.

'

.s.,

COGNITION

STAGE 6

Behavior

Card

If a parent.asks the child where family members are, the child will
point to the place where he last saw them. Example: "Where is
mother?" The child sitting in the yard points to the house.

,

"Where is brother?" The child points to a neighbor's house where.-
his brother went to play.

Activities

1) Ask the child where a familiarperson or animal is that has
just walked out of.the'child's field.of view. Help. the child
go to where the person or animal IS. Later help him point to
the right direction.

2) When the child's brother or sister goes into a neighbor's house
ithile'the thild is watching, .ask the child, "Where is .Bobby ?."
Take the child to the windOg and-help him point toward the
place where his brother or sister went. Wait a few minutes,
then ,ask the .child again.



OGNITION

TAGE

. -Betavior

The-child tries to imitate sounds-he hears such as a car honking '

dr a bird Chirping.
/

+1,

Activities- - -

. 1) While you and-the- ciild are sitting in a car wal,tihg for a
train'to pass, tell the child "This is the sound that the train
make." Imitate the noise of the train, then try to get the '

child to imitate it too.
t:

2) Have the child make noises that a clOck, bird, or washing
machine makes. You can have him imitate just about anything.
If the child has trouble imitating the'soudds, you imitate
the sounds first.

3) Tare the child on walies around the neighborhood. Point `to
-different things that make noise'add help the child-imitate
them.

COGNITION

STAGE

Behavior

1

Card i-7

The child walks away from and out of sight of his house. When
asked where his house is, he turns and points in the right direc-
tion. ,, , ,

Activities

1). Valk from-One room-to ahOTher rooms and ask the child wkieres
the first room is. -Say "It'.s over there.." and' help him
point in the correct direction'.

2) Take a walk around the block with. the chld. 'When you. are.
Walking away'' from h6me, ask the child where his house is
every half block. Help him point in the correct direction.

3) When outside, ask the child:where school is or some other
fAmiliar'but out of sight place that is nearby. Help-him.
point to-the correct, direcVton.

a



O

:COGNITION

STAGE 7
Behavior'

Card Sr
"

0

The s coat from a coat hook by first lifting it
fir little to unhook it instead of. Just pulling down on it to rry
to pull,it off.

1) Use your finger as.a hook and hang the child!s coat on it.
With the child watching show him how to lift the coat up and
off.

Put a toy in a shoe box while the child is- watching. Tie a
,string around the shoe box, Give_the box to the child and-
see if he tries to untie the string before trying to get the
lid off-the box. Show him how to remove the string first if
he is unable to do it.

9

COGNITION

STAGE
, 7

Behavior

Card 5-9

rr,

(

The child will imitatt two actions, one immediately following the
other. For example: he will tap'his knees then hit his shoulders
with his hands after someone elso does this. ;

A
Activities

1) Tot.ch your chin with your forafiriger and pull yourlearlobe.
Have the :.Child do- the siie. Guide his.action if he needs
help.

2) Blink your eyes.and wrinkle yop. nose. Have the child do it
after you.

Play a Simon Says. game *here.the child imitates a copbination
of motions, such as clapping hands and then-tapping the knee
hfter you do, them first.

1.51



STAGE 7

:BehaVior

,

The child-Sees pictures of a persbn in a storybook.-- After .the
child has been told, the person's hate several times, he can'
.point to the same person in a different picture When asked.

Activities

oi

. 1) Take picturps of,the ghild and other family members or .

fr4lends of tHe child. Sholv.the child the pictures and
talk about them. Then ask him who they are.

While reading a story from a pf.cture,bookto the child, point
to the same person in different pictures, name him and-ask
the child what that person'is doing kp'each picture: Half-
way through have the child point tothat person in each
picture and talk about him.

7

COGNITION

STAGE 7

It

Behavior

Card 'fa /

,

The child will throw pebbles into a bucket or pool of water.

-Activities . s '

1) GA.ve the child a tub Of water and stones he can-drop into .

-'- the -water ant -watch them sink... Help",hii aim the stone .if
.-needed: Also let the child throw a rubber ball into the tub.

2)
,

Have the chilatiuse an eye dropper to drop tempera paint onto
._s. piece of wet paper.- The child can wat.ci the paint spread
out in different,directions.'

0



OGBITIO#:

--STAGE /

Behavior

.
- . . 0

the child,%when shown how, can put all squite blockt in one pile
and triangle blocks in emother.pile.

,Activlties

1) 'Let the e-thikd play with a formboard-that haaaeuares and tri- .

angles on it-, Give him the squares firtt and have him match
them to the board. stapes "(Help him if neAded). Then give him
the triangles to match to the board (help if needed).

COGNITION

STAGE g

GiVe the tfiild circle and square formboard,blocks. Have him
close his eyes;and separate the circles from the squares by
feeling the'shiPes: Help if needed. .-.;

Use. square-shaped box and a triangular- shaped box. *Cut
phapeswhich will fit in the boxes. Give-square shapes and
box tothe child. Tell him to Tut the shapes in the box. Do .

the same with the'triangles. Later, give both .shapes and boxes -

to him at the same time. Help him separate the two shapes.

Card G3

Behavior

'After beilag shown how, the child can separate red marbles from
black marbles.

Activities

1) _Cut out yellow and blue 'Circles from construction paper. Show-
the child how to sort them into two piles one of yellow cir
cles and the other of blue circles.

2) Make ktorm board 'of only white and gree n squares. Cut out
white and green squares from construction paper. Show the
hild how to match the white paper squares to the white
tquireim the form board and green paper squares to the green

-sqUare on the,iork board: -Have the thild -do this.



41,

Catd. "
ATAGE

0

Behavior
.

Color discrimination. The child can pick out the.,ted truck,vhen
he sees'alred.anda blue truck which are identical and is asked
to get. the red truck. .

Autivi

1) Collect red objects and hang them, from the cgilihg. Talk about
them being red., Let him help put more "red'things" around.

.2) Let the child wear, red clothes. Talk about their redness.
Help him find more red clothes, jewelry or hats to Year.

3) Let the child paint or crayon just Vi*th red. Talk about the
red paint or crayon. Let him make handprints and footprints
with red paint.

COGNITION

STAGE g

Behavior
I ;

The child recognizes similar shapes.
When shown a circle, he-can point out
all the other circles in a group- of
circles, triangles, and squares.

Activities

1) 'Let the child play with a fdrmboard or shape box with 3 differ-
.:

ent shapes. Show him how to fit the cut-bit forms to the shape&
on the board. Name the Ahapes. Then have him match the shapes.

2) Give the child a jar of washers, and paper clipg.' Show
him how to sort them into three piles: screws, washers, and
paper' clips. Have him heXp you soit them.

eird 6

so

o
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EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE-

'Behavfor

.The child cries when hungry, Vet, or fi)red,

Card

EXPRESSIVE l'ANGUAGE

STAGE 1.

Behavior

The child makes noises in his throat,
gurgles coos, sighs,-grunts,, squeals,-and
blows bubbles."

1.5

Card 2,



.EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 2

Behavior

The child makes' sounds or C008 when played" with.

-='EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

'STAGE'2.

Behavior

The child has a different sound for .each of the
foll.owing: hunger, happineis, and pain.

v. It.

1 5

Card 3

'Card, `-



12pREOsIvE IAUGUAGE

OTAP4-2

---Behavior '

tt

ve, child babbles:making vowel and Consonant
sounds such as On and niuh".

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE
4

STAGE' 3

4

.11

Caid

Behavior
b

_ m
The child. laughs out loud when tickled or played
with rath'er'than just smlaingaild.cooing.

4



i.EiC13-1kESSIVE LANGUAGE.

STAGE 3

Behavior

The, child vocalize's disPleasure (he cries or
fusses) when a toy he wants is taken from him.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE .3

Behavior

(;)

L

-I

Card

The child makes sounds. using his tongue
tip such as "tuh" and "duh".

.

, ".
.



:EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE' -3.

card, et,

Bekavi or

The child babbles' to his toys or to a person he knows.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

'STAGE 3

Behavior'

.Card /o

The 'chilA lalls, repeats the same sounds over and over,
/ such as "na na na" or "ma ma ma ma" (without meaning).



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE Card 1/

IMAGE 3'

Behavior

The child babbles combining two or more different sounds
tc.0

such as "pa ka".

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE .

STAGE it

Behavior

4

Card /2

1,

The child's babbling changes in pitch_ (high sounds and
low sounds) and inflection (different tones of voice) like

..-the speech of the adults he hears speaking daily. ".

160



RE4S-TIE-LAHCGAGE-
'

The Child -imitates sounds -bike _a tongue, click or cough
immediately atter he has heard it.

.7:

ef^,togl-

EXITESSIVE LANGUAGE,

STAGE It

.
Behavior-

Card /Y

I

,

After an adult sys a sound to the child that the adult knoWs he
has made before, he child will imitate that sound. (He may now
be able to make t e consonant sounds of "k","g","m","n","d" "t",
"p","b" in combina ion with several vowels "e", "a", "u", "e'()



. -

EXPRESSI E LANGUAGE

STAGE i4

Behavior

The, child says "mama" and "dada" to name the person and says
On other wCrd. (may be the name ofan.object, food,-another
close person, a pet).

^

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE '

STAGE 4,

Card /4.:`

Behavior'-

The-child imitates the same number of syllables and sounds
he has just heard a familiar perscin 'say to him. i.e.: adult ,says
"al.ba-ba"; child responds, "a-banba".



OXi4E*IVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 'Y.'

Behavior

The child,babblewhile playing alone.

EXPRESSIVE,LANGUAGE

'STAGE

Behavior

sir 11

Card /S

The child,imitates new sound or simple words he h'as not said-
before.



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE jaid

'k!'' SUM: 5
.

A Behavior

4

z

The child uses a gesture with sounds .(babbles While pointing).i.e., when the child wants water he points -t6 the faucet and
says ."mawa,. ra".

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 5=

Behavior

0

0

The child s-ay-t;two words besides.-"mama" and "dada".

"."

164
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4

Card. 20

11.



,,E5(P1 ESVE-LARGUAG'

AGE
. .

- Bchavi or

?he- child immediately tries to imitate sounds =such as adult
exclamations 010 olt1" "Wheel" oops1").

I

7,.

r

, .

EiWSSIVE"LANGUAGE

STAGE ..5-

:

Behavior:

I

J

1

"-The .child pays combinations of sounds 'which are similar 'to
words he -hears ."ea -ea" for "lister"; '"ba-ba", for "bye-bye."

7.

. ' I

\

I el

-t
..t..= "t7rt*-- 441,*--r.ir orm. ""r7-,



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE S

BefiaVior
. 'r

Card

.

The child asks for what fie wanits by naming objects such as "cookie"
or "milk" (words may not be.. perfec'tly said).

Y

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

- STAGE

Behavior

The child has a 10 woTd vocabulary (such as "Hi"
bye"', "no" , etc. )

.

166
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#Ifkg.EptiVZ" LAUGUAGE'*-,

STAGE S

Behaviot

N.

The child names one real object like a ball, car, shoe,
'dog, doll, cookie, or cup whpn shown these things 'and asked
- "what is

doll,

..

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

\..
STAGE 6

Behavior \-

,Card 26-

-
.

.,
. .

The -child 'names one--or large doll's body parts like eyes,
hair,.m ears,eas, nose, feet, or hands after the adult
points to it and asks "whit is this?"i,

..,

4.

t

HI

4'



EXPR2SIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE- 4

Behavior-

Catd 21-

The ohild,names one of these' things: clp, ball, dog,' cat,
house, doll, spo;177 shoe, car, table,,or book when shown
picture of _them and asked "What is this?"

r

fe.

4.

-EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 62

, e

tird

Behavior

The child "talks" to a real toy animal,. (this conversation
may not be understandable).

`1.

r.

4



--EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

.STAGE,

Behavior

Card 2Y

The child 'repeats- the sound of a car,,- train, or animal after someone- ri

makes thesound:. 41k /

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE
.

. STAGE 6

Behavior

.

Card 30

The child combines two different words such as. "daddy go",
"aee car", "more milk."

rr.-1-41"'"Jr



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE Vatd.
STAGE 6.

gehaVior'_

The child has a twenty word vocabulary.

EXPRESSIVE IJANGUAO Card 32

The -child says "mine" indicating something
that belongs to him or something.that he wants.

4



ExTiiESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE (p..

Behavior.

\ The child says "hi" to 'people he''k
-1

s.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

ehavior

Card: 33

.ve

The child names two or three parts of a doll like its arms,
legs ; eyes, nose or mouth, hair, ear, or hand .or foot when
a person points to a part and asks "what is this?"

J

171..
.



-,WRgssIvE LANGUAGE

or'

0
.

The childames at Ieat three of the fallowing nearby
objects when you pbint and ask, "what is that?'" Use.objects
such as a shoe; chair, pencil, glasses-, knife', clock, stook,

'bed, tabke,- badtet, cup, spoon, dr watch.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Card

Behavior

T hild-uses the pronouns 1, me, and you, tolt not always
cor ectly.

-1.



EXPRESSIVLLANGUAGE

-sTAGt ?

Behavior"

'Card 31

Th'e child uses 3 wOrd sentences like "I go sleep", or "me
want milk".

zm:

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 77-

Card 3P

Behavior

The.child asks simple questions such as "Where Ball?"
"Me go bye-bye?"

. I

173.



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7

Behavior .

Card

child can repeat the numbers one, to ten one at a time
after another person says each orie.

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7

Behavior

Card Irc

The child expresses his feeling with _great excitement such
as yellingoand clapping and ,jumping up and docrn7
after receiving a surpiise.

.174

AV.



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE Card

STAGE

Behavior
447'e

The child talks while he is playing and pretending such as
when putting thedoll to bed he says, "Go to sleep, baby."

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE``

Behavior

r

Card 4/-2.

The child .usually tries using words for what he wants.

4 -
4

;

_

'

4",



0

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

BehaviOSO

Th-e OM says 1 1s first- -naMe Vhen asked "What is your name?'

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Behavior

Card 11--

2,

The child repeats 2 numbers in the same order the adult
just said them; i.e., Adult says "listen, say 4-7"; the
child repeats "4-7".

. ,,

0

176

0



EXPRESSIVE LAUGUAGE

STAGE Si

. Behavior
,

7' .

The child can change the :volume of this voice. He can
.ivhisPer-and ye-11.

-.

_,

4

EXPRESSIVEIANGUAGE7-

STAGE /7

Behavior

Card -16,6

The child_repeatsrparts of simple nursery rhymes ,Or songs
like "Hi Diddle Diddle "r"

0



EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Behavior

Card 91s

The child can name at least 2 things based on its use. For
-exampleTs-ayi "Vhat-Ao-we drinkout The child wily---
answer "cup" or "glass".

----_
.. -....

W."A"-" ifavv4-4.a,.....sak.......,reco.zArrfrrtatatm...., ,,A_ ,';,-rinaaa,-,Its..,,,..,.-.ay.,,,,,,=..,,, , . .r ,.. ,_ __,..,,,,
_.._.__,_

..
.

a

-'EXPR-ESSIV:R LANGUAGE-

STAGE ,j/

Behavior

The child tells what is happening in pictures when he is
askedi i.e., he will say, "Baby (is) sleeping" when he s4es
a picture of a baby,in bed with its eyes closed:

178
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-,1-. .4'. -*, ..

EXPRESSIVE
3.

14ANGUAGE

. STAGE g.

----7-7Begavior

.

. The ch.&
. . p,

-e .

-

-ry

Card It'?

0

0

uses plurals of irbrds.'

. EXPRESSIV7.*LANGUAGE
.

STAGE 4' ).

I '.
Behavior

4.

ti

ob.

4.

f

if

410.
<

. .

The child gives his' first and last name When asked.

.

7 9-

414



, . t;
STAGE

Behavior _

Car'd- I
1./..,..410fflIMMF.M

-",-7-; The child stops crying when a familiarperson speaks
' . quietly. to .him.

i

(

64'

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE .

§42AGE

Behavior

Z.

Card 2.

-

The -child bli.uks or stopsmoving when a rattle is shaken
near- hi-m.

I :
... . .



RECEPTIYE,LANOJAGE

STAGE 2

Behavior

'w

Card

r

-The hem he- -h-ears someone-tallcimg
or singing quietly.

5

RECEPTIYE'LANQUAGE

'STAGE

Behavior

The child turns his head toward the direction of a
ell held about .ten inches from the child atill:,gently rung.

1"

. . A

Card 4

d

e

14.11 it

...G11...

0



Card .5

(RECEPTIVE LA611GUAGE

Behavior tfi
,

`. The child terns hi_s head ans1.-.1o_oks _when he _hears_

1

_ x

RECE1TIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE.

Behavior

.

Card

. . ,a.,..
The'dbIld-7reacts differently OD ingry.vdices 'and' friendly

.

hearing`-vioices. He becomes ushapV Ciaay cry).-vhe hearing - _

angry voices. He peccime's happy_ (smiles an or babble.) ;,_

when hearing friendly. voices. - :.

. ,

$.

..

: 1

l

..
I
,



'BEdEPTIE.1.ANGITAGE'
.

STAGE 3
,

Behavior

4-The-chi-IxttlaWcs 'cltrec't= on ofa:Sauncl- (s11-6h a
, bell ringing; which e cannot ee.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE
^-N

* STAGE 3

Behavior

.

J '

The child viJ. listen,quietly forAwd4to:three minutes
.vhile,music is beintlayed.-

7,

",



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

Card. 9

Behavior'
1

The child reaches. his arms above-his head when he hearsflupH:

/

4

'RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 3

Behavior
. "...-

The child turns to.listen to sounds he.hears and urns his
.

hea 'to watch different objects around him....
.

-eard

7

O

tip

e

.t.

1



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

f

Card

'Beh'avior +.

I.
,_ .-Tfiedlirla moves -toward or looks at a named family member or

pet. -For example, say "Where's Daddy," and the child will
look toward his father.

A

RECEPTIVE LLIGUAGE,

. STAGE 'I

Behavior ,

, . . ''',... . .-

.

The /child.sits with another person and' lob at pictures for. -a full inieute when the ;pictures are talked about by the.
;

other 'per Son. .

-Ca-rd -/-2.

.



litCEPTIVi LAUGUAGE

,,The ch11Td kii-ses7. when you say, ",Give me a iss"."

Jr

1,

RECEPTIVE. LANGUEGE

STAGE 54-

..Behavior

',

S

-Carr

O

The child stops what he is do' more than hakr of the
time.) when he is ro1 d "no,

'



RECOTIVE LANGUAGE

STAVE

Behavior

N

Wen someone says-"bye-bye to the Aild, he wavet, by himtelf.

RECEPiIYE LANGUAGE:

STAGE 4

Behavior
14

The-thila --plays game: like "patty cake.'
/-.!

1?

: . h.

f.



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

Behavior,
kr-

.
.

,,,
.

7 The- child- -looks at a favorite nearby toy- when asted,,'"Where
is the ft

.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE-it-

Behavior

a .00

The child rocks his body fr.o.m to side and claps
his hands'after seeing someone .else do this to musi .

I' -

A

/

Card i.()

, F.

'. l'_ .kr,

0

'4.4")
1 4



S, REC'EPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Card -2/-

e-c -hiid gives a. toy -to-* you if you ask-for
it' and hold out your hand.

a

4

Card /.Z.L

RECEPTIVE LARGUAGE

.

Behavior,-.

The .child-smileS., or moves in rhythm, or ,c1.e.ps 'for
more.1!then he..hears, a rhyme or sl.mple soPg-



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

WILAGE=7-:

4'

Behavior

Card 23

Child selects ,a named item when given a choice of
2 known objects (such as a spoon and a ball) Say
"Give me the " or "Sh6w me the

/1

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE -5-

Behavior

r

Ca-rd,

The child looks at pictures for two or mOmniinutes
when someone sitting with'him talks about the 0.,ctuies.

44.

rtr



11ECEPT VE LANGUAGE

S-AS

Card' ?S.-

*Behavor

The child. brings his doll (or anyone of his favorite toys)
td you When he is asked to.go get it fiom another room.

4
fl

RECEPTIVE LANgUAGE

STAGE

f.

Card _4. ,.

,Behavior

The child ,"finds..tbe baby", in a picture when asked to do so.
He is beginning to recognize pictures without also seeing
the actual ob,jeci.,

4

0

=4- ^,

7)

S

e



t 0 27'

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

_Behavior

Ask the child to*touch:This hand, hair, mouth, nose, eye,
ear, and foot. He touches at least 3 correctly.,

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 6

Behavior

,

I.

The child gets his ballwhenjask/ed
if he wants to play ball. `-

0

a.

ti

o

..
a

t;



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 6

Behavior

4

The ct111d snows you his spoon, plate,. and glass vhen asked.

4

?

1

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

The child touCh?es one body part on a large pictliri
1

(6" x 10") or 'a doll. "Show me the dolly's
ditrat for mouth, eyes, feet, nose, eall.and hanas.

I

1 34
r .



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 6

Behavior

Card 3/

The child shows you his spoon, plate, ana glass when

1

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

/ 1

1

Behavior
?

The child touCh,les one body part on a large pictltre
(6" x 10") ors. doll. "Shoal me the doll.y's
Wet for mouth, eyes, feet, nose, eall.and handt-

I '

r

-Card-32.-



RECEPTIVE LAN GE

STAGE

Behavior

44

Card.33

Ttrec-b-r.ttreviLl.----p-re.-c-e an object here when told to and
.villdcm-a-c44-es-4-mmediately vhes-askcd to-do- iA 12-n-ov.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE Cr

L

Behavior

The child comes hen he is called:

I

,

:1 5
:t:
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. RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

ST GE 7

Behavior

hqenamed Say 'Show me the cup" or "Put yourAOn'the 'cup"
Nave pictures of a'Cup, spoon, ball, shoa, car). Another
object should be in the picture along with the abject names
2 offects per picture.

.RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7

Behavior

t.

k

. The child follows 4 directions with a ;block
or ball one at a time iugh as "Put.iton the.chair.".
"Give it to me." "Put it on-the table." . °Give it to Daddy".

rt \
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Card .? 7

RECETAIIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7

Behavior

When there kiet-u7red7- ftem-s,onbm*-1614t*--th.6
child touches tie one that is nanedq i.e., there is a picture
titw$10-gTITdgtragoA. /cant says , "Toll-nit1 e dog" or -"iholi
me the dog". The childouches only the dog.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7

Behavior.

L

rz

Card.,

Ask the child to touch his hand, hair, mouth, nose, eye,
ear b r foot. He:touches at least 5 correctly.

f

I
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 7 !

Behavio'r

Child touehf.R nampa body pArta on ir pi vre off' a doll-
,"
Show me tne aolly s Eppeat ro 'mouth, eyes,

--feet-y-nos-ei earaddhanda.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Behavtor

and

Card -/0

The child sits and listens happily; without fussing,-to
a shortstory told to him. He may sometimes bring a

bookto you to read about.



RECE TIVE

STAGi 7'

Behavi

1 The
fifi som
to
ask

'LANGUAGE

r

Card 4V

child places an object "in" something and "under"
thing, vhPn given thnsP Iii...rPCti-onS, i.e., "AsIt'ehil4
put the block in the can. After he does this then

trput the

RECEPTIV: LANGpAGE

STAGE

Behav or

"sT.

0

Tae child touches the "little spoon" when shown a
p.cture (if 2apoons - 1 veryNlarge and I very small;

,

ti



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAG k

B havior

Card 13'

sa

'

The child follows a 2 -step "dixaction_gu,ch_ai_12Piek_up the ,

ba-11e,414-64-',4-ei-ttremt or "Throw 7-crtrr--2A-prkinavralTEnrec-b-rinrg
me your plate." lc

t

.RECEPTIVE'LANGUAGE

STAGE f
Behavior 7

4.

r

Card' yam{

The child correctly responds to 2 of the following:.
(Have pictures of a comb, glass, shoes, tricycle, iron,
acisso-s, broom --all thihgb the child squid know) -,Ask
."Show me what.... we use to comb our hait; we use to
drink our milk;goes on our feet; we ride on\; we use to
iron clothes; we can eat with,;, we use to 'sweep the floor.

fl



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

Behavior

Card 467

The child- gives you on,e and only one block then asked, "Give
me l'irgone

4-

r.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

Behavior

Card

The child follows 2 directions. given one at .a timel
cthat use prepositions, i.e., "Put the ball on the chair."

"Put the ball in back of the chair." The child 'should
'know 2 of,,the folldwing: in front of, beside, in baFk of,
'behind, inside.

201 -
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGEi.

Behavior

ss 7.

The child touctes the big object when asked to
"And-Ne touches the small-object-when

touch" the small one. (If child does not and
mayL-as-k "1731.re"- you -the- hiE

ane.)

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE

net avioT

eard

"Touch" the
asked t

erstAnd,
one or

Card



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 1 -- 'dead and Activities

0 Card 1

a

0

Sing softly to the child and 'gently rock him 'to qu et him wheh,

4

.1c to the child ng vo ce w en e is set.

=- child iS awake-;telkquletly to him_while
his face therefore encouraging him to watch you as you talk tohim
Keep talking, or singing, or making sounds until he watches your, an
then continue as-he watches'you.

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE,2 -r Ideas and Activities

you are near or with the child, surround him with a
"language envelope" -- talk to him gently and describe what you are
doing, even though he 41pviouily does not understand.the words., ;The
soundcof your voice, its rhythm and pattern all contribute to
'language learning.

Card 1

Place themchild near the dinner table while everyone is eating.
Talk to him in a quiet voice. ,,. ,

,i--/ , /
Choose a quiet song or record to sing.° plaSr for the child. Hold

him and rock him while the song is being plAyed or Sung.

.,

Hang a musical mobile in the child's crib and Place the. child so
he can see it. Play it several times each day, drawing the child's

)attention' to it each time it is (played. .

'
.-1
iCall the child's name. When he looks at you,epck him Up, tickle

him, or-. do something else he likes. d - i



RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE 3 -- Ideas and Activities

a

.Card 1

.Language really bezins,to grow during, this time.
child usually dbesn't use words himself, his behaliior_:begims to show
that he understands some words. ReMember,,he'll learn language onlya if you cite it,)goody-de,ai of MaroUtd-him. -Wheneyer you are Wrth the
child, be sure to speak in's Aple sentences, make your voice rise and

0 rt , Surroundthe ,chrId-gith.vn-rds-

It

Thq chip must real ze your previous aotions and tone of voice
when he either pleases r displeases you. he expression in your
voice or ,on your face m st mean something. In order -0o teach a child
to distinguish between riendly and upset tones f,voice, you should
sound disappointed when the child misbehaves anc praise the child in a
pleasant one of voice for positive behavior.

Whenever you appr ach the child, call im or spe (to,him% Follow
this with sIpme direct ontact --place a toy where :he can see it, roll
him over and tic)cle hi ,.or pick him up. As you do any one of these
things, talk to him. 4

Play the radio ftly during the day so the chilg has an,,
.opportunity to Xreque tly listen to music:'

.RECE RYE L4NGUAGE'

SSAGE

.1

Ideas and Activities

Card 2

.

When you are going to pick the child up, first hold your hands
out toward him and say"You want up?" aelp him hold his arms upand;
'then pick him up. Soon be should be rasing,his arms to be picked
up when heNsees and hears

15.ceit say,
"You want up?" -*

' Wheri. cdre ing and,'undl:essing the child, talk\ about each niece
of clothing-. Show and tell hirif what he cansdowith his body to I 6

)'help. "Rai se your'arms." "Put your foot in)the shoe."
....,

rShak*--(rattle near the side of head, When he turns tOwa
the sOunA,4and begins to reac for it, giv,e it to him to tout
to hold. '';

--------#---\1/4-:...,

-

, 2 ,

'''7 ).
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.

RECEPTIVE .LANGUAGE' r

-4

AGf Ideas and'Activititt

-

. Thechild not only needs to listen to the words we speak, but to
'the emphasis that ve.put on certain worlds, the variation in tone we

. use, and so on. Try t set'asidq a time each, day when You speak aad
iste'n to your child alo e without the radio.br television: This

Vill give him a chance attend to what you say 'and* tt. interpret
u":0 f ords

child makes ConneCtions between-wor'ds and objects when he has
a lot o experience with them andwhen some action is' connected to

. s

them. As -eats something hot, talk about hot things. Call the
water hot whe it isiso. As he handles things that are fuzzy, talk
about fuzziness, -te. .Doa't drill on these words or expect him to say
them. You;dre not ing to teachlhiml_th6-particular words, but rather
the general fact that ords-are used to describand name things.

-

Have two or three members of the, family in a circle. One Pel-son
holds the child and says, "Look at Daddy. Daddy will hold you," nd
,hands the child to Daddy. -13-ge-sliT*TEriame thing, b-ut change he ,

pers&d's name.- Try to have the child ok at1 ithe person he is going
to go, to next..

Card 2

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE It --- Ideas and, Activities

Sit with the child and look through books that hive simple pictures
in them: 'Gently hold -the child's hazid and pat the pictures as you
aamecthem,

41 1 -

Take photos of things and people the child sees. often,. -Let Aim
look at them while you tell' him what' they are.

-
.

When, the child reaches for an object he is not'to play with, say
' 'Noi,that is- not to touchf" Firmly and quietly hold his ands for a
''few moments, then move him away and give him a toy_gith hich.he can
'play saying, "This with." ,J A

f ,

Whenever saying "bye7,..bye to the child,' accompany the words'
with actions so the child will associate the words with the actions.
At first,',,Wive.tAe child's', hvids'When the vorkis said.

.4, f, j. -- 0 . - .,
# ; '

I.- 4 ,...,

4/, d
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RECEPTIVE. LANGUAGE

STAGE 4 -rdeas and Activi es.

t

Card
_

Play such games t patty-cake and peek-a-boo with the child. Hold

tthe chifal-i- hands in yours-to show hit What he. ii to do with his' hands.
Later, when the chil has played the game several times and and rstands
what he is to do, just sing the song and let him do all the actions,
himself. ) e.

'Place the child's favorite toy 'so that .he. ,,con see it , but it is out
of his reach. . Ask the child, "Where is your ?" If he looks at the
toy, give it to him to play with. .

.

..

Give the child his doll to play vitIOnd turn on some mu414.
-

Show the child hOw to rock the doll a4a op.P its hinds to the music.
Then encourage-the child to do'the sami4dth his own bOdy.

Whenever speaking with the /child; call him by this name so that he.
becomes accustomed to it. Ail( hip questions using his name.

. , 4

As you work with, the c,hild .(
talk to him saying his name over.
repeat it while he is facing you.
response, by smiling, patting, or

_RE_CEPTIVE LAN QuAna_

STAGE 5 -- Ideas and Activities

holding, -feeding-, bathing,. etc .) ,

and ,over. As he retolids to his name,
Also, give him much reward -for his

picking him up: /

. '-'

The 'CI:kid-has- tilings't2,1ekrn everywhere he goes. Tile street, the
--,-,..-parker -_ .

a .11idevim the '10ar -k"-enerything offers_pyohrtunites tp increase .,._

1,4 4.: .1.

,,,s, 4idsoi.Warsft oftypiglq4s1:7;eround him and tp :see ,1?les, between familiar ;

thiAs , anZ, new -Vings . 1,-,e'g=; to, 15Ara '414 you tr,e riding or. walking ,:

:le=-7 together;..pPiht hIn diAleXclAim at mew aiWoexcitping things; convey
--). tva fun 14!* disc pry.r. . - ....

.,

,,,- r

.

< .

. -, ,.

"N::- -*---* ..-,, -4- -<:'---

.,,-' .
.- yRemedm6r*:et. "a remarks or 'exnlanations even -if he cannyE

':rearlY uleiStema thy, are bettek than silence._ The one word of caution
:5..-Ahliit yo4,,must no-6 '_expect him' to get excited ball the/lhings that
--YOLOaie. . If iomethIdg .of interest to yoU-like sey, a hiSt*ical _-

,t.-

7
monument -:is too strange

-

and remRyed fob him,, he will not paY attention,
'., he will not listernd there is jno point-in trying to ford his atten-

tion. Take tour; aliet:erciMbehavior ) e will let ydu know things
teak a great deel abt those

Card 1

are interesting tkOkl.. . Then you can
hings. =s72

Vocabulary develops when; actions and Words axe ,brought together. .

In the gich.en , have the ehlw help' you in regular househeid chores. --
Itriia-'tio hand, you the dish towel, put the towel away turn the faucet

on and okf, find out which .J5i is 4ot ,4ine. Out:which one it cold, get'
a pQt, etc. He will- learn the words

:

,d household u
Seeing,how they 'ate. used an in, using, Cher i.theY Than being ini466Uted-



RECEPTIVE

STAGE 5 -- Ideas and Activities

C 84' 4--.

It,
1.

"3; .

r- ,!..Accompany simple commands to the child Ith gest es. For example,.
say, "Johnny, come" with the action of hold & out yojr_erms for the
child.

ilk .

.

. , . ,

Give the child a small toy and encour4e him to give it hack, or
at least release'it so you can take it fro4-him. Praise hith'for playing
the game and return the toy to him.. The child will share a valued toy

:0-

-when he has
.
confidence that he will get-the toy-back.

At this stage, the child enjlys face4to-.face rhythm games and
finger play that you and he can play together. They increase his
language and they pay off in motor development. You shouldn't expect
him to, repeat the words. You simple want tto expose him :to the rhythm
an-d the order. .He'll enjoy this and may v4nt to continue after, you are
.bored. If at all possible, let him set the pace. Remember that it is
his learning that is the aim. Suggested rhythm games and songs are:
"Pat-a-cake;" "This little piggy; " "Here is,. ,the Beehiver"One, Two,
Buckle My Shoe;" -"Hickory, hickory, Dock; ". "Row, Row,oRowyour Boat."

A . .:A. --' '" :

V:

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

,

1,0

p. s. 1. S ,. e

`u- ::1. '''''
, A,.

Card

.-.-

STAGE 5 -- Ideas and Activities

-- -..,:
.

, . , ..

.

-4.- book. "riD prepare for this,'find pi4ures that,you know are ipneated, I

Sit with the child and point but'some picturWIt a magazine or.
. .

. _ 1

in a magazine or book like man, br:.a.Oak, a.-A.24:, or'cat, orlher i.c_.
objects he has Seel:1in -r.eal life -and vitivorhichlhe is fElmiliarlSge*
to him in sent ceseuch.as. "See, there.'s a C'ar,fi or ItLook,that. /'
car is like ours." '".There's a man. Tg that gaddy/Allow him' tb "
play with the magazine and let it be his. Hewill enjoy it even more-
as ,- .,he becomes familiar-with-ft. `` f ''. l'?

:.; --c . i.- ,

After titc child hae'becOme.very familial. with-thesepictures, ask
him to point to-those objects he knows. If-he needs help, help him to,l
touch them with his finger as you ask him to. "Touch the' . U

,. , , ,.
, When you play games with the'dhild, go WithAim to get 'the tpys

_

and let him help carry them back to where you will play. When finished
.playing,; have' then help you put them back.

'10
.1

r'y

":777m7-7.-7"17
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RECEPTIVE- lagtuAgE

STAGE 5 -- Ideas and Activities

Card

Name the different parts of your htgly. TouCh the 'as you nape

them and have_ the child touch them, too. Then' name t i e parts of ilia

'body as you touch themand t helpelp him touch his ow. .body, as you17,
agaln name tfie parts. This is a good-activity to do hile sitting with,_

time and drpssing.----

pzi "get the bell:1."
"find the ball."

rfm actions "Pop
Bridge.is Falling

the child

Play
hiThen

front of :amirror, and also during bath
4.

4

hall With' the child. 'Throw it and ask hi
the ball 'while he' is watching and ask him

Play records on sing songs which you can pef
Goes the Weasel," "Ring Around the Ropie," "London
Down.!' --Encourage the child` to do thi actions wit

k

_

--RECEPTIVE

-=46E 6 - Ideas and Actilltis

, . .
.

.. The child"-Vill now be ready for aAd e oy more language play, -
although, pf sco-Urse,.you've already been uizi-it wordS.,in Connection with:

every game. Now4he has a has'ic khowledge that mommy and daddy and the '

,other members look di-fferent and sound different, and_he is also aware r .._

of different objects and rooms fh-.4 house. Ap activity for when !
.

several family members are together 4s to say, %Where is daddy?" Help'
- him points-to daddy if he does not do4o' by himself. "Where is Johnny? "'

Help hi; point to himself. 'Then have-someon leave the room while the
c3rild i 'vat-china gnd ask the 'child where that person is. Help him to
point,/ ifs meoeglary. Also ask him to point to various rooms. in the house

' .that ea be seen MOM where the -child, is sitting. .
-t. ,

.
.. . , .

-..,

_When you ask the child tw.dosomething,'always show hiiu whet you

mean if be seeks not to, understand. Forsexample, if yoU(asl hit to
throw his napkin away, go over to hit.immediateli after.jOu-lave
said lt. Have him hold the napkin, alk over to tht garbage, and '

throw it awayhelping ham where necess . .

.

-,-

Card 1

/ r
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STAGE g -- Ideas and-.ActiyitieSt

Encourage the child to be your'helper by letting him do easy tasks
.-______:aromnd the kitchen _getting his spoon and ._putting it on the table,

passing his plate to the person next to him when stacking the dishes,,.
after a meal, picking up his glass ,s1n4 bringingLit to you at- the sink'.

Get or make a large picture of a doll, then get the child's
favorite doll and sit down by the/hile: Ask/the child to touch_one !,

of his body parts that you know he knows., Then ask him to touch the
same body part on you, and then on his doll. Then ask him to ,touch
the same body part on the picture of the doll. If he needs help with- .

touching the part on the doll picture, help hit. Repeat this same
procedure asking the child to touch the common body parts dne by one,
first on himself, then you, then his doll, and finally, onthe
picture of the doll.. 3/1 this way, he learns-that, for example; a
pose is still a nose whether it be on himself* 'on another person, on
a doll, or on a picture of a doll. '

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE _r

"Cgt..4 2

;

. 'REGEPTIyE LANGUAGE

STAGET Ideai--and Activities.

f ,
*v

,
,4-;' The behaviors listed in STAGE 7 are very similar to-1those listed

IrSTAGE 6 (and some in STAGE 5) except that, As the child is growing
older, he is expected to know more about himself -wild thihgs in his

) environment; so STAGE 7 behaviors requires him to touch4twe-named
pictured objects on a page instead of just one,"to.follOt four directions
with a ball instead of just two, to touch morg named body .parts on
hipself;.to touch more named body parts on a pictured doll, and to begin
to follow directions using simple prepositions ("ie-and "on").

r
...

. Therefore, the ideas and activities presented'inSTAGE '6 (and' many
. . ,. .

in STAGE 5) should be continued, only now you are expecting the child .

to respond with _more knowledge and accuracy.. I...f moil. have been remeMbering

.

to'constantly surround the child with descriptions about himielf and
,

his enliironment, and then aOking him to respond to questions you have
Tasked about hiiself and his environment, he should haveagood ,under-
standing of the world around him (receptive language) and should have
little difficulty in acquiring the STAGE 7 behaviors.

,

J
208.i
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

STAGE i --Ideas-a/IAActivities

Card 2

1

, From this point on, much time shoUld be'spent with the child
reading children's books to him, playing childreqrs.games, singing
children's songs. The child is becoming, ready to understand number-
concepts, color differences, shape diffIreps, siie differences.-:Begin
to include mentioning numbers, sizes, shapes, and colors in your descrip-
tions of things around him. He need mot be able to answer questions
like, "What, co or is the ball?" or "What shape is this. box?" Just

'talk to him ab ut those qualities. "You have .two balls. One ball is
big and one_ bal is little. We are Playing with your big ball. T

ball is red\ lotr.little ball t
r

bl
I
ue. Throw me your hig red

11."

-;----RYCEPTIVE-LAITGUAGE-

STAbE 8 -= Idead and

Please refer to t
card. The information
STAGE 8; for as in STA
beWaviors as these lis
that STAGE 8 behaviors,
than the previous stag
ment progresses, it Is
and the world around hi
child attain this neye
STAGES 5;6, and 7.

The child's lang4a
the thlad spends most +o
QUESTION, LISTER, DESCR

11

I ',Card 1

e:STAGE1, Receptive Language,, Ideas and Activities
given do that card pertains equally well to
E 7, STAGE. 8, inclUdes the same type of ;general
ed in STAGE 5 40 6--the only difference being
assume the hild. knows more specific information
s. As woul .he expected, as the child's deve op-
assumed tha his understanding abou himself

increases. The proCedtriesk for he ping the
knowledge r main the same as those listed i

e growth gr
his tiMe.
BE, QUE$TIOI

'210

atly depends on: those with whom
The key to remember is: DUCRIB,.

LISTEN, DESCRIBE, QUESTION, LIp,

.4


